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MEMORANDUM 
Department of Public Services 


DATE: August 22, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Lauren A. Wood, Director of Public Services 


SUBJECT: Pembroke and Poppleton Ballfield Maintenance Project 


Sealed bids were opened on Tuesday, August 12, 2014 for the cost to perform grading work at 
Pembroke Park and Poppleton Park baseball fields.  Pricing includes for each field: removing the lip 
that has accumulated between the infield and outfield,  adding new athletic material to the infield 
only and laser grading, and finally installing new base anchors, pitcher’s mounds and home plates. 
Also, at Poppleton Park, the in-field will be brought back in to standard size and sod will be placed. 
One (1) bidder responded.  The result of the sealed bids follows in the table below. 


Bidder Bid 
Homefield Turf and Athletic, Inc. $14,650.00 


This work is upkeep in nature and is necessary to ensure safety of all users and enjoyable play. 
Historically, City staff would perform crowning and grading of all infields on ballfields throughout 
the City (total of 9) and money is budgeted every year to purchase athletic mix to accomplish this 
task.  Usually one field is addressed per year.   Last year, we determined the best course of action 
would be to budget for this work to be performed by others.  This occurred at Kenning Park in 
which four (4) ballfields were improved.  This work in the amount of $15,008.00 was awarded to 
lowest bidder, Homefield Turf and Athletic, Inc. last year.  There were two other bidders ranging in 
price from $43,000 to $45,000.  While these fields were all at one location the scope of work is 
slightly different this time for the two fields which adds on to the per field amount for the separate 
sites.  The City was very pleased with the outcome of the work last year and budgeted again for 
more fields to be addressed.  The bid is priced well for this type of work. 


In addition to the above, the work includes removing a lip of material that has accumulated 
between the infield and outfield over the years from routine grooming of the infields.  This 
grooming task is performed by City staff, which over time, deposits extra material along the edge. 
Also, included is a training session on proper grooming methods so that staff is up to date on the 
latest grooming techniques to prolong this from happening as long as possible.  This project also 
consists of adding a fresh top coat of athletic mix material (provided by the City) to match the 
existing and laser grading to ensure proper drainage of the infields.  At Poppleton, as a trial, there 
will be an additional top layer of a product called Game-On, which is a clay color overlay material 
that absorbs extra moisture and keeps the consistency of the infield to make maintenance easier. 
The contractor will set anchors for bases at the proper distances for the users of the fields 
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including Little League and Men’s Softball, install new home plates and pitchers mounds (all 
provided by the City). 
 
It should be noted that this work does not include any re-grading of the outfields, except a small 
area around the infield where the outfield meets the infield.  This is routine maintenance for the 
infields and must be performed to ensure safe play on City baseball and softball fields.  The base 
anchors, pitchers mounds and home plates were evaluated recently and need to be replaced so it 
was included in the request for proposals. 
 
The Department of Public Services recommends awarding the Pembroke and Poppleton Ballfields 
project to the only bidder, Homefield Turf and Athletic, Inc.  This contractor does specialize in this 
type of work.  Athletic fields are their only business, not a sideline and they have over 40 years of 
experience.  They were hired for the work at Kenning Park, and they travel all over the State and 
even the Country to perform athletic field work for Little League, High School, College and Minor 
and Major League Baseball.  A few recent projects include: Troy Athens High School, Everest 
Academy, University of Michigan, Western Michigan University, Alliance Bank Stadium Syracuse 
Chiefs Minor League, among many others.  The City is confident in their ability to provide the 
scope of work as specified. 
 
Funds have been budgeted in the Capital Projects Fund account #401-751.001-981.0100, for 
this project in the amount of $25,000. 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To approve the contract for Kenning Park Ballfields Maintenance project to Homefield Turf and 
Athletic, Inc. in the amount not to exceed $14,650.00, to be funded from Capital Project Fund 
account #401-751.001-981.0100.  Further, to authorize the Mayor and City Clerk to sign the 
agreement on behalf of the City upon receipt of required insurances. 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS 
BIRMINGHAM CITY COMMISSION 
PUBLIC HEARING OF NECESSITY 


PUBLIC HEARING OF CONFIRMATION 


Meeting Date, Time, Location: HEARING OF NECESSITY FOR SPECIAL 
ASSESSMENT DISTRICT 
Monday, September 8, 2014, 7:30 PM 
Municipal Building, 151 Martin,  
Birmingham, MI  


Meeting Date, Time, Location: HEARING OF CONFIRMATION FOR 
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DISTRICT 
Monday, September 22, 2014, 7:30 PM 
Municipal Building, 151 Martin, 
Birmingham, MI  


Location: Hamilton Alley Reconstruction 
Nature of Improvement: Reconstruction of the alley between 


Hamilton Ave and E. Maple Rd. 
City Staff Contact: Paul O’Meara 248.530.1836 


pomeara@bhamgov.org 
Notice Requirements: Mail to affected property owners 


Publish August 10 & 17, 2014 
Approved minutes may be reviewed at: City Clerk’s Office 


You or your agent may appear at the hearings to express your views; however, if you fail to protest 
either in person or by letter received on or before the date of the hearing, you cannot appeal the 
amount of the special assessment to the Michigan Tax Tribunal.  Mail any correspondence to:  City 
Clerk, P.O. Box 3001, Birmingham, MI 48012. 


The property owner may file a written appeal of the special assessment with the State Tax Tribunal 
within 30 days after the confirmation of the special assessment roll if that special assessment was 
protested at the hearing held for the purpose of confirming the roll. 


All special assessments, including installment payments, shall, from the date of the confirmation 
thereof, constitute a lien on the respective lots or parcels assessed, and until paid shall be 
charged against the respective owners of the lots or parcels assessed. 
Persons  with disabilities needing accommodations for effective participation in this meeting should 
contact the City Clerk's Office at  248.530.1880 (voice) or 248.644.5115 (TDD) at least one day in 


advance to request mobility, visual, hearing or other assistance. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Engineering Dept. 


DATE: August 29, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 


SUBJECT: Hamilton Alley Reconstruction 
Public Hearing of Necessity 


At the meeting of June 23, 2014, the City Commission discussed several unbudgeted projects 
that were previously suggested for possible inclusion in the Fiscal Year 2014/15 budget.  That 
evening, a public hearing of necessity was scheduled for the regular Commission meeting of 
September 8, 2014.  The gap in time was included in the schedule in order to give the 
Engineering Dept. time to prepare an informational booklet, distribute it, and hold a public 
meeting.  The public meeting was intended to give the property owners the chance to fully 
understand what is proposed. 


In the interim, our office has been struggling to keep up with the demand for our services.  The 
informational booklet was not finalized until today (August 29), just ten days before the 
hearing.   


Staff does not feel it is appropriate to rush this informational process.  Since the public has not 
been notified about the hearing, we are requesting that the hearing be opened on September 
8, then continued to the meeting of September 22.   


As described on the attachments, the public is being notified that we anticipate that there will 
be a hearing on September 22, to be confirmed later.  Once the Commission has held its 
September 8 meeting, we would then ask the City Clerk to mail out the official hearing notice, 
confirming the date of the hearing as September 22.   


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 


To continue the public hearing of necessity for the paving of the Hamilton Alley, extending from 
Hamilton Ave. to Park St., from Monday, September 8, to Monday, September 22, 2014. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 


Recently, the City has been considering ways to improve the City’s alleys and passageways.  In 
October of 2012, the City Commission adopted a master plan titled “Activating Urban Space: A 
Strategy for Alleys & Passages” with the goal of improving the City’s alleys and encouraging 
more use of these public spaces. 
 
This alley has been designated as an Active Via in the City’s adopted master plan. According to 
the plan, Active Vias can be used by pedestrians and bicyclists for travel, smaller scale 
commercial activities (i.e. outdoor dining, retail sales and display), and shared use by vehicles 
for access to parking and service functions. These Active Vias will need to maintain a clear zone 
for use by service vehicles for deliveries and trash pickup, as well as vehicular access to adjacent 
parking areas. 
 
These Active Vias will be the focus of capital improvement projects to improve access and 
safety for all users. The master plan proposes that the paving in Active Vias should be consistent 
with the materials and design patterns within the existing streetscape standards, which include 
broom finished concrete with exposed aggregate accents.  
 
Based on the existing alley conditions, and the need for improvements, the City Commission has 
directed the Engineering Dept. to begin the process of improving this alley.  This report has been 
prepared to allow property owners in the affected area to understand the full impact of the 
proposed improvements project.  
 
II. EXISTING CONDITIONS 


HISTORY 
This alley is located in one of the oldest parts of the City. 
The parcels adjacent to this alley were developed early in 
the City’s history, and re-platted in 1934 as a part of 
Assessor’s Plat No. 21. The existing concrete pavement 
on this alley was constructed in 1929 as an 18-foot wide 
and 8” thick concrete pavement after the installation of 
the sewers in the alley. The alley pavement is contained 
in the 18-foot wide City Right of Way. 
 
The existing alley pavement has remained in service 
since its original installation, with some patches being 
replaced with new concrete as needed to accommodate 
new building construction, and to replace some areas that 
were badly cracked.   
 
ALLEY CONDITIONS 
The existing concrete pavement is in poor condition, with 
several areas that are badly cracked, and others that have 
severe pitting due to the age of the concrete.  The existing 
alley pavement is designed to drain to the center of the alleys, and into the existing catch basins. 
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There are many areas that have cold patch, 
especially at the joints between the concrete 
slabs. 
 
This alley is currently used as a service alley, 
and there are several dumpsters that are 
located in the City’s alley.  There are 
existing overhead wires that run in the alley 
as well that serve the adjacent buildings. 
 
 
 
 
 


III. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 


ALLEY IMPROVEMENTS 
In accordance with the City’s adopted master plan for alleys and passageways, the pavement in 
this alley is proposed to be upgraded with a decorative combination of plain broom-finished 
concrete, with exposed aggregate concrete 
accents.  The pavement pattern will be 
similar to the Willits Alley which was 
reconstructed in 2002 and 2005, partially by 
the developer of The Willits, and partially as 
a City project.  
 
As a part of the project, the City will review 
the existing sewers to determine if they have 
adequate capacity to handle the flow from 
drainage areas they serve, and if they are in 
good structural condition to serve this area 
into the future. If necessary, the City will 
make any necessary repairs and/or 
replacement to ensure that the pipe is stable 
for many years to come.  Any work needed on the existing public sewer system will be funded 
by the City’s Sewer Fund.  These costs will not be specially assessed. 
 
SEWER LATERAL REPLACEMENT  
Beginning in 2007, whenever the City is constructing a new pavement such as envisioned in this 
project, each building’s sewer lateral must be considered relative to its remaining service life.  
Each property owner is responsible for the maintenance of their sewer lateral from their building 
to the City sewer connection.  The portion from the right-of-way line to the City sewer can be 
quite costly to repair if done on an emergency basis because it has collapsed.  Experience has 
shown when older sewer laterals are replaced in conjunction with a pavement reconstruction 
project, the cost of the work is generally substantially reduced.  Replacing older sewer laterals 
also significantly reduces the possibility of the new pavement having to be cut and patched 
afterward due to the continuing decline of sewer laterals.  With that in mind, should the City 
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Commission authorize the installation of a new pavement, all buildings with sewer laterals older 
than 50 years (the expected service life of an underground pipe from that era), will be included in 
a second special assessment district requiring removal and replacement of the sewer lateral in the 
right-of-way at property owner expense.  
 
IV. PROJECT APPROVAL PROCESS 


PUBLIC HEARING TO AUTHORIZE PROJECT 
Installing a new permanent improved pavement in the Hamilton Alley will require that the City 
Commission authorize the creation of a special assessment district.  The open informational 
meeting described on the cover letter of this booklet is meant to provide a forum to ensure that 
you fully understand what is being proposed prior to the public hearing.   
 
The public hearing will provide a forum for those impacted by the project to discuss the matter 
with the City Commission prior to any decision on the project being made.  Any interested party 
may provide comment either by appearing and speaking at the meeting, or filing a letter with the 
City Clerk. 
 
After the public hearing is closed, the City Commission will determine if the proposed project is 
necessary and advisable.  If they vote in favor of the project, the City Assessor will be directed to 
prepare a special assessment roll identifying all properties to be assessed, and the estimated 
amounts to be assessed against each property (described below).  A second public hearing will be 
scheduled to confirm the roll of assessments. 
 
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONFIRM ASSESSMENTS 
The City Commission will then schedule another public hearing for the confirmation of the roll.  
The City will again invite all property owners to this hearing. Property owners will be able to 
determine their particular assessment at the City Clerk's office for a period of ten days prior to 
the hearing.  The City Commission may confirm, correct, revise, or annul the special assessment 
roll.   
 
A property owner or party-in-interest may file a written appeal of the special assessment with the 
Michigan Tax Tribunal within 30 days of the confirmation if the property owner or party-in-
interest, or their agent, appears and protests the assessment at the public hearing held for the 
purpose of confirming the roll.  Appearance and protest may be made in person at the hearing, or 
may be made by filing a letter with the City Clerk prior to the hearing.  If a protest is not made at 
the public hearing, an appeal may not be filed with the Michigan Tax Tribunal. 
 
If the Commission confirms the roll, the Engineering Department will begin design of the 
project.  After construction takes place, and final costs are available, the roll is subject to 
adjustment after the actual cost of construction is determined. 
 
V. CONSTRUCTION 


ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 
Construction will likely take the following course: 
1. All property owners will be notified, and all dumpsters, grease traps, etc. must be removed 
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from the alley.  Temporary staging areas would need to be set up to allow access to these 
items to continue.  Municipal Parking Lot #9 would likely be closed and used for this 
purpose.  A secondary area, if necessary, could be set up in parking spaces on Hamilton 
Ave. near the westerly entrance to the alley. 


2. The existing concrete surface will be removed. 
3. Sewers and sewer services will be repaired and/or replaced on an as-needed basis. 
4. New catch basins will be installed to accommodate the new alley design.  Short sections of 


storm sewer will be installed to drain these new basins. 
5. The new grade of the alley will be roughed out. 
6. A gravel base will be prepared before placing the concrete. 
7. New concrete pavement will be installed. This will need to occur over different phases for 


the placement of the broom finished concrete, and the exposed aggregate concrete accents. 
The new pavement will take at least seven days to cure to gain strength before it can be re-
opened to traffic. 


 
The above phases may be interchanged somewhat based upon contractor's preference, and 
weather conditions.  We anticipate the total time the alley is closed would be approximately six 
to eight weeks. 
 
Access to the alley will be restricted during the majority of the work.  If there are times that 
access can safely be allowed, the City will notify property owners and tenants that they can use 
the alley to access their property. Once the new concrete is placed, it is important that all traffic 
stay off a minimum of seven days.   
 
All property owners and tenants will be notified ahead of time if access is to be restricted, so that 
vehicles may be pulled out if needed. It is anticipated that if this project is approved by the City 
Commission in the fall of 2014, the construction on this project will occur during the 2015 
construction season.  
 
INSPECTION 
During construction, a City Inspector will be assigned to the project.  The City Inspector and the 
Contractor's Foreman will be on site every day that work is occurring, and will be available to 
discuss any concerns or problems that you have as a result of the project.  The Engineering 
Department will also be available between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M. weekdays to respond to any 
concerns that cannot be resolved at the work site (248-530-1850). 
 
VI. COSTS & FINANCING 


ASSESSABLE COSTS 
Assessable costs include pavement removal, grading, sewer service replacement, alley base and 
concrete pavement, drainage structures, and final restoration.  Complete reconstruction of an 
alley is typically funded by special assessment to the adjacent properties that will benefit from 
the project. The City Commission can authorize a special assessment district after taking input 
from the property owners, if it declares the project a necessity. The estimated assessment to the 
adjacent properties for this project is approximately $300 per foot of alley frontage.  The 
estimated cost includes engineering design, inspection, and project administration.  Should bids 
come in significantly different than anticipated, City staff will review the costs and make an 
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appropriate recommendation to the City Commission. 
 
FINANCING INFORMATION 
Once the assessment has been confirmed (at the estimated rate), and funding has been 
authorized, billings for the first installment shall be due and payable within 60 days after billing.  
Normally this occurs near the starting date of the project.  Bills not paid when due will be subject 
to additional interest and penalties.  If you desire to pay the cost of the assessment over a ten-
year period, you will pay interest at the rate fixed by the Commission at the time of the 
confirmation hearing.  The interest rate selected reflects current market conditions, but will not 
exceed 12%.  You may pay off the assessment, including interest accrued to date; or you may 
pay the total amount at the first payment date and not accrue any interest.  If you elect to pay in 
ten installments, interest will then be charged to the second and subsequent bills, based upon the 
unpaid balance.  Subsequent bills will arrive approximately every twelve months thereafter, until 
the assessment is paid. 
 
The following chart provides an example of the assessment period over 10 years using the rates 
specified above.  An interest rate of 5% has been selected for this example, only. For this 
example, a 50 ft. lot width will be used. In addition, the sewer lateral replacement is estimated at 
$80 per linear foot for 10 feet in the alley right of way.  The assessment for this parcel would be 
calculated as follows: 
 
 Alley Paving Assessment:  50 LF @ $300.00 / FT=  $ 15,000 
 Sewer Lateral Replacement:  10 LF @ $80.00 / FT =  $      800 
       TOTAL: $ 15,800 
 


Total Cost = $15,800   No interest on first payment. 
Assumed Interest Rate = 5%  Interest due on unpaid balance. 
Loan payable over 10-year period. 
Principal payments = $15,800 divided by 10 = $1,580 


 
YEARS PRINCIPAL UNPAID 


BALANCE 
INTEREST 
CHARGE 


YEARLY 
PAYMENT 


1st Year $1,580.00  $14,220.00  $            - $1,580.00  
2nd Year $1,580.00  $12,640.00  $711.00  $2,291.00  
3rd Year $1,580.00  $11,060.00  $632.00  $2,212.00  
4th Year $1,580.00  $9,480.00  $553.00  $2,133.00  
5th Year $1,580.00  $7,900.00  $474.00  $2,054.00  
6th Year $1,580.00  $6,320.00  $395.00  $1,975.00  
7th Year $1,580.00  $4,740.00  $316.00  $1,896.00  
8th Year $1,580.00  $3,160.00  $237.00  $1,817.00  
9th Year $1,580.00  $1,580.00  $158.00  $1,738.00  
10th Year $1,580.00  $            - $79.00  $1,659.00  
TOTALS $15,800.00    $3,555.00  $19,355.00  
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Average payment per year = $1,935.50 
 
Note that the billing cycle may begin before the project is completed.  There will be no refunds 
on interest paid by any property owner if this occurs. 
 
FUTURE PROJECTS 
Two additional special assessment districts that will likely be forthcoming for sidewalk 
replacements in conjunction with upcoming paving projects planned in the near future: 
 


1. Hamilton Ave. Reconstruction (2016) estimated at $150 per front foot. 
2. Maple Rd. Reconstruction (2017) estimated at $120 per front foot. 


 
These projects will impact most of the property owners that also have frontage on the S. 
Hamilton Alley. 
 
VII. DISCLAIMER 


The information provided in this report was based upon facts at the time written to the best of the 
Engineering Department's knowledge.  The City of Birmingham reserves the right to change the 
policies and procedures noted herein without notice based upon changing conditions that may be 
appropriate in the future.  If you have knowledge that any of the information contained in this 
report is incorrect, please contact the City of Birmingham Engineering Department as soon as 
possible to notify them of any inaccuracies. 
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BIRMINGHAM CITY COMMISSION MINUTES 
AUGUST 25, 2014 


MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 151 MARTIN 
7:30 P.M.


I. CALL TO ORDER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Scott D. Moore, Mayor, called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM. 


II. ROLL CALL
ROLL CALL: Present, Mayor Moore 


Commissioner Dilgard 
Commissioner Hoff  
Commissioner McDaniel 
Commissioner Nickita  
Commissioner Rinschler  
Mayor Pro Tem Sherman 


Absent,  None 


Administration:  City Manager Valentine, City Attorney Kucharek, Clerk Pierce, Deputy Police 
Chief Clemence, Billing Manager Laing, City Planner Ecker, City Engineer O’Meara, PSD Special 
Event Coordinator Rondello 


III. PROCLAMATIONS, CONGRATULATORY RESOLUTIONS, AWARDS, APPOINTMENTS,
RESIGNATIONS AND CONFIRMATIONS, ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS, INTRODUCTION
OF GUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.


08-201-14 RECOGNITION OF GUESTS FROM 
RITTO, JAPAN 


Mayor Moore recognized Seisho Yamamoto from Ritto, Japan and Eiko Nishida from Otsu, 
Japan.  Mayor Moore presented a gift to Mr. Yamamoto for Ritto, Japan, the Sister City of 
Birmingham. 


IV. CONSENT AGENDA
All items listed on the consent agenda are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one
motion and approved by a roll call vote.  There will be no separate discussion of the items unless a
commissioner or citizen so requests, in which event the item will be removed from the general order
of business and considered under the last item of new business.


08-202-14 APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA 
MOTION: Motion by Sherman, seconded by Nickita: 
To approve the consent agenda as follows: 
A. Approval of City Commission meeting minutes of August 11, 2014. 
B. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of August 13, 


2014 in the amount of $2,404,971.78. 
C. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of August 20, 


2014 in the amount of $6,398,221.93. 
D. Resolution approving the request submitted by the Birmingham Bloomfield Chai Center 


to place a Sukkah and hold a family event in Shain Park on October 13, 2014, 
contingent upon compliance with all permit and insurance requirements and payment of 
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all fees and, further pursuant to any minor modifications that may be deemed necessary 
by administrative staff at the time of the event. 


E. Resolution approving a request from the Principal Shopping District to place the Santa 
 House in Shain Park from November 26, 2014 to December 24, 2014, contingent upon 
 compliance with all permit and insurance requirements and payment of all fees, and, 
 further, pursuant to any minor modifications that may be deemed necessary by 
 administrative staff at the time of the event. 
F. Resolution approving a request from the Principal Shopping District to hold the Winter 
 Markt, in Shain Park and surrounding streets from December 5 - 7, 2014 and allowing 
 the use of a temporary liquor license in Shain Park for this event, contingent upon 
 compliance with all permit and insurance requirements and payment of all fees, and, 
 further, pursuant to any minor modifications that may be deemed necessary by 
 administrative staff at the time of the event. 
G. Resolution approving a request from the Principal Shopping District to hold the Tree 
 Lighting on November 26, 2014, contingent upon compliance with all permit and 
 insurance requirements and payment of all fees, and, further, pursuant to any minor 
 modifications that may be deemed necessary by administrative staff at the time of the 
 event. 
H. Resolution approving a request submitted by Our Shepherd Lutheran Church to place a 
 Nativity scene in Shain Park from November 26, 2014 to December 31, 2014, contingent 
 upon compliance with all permit and insurance requirements and payment of all fees,
 and, further, pursuant to any minor modifications that may be deemed necessary by 
 administrative staff at the time of the event.  
I. Resolution authorizing funding for the 2014 dredging work planned as a part of the 
 Quarton Lake Annual Maintenance Dredging Project, 2013-2017, to Restoration 
 Dredging, Inc., of Bloomfield Hills, MI, in the amount of $51,810.50, charged to account 
 number 101-751.0000-935.0000. 
 
ROLL CALL VOTE: Yeas,  Commissioner Dilgard 


     Commissioner Hoff 
Commissioner McDaniel 
Commissioner Nickita 
Commissioner Rinschler 
Mayor Pro Tem Sherman  
Mayor Moore 


Nays,   None 
Absent, None 
Abstentions, 1, Hoff from warrant #229072 (reimbursement) 


 
 


V. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 


VI. NEW BUSINESS 
08-203-14  PUBLIC HEARING OF CONFIRMATION 
   INSTALLATION OF SIDEWALK 
   508 WEST LINCOLN 
Mayor Moore opened the Public Hearing of Confirmation for the installation of city sidewalk on 
the west side of Stanley Avenue, adjacent to 508 W. Lincoln Avenue at 7:46 PM. 
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Billing Manager Laing recommended confirmation of the roll and explained that the billing would 
be made at a date closer to construction. 
 
The Mayor closed the Public Hearing at 7:47 PM. 
 
MOTION: Motion by Sherman, seconded by Nickita: 
To confirm Special Assessment Roll No. 862, to defray the cost of construction of new sidewalks 
on Stanley Boulevard-Wallace Street to West Lincoln Avenue: 
WHEREAS, Special Assessment Roll, designated Roll No. 862, has been heretofore prepared by the Billing 


Manager for collection, and 
WHEREAS, notice was given pursuant to Section 94-7 of the City Code, to each owner or party-in-interest 


of property to be assessed, and 
WHEREAS, the Commission has deemed it practicable to cause payment of the cost thereof to be made 


at a date closer to the time of construction and Commission Resolution 08-195-14 provided it 
would meet this 25th day of August, 2014 for the sole purpose of reviewing the assessment roll, 
and 


WHEREAS, at said hearing held this August 25th, 2014, all those property owners or their representatives 
present have been given an opportunity to be heard specifically concerning costs appearing in 
said special assessment roll as determined in Section 94-9 of the Code of the City of Birmingham, 


NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that Special Assessment Roll No. 862 be in all things ratified and 
confirmed, and that the City Clerk be and is hereby instructed to endorse said roll, showing the 
date of confirmation thereof, and to certify said assessment roll to the City Treasurer for 
collection at or near the time of construction of the improvement. 


BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that special assessments shall be payable in full without interest or penalties 
within the sixty (60) day billing period, or in ten (10) payments as provided in Section 94-10 of 
the Code of the City of Birmingham, with an annual interest rate of four and a quarter percent 
(4.25%) on all unpaid installments. 


 
VOTE:  Yeas, 7 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, None 
 
08-204-14  PUBLIC HEARING – SPECIAL LAND USE PERMIT AMENDMENT 
   TRIPLE NICKEL RESTAURANT, 555 SOUTH OLD WOODWARD 
Mayor Moore opened the Public Hearing to consider a Special Land Use amendment and Final 
Site Plan revision for Triple Nickel Restaurant, 555 South Old Woodward at 7:48 PM. 
 
City Planner Ecker explained that the amendment includes changing the name from Crush to 
Triple Nickel, extending the opening date to April, 2015 and several design changes to the 
exterior. 
 
Ron Rea, of Ron and Roman Architecture, explained the design changes and reason for the 
name change. 
 
Mayor Moore closed the Public Hearing at 8:02 PM. 
 
MOTION: Motion by Nickita, seconded by Sherman: 
To approve the Special Land Use Permit Amendment and Revised Final Site Plan for Triple 
Nickel restaurant at 555 S. Old Woodward: 
WHEREAS, The New 555 Commercial LLC filed an application pursuant to Article 7, section 7.34 of 


Chapter 126, Zoning, of the City Code to operate a food and drink establishment in the 
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B-3 zone district in accordance Article 2, Section 2.37 of Chapter 126, Zoning, of the City 
Code; 


WHEREAS, The land for which the Special Land Use Permit Amendment is sought is located on S. 
Old Woodward 


WHEREAS, The land is zoned B-3, and is located within the Downtown Birmingham Overlay District, 
which permits  the  operation  of  food   and drink establishments serving alcoholic 
beverages with a  Special  Land  Use Permit; 


WHEREAS, Article 7, section 7.34 of Chapter 126, Zoning requires a Special Land Use Permit to be 
considered and acted upon by the Birmingham City Commission, after receiving 
recommendations on the site plan and design from the Planning Board for the proposed 
Special Land Use; 


WHEREAS, The applicant submitted an application for a Special Land Use Permit Amendment and 
Revised Final Site Plan for 555 S. Old Woodward; 


WHEREAS,  The Planning Board on July 9, 2014 reviewed the application for a Special Land Use 
Permit, Final Site Plan and recommended approval of the application with the following 
conditions: 
1) The Planning Board designates the Bowers elevation as the principal building 


frontage for signage purposes; 
2) Applicant provides specification sheets for the external lighting fixtures and the 


illuminated mechanical screen on the roof as well as samples of all materials 
proposed; 


3) Applicant replace EFIS with the materials presented on July 9, 2014; 
4) Applicant replace sliding windows on the building frontage consistent with the 


comments made on July 9, 2014  of their intent; 
5) Applicant execute a revised contract with the City of Birmingham outlining the 


nature of the proposed operation of Triple Nickel and approving the use of the 
existing Economic Development Liquor License under the new name Triple Nickel 
and extending the time frame to open the restaurant; 


6) Applicant meets Fire Dept. requirements. 
WHEREAS, The applicant has agreed to comply with the conditions of approval recommended by the 


Planning Board; 
WHEREAS,  The Birmingham City Commission has reviewed The New 555 Commercial LLC’s Special 


Land Use Permit Amendment application and the standards for such review as set forth 
in Article 7, section 7.36 of Chapter 126, Zoning, of the City Code; 


NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, The Birmingham City Commission finds the standards imposed 
under the City Code have been met, subject to the conditions below, and that The New 
555 Commercial LLC’s application for a Special Land Use Permit Amendment and Revised 
Final Site Plan at 555 S. Old Woodward is hereby approved; 


BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the City Commission determines that to assure continued compliance 
with Code standards and to protect public health, safety, and welfare, this Special Land 
Use Permit is granted subject to the following conditions: 
1) The Bowers elevation is deemed as the principal building frontage for signage 


purposes; 
2) Applicant provides specification sheets for the external lighting fixtures and the 


illuminated mechanical screen on the roof as well as samples of all materials 
proposed; 


3) Applicant replace EFIS with the materials presented on July 9, 2014; 
4) Applicant replace sliding windows on the building frontage consistent with the 


comments made on July 9, 2014  of their intent; 
5) Applicant execute a revised contract with the City of Birmingham outlining the 


nature of the proposed operation of Triple Nickel and approving the use of the 
existing Economic Development Liquor License under the new name Triple Nickel 
and extending the time frame to open the restaurant; 


6) Applicant meets Fire Dept. requirements; 
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7) The New 555 Commercial LLC shall abide by all provisions of the Birmingham 
City Code; and 


8) The Special Land Use Permit may be canceled by the City Commission upon 
finding that the continued use is not in the public interest. 


BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That failure to comply with any of the above conditions shall result in 
termination of the Special Land Use Permit. 


BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, Except as herein specifically provided, The New 555 Commercial LLC and its 
heirs, successors, and assigns shall be bound by all ordinances of the City of Birmingham 
in effect at the time of the issuance of this permit, and as they may be subsequently 
amended. Failure of The New 555 Commercial LLC to comply with all the ordinances of 
the City may result in the Commission revoking this Special Land Use Permit. 


MAY IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED that The New 555 Commercial LLC is recommended for the operation of 
a food and drink establishment serving alcoholic beverages on premises, subject to final 
inspection. 


 
VOTE:  Yeas, 7 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, None 
 
08-205-14  SPECIAL EVENT REQUEST 
   JUDSON CENTER GALA 
Cameron Hosner, president of the Judson Center, presented the request to place a tent on 
Merrill Street to expand the event from inside the Townsend Hotel. 
 
MOTION: Motion by McDaniel, seconded by Rinschler: 
To approve a request  from the Judson Center to place a tent on Merrill Street  in conjunction 
with Judson Center Gala on November 8, 2014 and allowing the use of a temporary liquor 
license for this event, contingent upon compliance with all permit and insurance requirements 
and payment of all fees, and, further, pursuant to any minor modifications that may be deemed 
necessary by administrative staff at the time of the event. 
 
VOTE:  Yeas, 7 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, None 
 
08-206-14  SPECIAL EVENT REQUEST 
   IMATTER FOR KIDS RUN/WALK 
Erica Kohler, program director, and Bob Shenefelt, founder of iMatter for Kids presented the 
request to hold a fun run/walk on the sidewalks in Birmingham.  The event will start and end in 
Booth Park.  Mr. Shenefelt explained that the organization is a 501c3 which is not a part of the 
school district. 
 
MOTION:   Motion by Sherman, seconded by Dilgard: 
To approve a request submitted by iMatter for Kids requesting permission to hold a fun 
run/walk to begin in Booth Park on October 19, 2014, contingent upon compliance with all 
permit and insurance requirements and payment of all fees, and,  further, pursuant to any 
minor modifications that may be deemed necessary by administrative staff at the time of the 
event. 
 
VOTE:  Yeas, 7 
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  Nays, None 
  Absent, None 
 
08-207-14  SET PUBLIC HEARING – VACATION OF HAZEL ST 
   FROM WOODWARD AVE TO ELM ST. 
City Engineer O’Meara explained that the Commission previously approved a vacation of this 
block of Hazel with the condition that there be a fifty foot public utility easement.  The request 
is to remove easement currently in place.  He noted that the utility companies would be notified 
if the public hearing is set. 
 
MOTION: Motion by McDaniel, seconded by Rinschler: 
To set a public hearing on September 22, 2014, to consider the vacation of Hazel St., from 
Woodward Ave. to Elm St., subject to a 50 ft. wide ingress/egress easement for pedestrians 
being retained. 
 
VOTE:  Yeas, 7 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, None 
 
08-208-14  2015 CITY COMMISSION MEETING SCHEDULE 
Commissioner Hoff suggested changing the proposed regular meeting dates in June to June 1st 
and 29th as it would allow one week between meetings.  The Commission agreed. 
 
MOTION: Motion by Hoff, seconded by McDaniel: 
To approve the proposed schedule of regular City Commission meetings for 2015 as amended. 
 
VOTE:  Yeas, 7 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, None 
 


VII. REMOVED FROM CONSENT AGENDA 
 


VIII. COMMUNICATIONS 
 


IX. OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 
08-209-14  OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 
Dorothy Conrad commended Larry at the water department for his effort in assisting with her 
water shut-off. 
 


X. REPORTS 
08-210-14  COMMISSIONER COMMENTS 
Mayor Moore commented on the Bike Fest. 
 
08-211-14  CITY STAFF REPORTS 
The Commission received a report that the Historical Museum will be receiving the Quest for 
Excellence Award for “Best New Experience” from the Michigan Museums Association. 
 
The Commission received a report regarding the Holiday Tree submitted by DPS Director Wood. 
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Commissioner Hoff expressed her disappointment with the lighting issues on the tree.  Mr. 
Valentine confirmed for Commissioner McDaniel that DPS is working on the issue.  He noted 
that this year, the lights are on the same circuit. 


 
XI. ADJOURN 


The Mayor adjourned the meeting at 8:37 PM. 
 
 
 
Laura M. Pierce 
City Clerk 
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MEMORANDUM 


Finance Department 


DATE: August 27, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: B. Sharon Ostin, Finance Director/Treasurer 


SUBJECT: Fiscal Year 2015 Municipal and Community Credit Funds 


The City will receive $19,760 in Municipal Credits and $25,347 in Community Credits this year 
for a total of $45,107 under a program administered by the Suburban Mobility Authority for 
Regional Transportation (SMART).  Municipal Credits are derived from money collected by the 
state, mainly from gasoline taxes, and distributed by SMART directly to local communities for 
transit needs.  Community Credits are derived from taxes levied to support SMART.  A share of 
these millage dollars collected by SMART is returned to communities to support or expand 
current transportation programs.  Funds received under this program are required to be spent 
within five years. 


Last year the City received funding totaling $41,821 under this program.  This year’s funding 
amount represents an increase of $3,286 from the prior year.  The City allocated $16,756 of its 
Community Credit funds last year to provide funding for a bus shelter located at Oakland and 
the east side of N. Old Woodward.  The balance of the City’s total funding allocation last year 
($25,065) was allocated to the Birmingham Area Seniors Coordinating Council and Center 
(BASCC) to support their specialized transportation program for seniors and physically-
challenged residents of the City.  


In the past, the costs for a bus shelter and ancillary items have exceeded $20,000.  Therefore, 
for fiscal year 2015, it is recommended that $20,042 of Community Credits be used to fund the 
costs for a bus shelter on the west side of S. Old Woodward south of Merrill.  Improvements 
would include a bus shelter with a bench inside.  The bus shelter will be consistent with the 
prior shelters purchased and previously reviewed and approved by the Architectural Review 
Committee. 


It is further recommended that the balance of Community Credits ($5,305) and the City’s 
Municipal Credits ($19,760) be used to support BASCC’S specialized transportation services.  
This would provide a total allocation to BASCC of $25,065, which is the same level of funding 
received by BASCC last year. 


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION:  To approve $19,760 in Municipal Credits and $5,305 in Community 
Credits to provide support for BASCC’S specialized transportation program; to approve $20,042 
in Community Credit funds for the purchase of a new bus shelter located on the west side of S. 
Old Woodward south of Merrill; and further to direct the Mayor to sign the Municipal Credit and 
Community Credit contract for fiscal year 2015 on behalf of the City. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Office of the City Manager 


DATE: August 26, 2014 


TO: City Commission 


FROM: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


SUBJECT: Request for Closed Session 
Attorney-Client Privilege  


It is requested that the city commission meet in closed session pursuant to Section 8(h) of the 
Open Meetings Act to discuss an attorney/client privilege communication. 


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To meet in closed session to discuss an attorney/client privilege communication in accordance 
with Section 8(h) of the Open Meetings Act. 
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Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


09/03/2014


09/08/2014


815.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229448


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229449


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229450


750.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229451


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229452


235.00ALL SEASON GUTTERS INC003233229453


13,966.75ANDERSON ECKSTEIN WESTRICK INC000167229454


2,331.34APOLLO FIRE EQUIPMENT000282229456


104.90APPLIED IMAGING007033229457


707.50ARTECH PRINTING INC000500229458


245.68AT&T006759*229459


979.00BOB BARKER CO INC001122229460


235.00BERT KOSECKMISC229461


4,160.55CITY OF BIRMINGHAM #199007475*229462


284.90CITY OF BIRMINGHAM001086*229463


681.28CITY OF BIRMINGHAM001086*229464


306.00CITY OF BIRMINGHAM001086*229465


36.79CINTAS CORPORATION000605229466


1,578.00CLEVERBRIDGE, INC.007097229467


79.80COMCAST003933*229468


99.35COMCAST006641*229469


252.00KENNETH COOPER001668*229470


1,109.35CYNERGY WIRELESS004386229471


284.51JENNIFER DAVIS001995229472


1,694.70DEERE ELECTRIC INC003825229473


15,601.39DELTA TEMP INC000956229474


4,292.29DORNBOS SIGN & SAFETY INC000565229475


126.00DRS SERVICES, INC.MISC229476


82,897.95DRV CONTRACTORS, LLC006700*229477


1,050.00DST INDUSTRIES007506229478


6,459.50DTE ENERGY000179*229479


5,679.92DTE ENERGY000180*229480


300.00DUNCAN PARKING TECH INC001077229481


125.00ERADICO SERVICES INC000204229482


99.95FIRE SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN INC001230229484


93.75FOUNDATION SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN INC.MISC229485


912.26GISI006384229486


324.80GORDON FOOD004604229487


138.00GREAT LAKES AWARDS, LLC007347229488


3,844.00GREAT LAKES TURF, LLC003870229489


164.50HALLOCK CLOCK COMPANY006649229490


1,716.52HARRELL'S LLC006346229491


12,892.39J.H. HART URBAN FORESTRY000261229492
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Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


       AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


09/03/2014


09/08/2014


19,785.65 HUBBELL ROTH & CLARK INC000331229493


218.00 THE IDENTITY SOURCE INC.007021229494


3,607.00 INTEGRATED DATA SOLUTIONS INC.006030229495


165.00 JACK ALLENMISC229496


13.27 JOE'S AUTO PARTS, INC.003458229497


61.89 KROGER COMPANY000362229498


5,800.00 LEE & ASSOCIATES CO., INC.005550229499


3,563.00 MID AMERICA RINK SERVICES006461229500


114.39 MIKE MORINMISC229501


2,956.20 NETECH CORPORATION004255229502


23,428.32 NOWAK & FRAUS ENGINEERS001864229503


309.12 JENNIFER O'HARE007477229504


916,531.45 OAKLAND COUNTY000477*229505


322.00 OAKLAND COUNTY PKS & REC COMM.001450229506


450.00 OAKLAND MACOMB FIRE
PREVENTION


MISC229507


143.25 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS004370229508


900.06 PAETEC005794229509


809.77 PEPSI COLA001753*229510


309.12 LESLIE PIELACK006887229511


71.25 POSTMA PLBG INCMISC229512


924.00 QUALITY COACH COLLISION LLC001062229513


2,943.08 ROAD COMM FOR OAKLAND CO000478*229514


367.91 ROYAL OAK P.D.Q. PRINTING INC000218229515


125.00 MIKE SAVOIE CHEVROLET INC000230229516


73.12 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY007142229517


2,952.36 SIR SPEEDY PRINTING INC002871229518


308.32 SOCRRA000254*229519


132.95 SOMERSET BUICK GMC INC000256229520


28,605.00 STERLING HEIGHTS DODGE007559229521


520.00 SUN SHADE WINDOW TINTING INC003630229522


73.88 SUPERIOR OFFICE SYSTEMS007035229523


586.60 SUPERIOR PLAY, LLC006027229524


150.00 THE ROSSOW GROUPMISC229525


694.01 TOTAL ARMORED CAR SERVICE, INC.002037*229526


3,902.96 TRAFFIC & SAFETY CONTROL001052229527


810.07 TYCO INTEGRATED SECURITY LLC000155229528


736.19 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*229529


113.20 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*229530


1,610.51 WHITLOCK BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.007278229531


155.74 WINTERGREEN CORPORATION007362229532


417.69 WIZBANG PRODUCTS CO003925229533


769.30 WOLVERINE CONTRACTORS INC000306229534


270.00 WOLVERINE POWER SYSTEMS004512229535







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


       AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


09/03/2014


09/08/2014


73.34 XEROX CORPORATION007083229536


194.70 ZEP MANUFACTURING CO.000309229537


*-Indicates checks released in advance and prior to commission approval in order to avoid penalty
or to meet contractual agreement/obligation.


B. Sharon Ostin
Director of Finance


$7,268,235.69Grand Total:


Sub Total ACH:


All bills, invoices and other evidences of claim have been audited and approved for payment.


Sub Total Checks: $1,195,024.29


$6,073,211.40
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9/8/2014


Vendor Name
Transfer 


 Date
Transfer
 Amount


Birmingham Schools 8/29/2014 2,471,476.34
Oakland County Treasurer 8/29/2014 3,601,735.06


TOTAL 6,073,211.40
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPOINT TO 
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION 


At the regular meeting of Monday, September 8, 2014 the Birmingham City Commission 
intends to appoint four members to the Historic District Commission; two regular members 
to serve three-year terms to expire September 25, 2017 and two alternate members to 
complete three-year terms to expire September 25, 2016. The alternate members shall be 
members of the Design Review Board. 


Interested parties may submit an application available from the city clerk's office on or 
before noon on Wednesday, September 3, 2014.  Applications will appear in the public 
agenda at which time the commission will discuss recommendations, and may make 
nominations and vote on appointments. 


A majority of the members shall have a clearly demonstrated interest in or knowledge of 
historic preservation.  Two members shall be appointed from a list submitted by duly 
organized local historic preservation organizations.  If available, one member shall be an 
architect who has two years of architectural experience or who is duly registered in the State 
of Michigan. 


The function and duty of the Historic District Commission is to advise the City Commission 
with respect to the proper development of the city with primary emphasis upon the city’s 
established historic districts, sites, properties and historic resources.   The Commission is 
also authorized to recommend for the guidance of the City Commission amendments to 
the City Code relating to the control and development of lands within historic districts.   


SUGGESTED ACTION: 
To appoint __________________ to the Historic District Commission, as a regular member, 
to serve a three-year term to expire September 25,2017. 


To appoint __________________ to the Historic District Commission, as a regular member, 
to serve a three-year term to expire September 25, 2017. 


To appoint __________________ to the Historic District Commission, as an alternate 
member, to complete a three-year term to expire September 25, 2016. 
(Current member of the Design Review Board) 


To appoint __________________ to the Historic District Commission, as an alternate 
member, to complete a three-year term to expire September 25, 2016. 
(Current member of the Design Review Board) 
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HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Ordinance #1880 
 
Terms:  3 years 
Members: A majority of the members shall have a clearly demonstrated interest in or knowledge of historic
preservation.  Two members shall be appointed from a list submitted by duly organized local historic
preservation organizations.  If available, one member shall be an architect who has two years of architectural
experience or who is duly registered in the State of Michigan. The City Commission may appoint two members 
of the Design Review Board to serve as alternate members of the Historic District Commission during their 
term of appointment. (ordinance #1976) 
 
Duties: The function and duty of the Historic District Commission is to advise the City Commission with respect
to the proper development of the city with primary emphasis upon the city’s established historic districts, 
sites, properties and historic resources.   The Commission is also authorized to recommend for the guidance
of the City Commission amendments to the City Code relating to the control and development of lands within 
historic districts.   


Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Boorstein Mitchell


270 Chesterfield


(248) 228-6783


mitchboorstein@aol.com


Student Representative
2/11/2014 12/31/2014


Coir Mark


411 S. Old Woodward #1025


(248) 390-0372


keskus2010@aol.com


2/11/2013 9/25/2015


Deyer Keith


1283 Buckingham


(248) 882-2359


kwdeyer@comcast.net


9/25/2006 9/25/2014


Dukas Natalia


1685 Henrietta St.


(248) 885-8535


nataliadukas@yahoo.com


9/9/2013 9/25/2016
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Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Gehringer Darlene


1108 West Maple


(248) 540-8061


maplepro@comcast.net


9/25/2006 9/25/2015


Henke John


724 South Bates


(248)353-6500


jwhenke@aol.com


historical preservation organization 
member


9/25/2006 9/25/2015


Rush Cambria


881 Davis Ave


(248) 227-9839


cambriarush10@gmail.com


Student Representative
2/11/2014 12/31/2014


Vacant


Alternate (member of DRB)
9/25/2016


Vacant


Alternate (member of DRB)
9/25/2016


Weisberg Shelli


651 West Frank


(248) 535-7112


sweisberg@aclumich.org


9/25/2006 9/25/2014


Willoughby Michael


667 Greenwood


(248) 258-2669


(248) 540-7603


mwilloughby@mwa-architects.com


architect
3/22/2010 9/25/2016
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CITY BOARD/COMMISSION ATTENDANCE RECORD 
 


BOARD/COMMISSION: Design Review Board/Historic District Commission                                                                                                  
YEAR: 2013-2014 
 


Member 
Name 


July 
17 


Aug. 
7, 21 


Sep. 
18 


Oct. 2 
& 16 


Nov. 
11  


Dec. 4 
& 18 


Jan. 
15 


Feb. 
5, 19 


Mar. 
19 


Apr. 
2, 16  


May 
7 


June 
18 


July 
16 


Aug. 6 
& 20 


Attend. 


John 
Henke  


P P,P A P,P P A, P A  P, A P P, A P P P P, P 75% 


Mark Coir  P P,P P P, P P P, P P A, P P A, P P P P P, P 90% 
Darlene 
Geringer  


P P,P P P, A P P, P P P,P P P, A P P A P, A 80% 


Shelli 
Weisberg 


P A,A P P,P P P, P P A, P A P, P P P P P, P 80% 


Michael 
Willoughby  


P A,P P A, P  P P, P A A, P P P, P P A P P, P 75% 


Keith 
Deyer                                                                                                                                       


A P,P P A,A P P, P P P, P A A, A P A A A, A 50% 


Natalie 
Dukas 


* * * *, P P P, A P P, P                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           P P, P P P P P, A 87% 


 
 
KEY:    A = Absent 
               P = Present 
 *   = Not a member 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





		HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION






 
 
 
 
 
 


CITY COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA 
September 8, 2014 


 7:30 PM  
 


 
                             Photo Credit: Carroll DeWeese 
 


Municipal Building, 151 Martin, Birmingham, MI  48009 


 
 
 
Navigating through the agenda: 
 


• Use the bookmarks on the left to navigate through the agenda. 
 


• Tablet Users:  Tap the screen for available options, select “Open in”, 
select “Adobe Reader”.  The agenda will open in Adobe Reader.  
Scroll through the bookmarks to navigate through the agenda.   
(The Adobe Reader application is required to download the agenda and view the 
bookmarks.  This free application is available through the App Store on your tablet 
device.) 
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MEMORANDUM 
      Community Development Department 


DATE: August 27, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine 


FROM: Jana L. Ecker, Planning Director 


SUBJECT:    202 N. Old Woodward – The Palladium Building  
Amendment or Termination of Consent Judgment 


The subject site, 202 N. Old Woodward is located on the northeast corner of N. Old 
Woodward and Hamilton Row.  The Palladium Building sits on this site, and currently 
contains two retail levels (ground floor and basement level), and two movie theater 
levels (floors 2 and 3).  The existing Palladium Building was approved by Consent 
Judgment on May 5, 1999.  Under the terms of the Consent Judgment, the court 
approved the Preliminary and Final Site Plans for the building, and the Planning Board 
had the authority to approve only the design of the building and the proposed 
streetscape.  Accordingly, the Planning Board reviewed and approved the building 
design and streetscape on July 21, 1999.  The previous owner applied for a Revised 
Final Site Plan in 2002 for the addition of new lighting.  Please find attached the Consent 
Judgment and relevant meeting minutes for your review. 


At this time, the property has been sold and the new owner is seeking to renovate the 
existing building and change some of the uses.   The footprint of the building will remain 
the same.  The new owner is proposing to convert the basement level retail space into 
underground parking to support the new office and residential uses proposed in the 
building.  This parking level will be accessed by a new ramp off of Ferndale.  The ground 
floor is proposed to remain retail, and the existing second floor is proposed to be split 
into two floors of office.  Both floors will fit within the existing envelope of the second 
floor as the floor is currently built for stadium-style theater seating.  The existing third 
floor of theater is proposed to remain (although it will now be the fourth floor), and the 
new owner proposes to add a partial fifth floor at the southeast corner of the building 
where the existing roof is lowest to construct three residential units.  The overall height 
of the building is not proposed to increase as the new residential units will not exceed 
the existing building height on the highest portion of the roof.   


On May 28, 2014, the applicant appeared before the Planning Board for Preliminary Site 
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Plan and Design Review and for approval of an updated Community Impact Study.  
Board members expressed their desire to see the building activated again, and 
discussed the proposed uses and the integration of uses within the building.  Concerns 
were expressed regarding the size and layout of the retail spaces, the amount of office 
space, and the lack of separation for the patrons of each use.  The applicant indicated 
that they are willing to add more elevators if needed to service individual uses, but 
explained how all three elevators will stop at all floors.  The applicant indicated that they 
will be seeking solid retail tenants for the first floor and are flexible on changing the size 
and layout of the spaces as they meet with potential tenants.  The applicant was also 
open to adding another retail space on Ferndale by breaking up the space shown.  
Board members also had concerns about the layout of the underground parking layout.  
The Planning Board voted to approve the Preliminary Site Plan Review and to update the 
CIS for 202 N. Old Woodward with the following conditions: 
 


1. An updated photometric plan has not been provided at this time and will 
be required for approval at Final Site Plan Review. 
2. The applicant will be required to provide glazing calculations that 
demonstrate compliance with the 70% minimum first floor glazing requirement 
between 1 ft. and 8 ft. above grade and the 35% maximum glazing requirement 
on the upper floors, and to address the other concerns that were heard tonight. 
 


On June 25, 2014, the applicant appeared before the Planning Board for Final Site Plan 
and Design Review.  The applicant had revised their plans to include 15 additional 
parking spaces.  No new elevators were added.  After much discussion, the Planning 
Board voted to recommend approval of the Final Site Plan and Design Review for 202 N. 
Old Woodward with the following conditions: 
 


(1)  Applicant comply with the requirements of the Fire Department, the 
Building Code and provide all streetscape improvements recommended by the 
Engineering Division;  
(2)  Applicant submit detailed plans demonstrating compliance with Section 
3.04(3)(f) of the Zoning Ordinance; and 
(3)  Prior to the City Commission meeting, applicant provide evidence that a 
comprehensive pedestrian circulation analysis has been conducted for the 
building, and that is accompanied by data and an appropriate report. 


 
At this time, the applicant has agreed to comply with the requirements of all 
departments, and has demonstrated compliance with Section 3.04(3)(f) of the Zoning 
Ordinance.  The applicant has also submitted a Vertical Transportation Design Review, 
dated July 28, 2014 prepared by Lerch Bates for the circulation within the building.   
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Findings of the Vertical Transportation Design Review 
The written report prepared by Lerch Bates notes that because of the additional 
constraints on the elevator system in the Palladium, including those imposed upon it by 
the theatre patrons, more than one type of analysis must be performed to properly 
access the vertical transportation necessary for this renovation.  The report notes that 
the peak hours for office employee traffic with be during the morning, at lunch, and at 
the end of the work day as employees leave the office. In addition to the office traffic, 
the elevator system will be responsible for moving theatre traffic from the ground level 
to the fourth floor. The peak traffic hours for the theatre will occur on Friday evenings 
and throughout the day on Saturday and Sunday. Thus, the report states that the most 
limiting time period pertaining to the vertical transportation system (elevators) will be 
Friday afternoon around the time the office population is anticipated to hit a down-peak 
period when they get off work. The report further states that the existence of residential 
units on the top floor plays an insignificant role in the utilization of the elevators. 
 
The performance standard that was used by Lerch Bates in the report was “Average 
Interval” as a quality measure.  Average interval is defined as the elapsed time in 
seconds between elevator departures from a terminal floor averaged over a specific 
time period. They also included the performance measure “Average Wait Time” in the 
analysis which is the time spent by passengers on the elevator.  The analysis was 
divided into three different sections that were the three most difficult elevatoring time 
periods. The time periods used to for the analysis were Office Morning Up-Peak, 
Theater Post 6pm Friday/Saturday/Sunday and Combined Office Theatre – Friday 
afternoon prior to 6pm. 
 
Based on the elevator analysis, the report concluded that the proposed duplex bank of 
elevators will provide “Excellent” service to the building outside of the Friday 
afternoon/evening period. They noted that during this time the vertical transportation 
system will be somewhat challenged but capable of supporting the necessary demand. 
The report states that the service deficiency is not enough to warrant recommendation 
of a third elevator. The report states that it should be noted that ultimately the 
recommended solution removes usage of the existing hydraulic elevator; however, the 
inclusion of this unit into the vertical transportation scheme is a viable option. This 
existing elevator could be used for the residential units on the 5th floor or other 
specialized uses. They have noted that this elevator would need maintenance. 
 
Population Flow 
The report indicates that office tenants will utilize both the new elevators traveling 
from the parking level to both the 2nd and 3rd floors.   Nearly 25% of office tenants 
are expected to require elevator service from the lower level while the remaining 75% 
will enter via the main lobby doors at the ground level.  The report states that theatre 
patrons will have the choice between two means of access to the fourth floor. The 
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patrons can either utilize the two new elevators or patrons could also use the stairs.  
Finally, the report states that residents of the top floor units may either use the two 
new proposed elevators or the single existing passenger elevator as discussed in the 
previous section. 
 
As the applicant has now fulfilled all of the requirements of the Planning Board, the 
applicant is now requesting direction and approval from the City Commission with 
regards to the Consent Judgment in place for this property.  As the existing Consent 
Judgment continues to control the development and use of this property, all of the 
proposed changes discussed in this report must be approved by the City Commission 
and the U.S. District Court.  Upon reviewing the plans for the Palladium Building, should 
the City Commission vote to amend or terminate the Consent Judgment, this matter will 
be referred to the U.S. District Court for final consideration. 
 
SUGGESTED ACTION: 
 
The City Commission endorse the approval of the Planning Board for the proposed 
changes to the Palladium Building at 202 N. Old Woodward in accordance with the plans 
dated June 9, 2014 prepared by JPRA Architects, including the conversion of one floor of 
theater use to two floors of office use and the addition of three residential units on a 
new fifth floor; AND to direct the City Attorney to initiate the process with the U.S. 
District Court which may result in the vacation of the Consent Judgment for the 
Palladium Building at 202 N. Old Woodward. 
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Planning Board Minutes 
May 28, 2014 


 
PRELIMINARY SITE PLAN REVIEW  
202 N. Old Woodward Ave. 
Palladium Building 
Renovation of Palladium Building, conversion of floor 2 of existing theater 
into two floors of office and construction of three new residential units on SE 
corner of roof 
 
Mr. Williams recused himself.  The Palladium Building was the subject of a Consent 
Judgment in 1999.  At that time his law firm, Dickinson Wright, represented the 
Palladium Co.  Therefore, there may be questions on the interpretation of the Consent 
Judgment as this project moves forward. 
 
Ms. Ecker advised the subject site is located on the northeast corner of N. Old 
Woodward Ave. and Hamilton Row. The existing Palladium Building sits on this site and 
was approved by Consent Judgment on May 5, 1999. Under the terms of the Consent 
Judgment, the court approved the Preliminary and Final Site Plans for the building, and 
the Planning Board had the authority to approve only the design of the building and the 
proposed streetscape. Accordingly, the Planning Board reviewed and approved the 
building design and streetscape on July 21, 1999. The previous owner applied for a 
Revised Final Site Plan in 2002 for the addition of new lighting.  
 
At this time, the property has been sold and the new owner is seeking to renovate the 
existing building and change some of the uses. The footprint of the building will remain 
the same. The new owner is proposing to repurpose the basement level retail space into 
underground parking to support the new office and residential uses proposed in the 
building. This parking level will be accessed by a new ramp off of Ferndale. The ground 
floor is proposed to remain retail, and the existing second floor is proposed to be split 
into two floors of office. Both floors will fit within the existing envelope of the second 
floor as the floor is currently built for stadium-style theater seating. The existing third 
floor of theater is proposed to remain (although it will now be the fourth floor), and the 
new owner proposes to add a partial fifth floor at the southeast corner of the building 
where the existing roof is lowest to construct three residential units. The overall height 
of the building is not proposed to increase as the new residential units will not exceed 
the existing building height on the highest portion of the roof.  All of the uses are 
permitted. 
 
Ms. Ecker advised that as the existing Consent Judgment continues to control the 
development and use of this property, all of the proposed changes discussed in this 
report must be approved by the City Commission and the U.S. District Court. 
Accordingly, the recommendations of the Planning Board on the Preliminary and Final 
Site Plan and Design Review for the renovation of the Palladium Building will be 
forwarded to the City Commission for their consideration. Should the City Commission 
vote to amend the Consent Judgment, this matter will be referred to the U.S. District 
Court for final consideration.  In the alternative, the City Commission can request the 
Court to remove their jurisdiction and terminate the Consent Judgment. 
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Community Impact Study 
The applicant has submitted a revised traffic study that analyses the effects of the 
added lower level parking and egress ramp on the area traffic.  The traffic analysis, in 
general, indicates that the trips generated by the changes in uses on the site will 
decrease in comparison to the previous use configuration. 
 
The only real issues at this time are the obstruction of the basement vehicle entrance 
ramp by a light pole and a tree.  The Engineering Dept. notes there is some concrete 
breaking up around the site and the applicant will be required to repair those areas.  
Additionally, there is a shortage of parking in the Downtown and tenants in the future 
office spaces should anticipate continued struggles to find a parking spot during 
weekdays.  However, an ad hoc Parking Committee has been formed to study how to 
increase parking capacity. 
 
Mr. Jordan Jonna, the developer, was present with his construction team from Tower 
Construction, along with the original architects of the building from JPRA.  Mr. Jonna 
indicated that with this project they want to bring more life back into the building.  They 
found parking is the best use for the basement space.  The retail space on the ground 
level will stay the same.  The very large office space will be contained on two floors.  
The theatre remodel will feature five screens and luxury seating for 600 patrons, where 
originally there were 2,300 seats.  At the top, three residential units will be added. 
 
Ms. Sue Newman with JPRA Architects noted that uses in the building compliment each 
other because office use will peak during the day and the theatre, restaurant, and retail 
business will occur at night.  This is a completely different dynamic than the original 
building where everything was peaking at the same time. 
 
Chairman Boyle stated his concern is the ground floor use which has been consistently 
problematic for close to a decade.  He inquired how that will change.  Ms. Newman 
replied it will go to the leasing of those particular uses.  Mr. Jonna added that with the 
right management and the right operators the retail will work.  This is a good site. 
 
Mr. DeWeese received clarification that there are roughly 64,000 sq. of office space, 
enough for 250 - 300 workers.  He indicated the movement of people safely in and out 
through the building bothers him.  Also, right now it seems there may not be enough 
parking capacity to make the office tenants fully happy.  Ms. Newman addressed the 
pedestrian movement.  Currently they plan three elevators that will stop at every level.   
 
Mr. DeWeese went on to say part of the issue may be that the structure at the ground 
level doesn't work so much for retail.  Mr. Jason Gekiere with Tower Construction noted 
that the theatre operator will stagger the movie times in order to move people efficiently 
in and out of the theatre.  The largest theatre will contain 110 seats.  Mr. DeWeese 
thought it would be useful for them to indicate how they will deal with emergencies. 
 
Mr. Koseck said that assuming they make it successful he thinks this is a better looking 
building and a lot of the pedestrian issues will be somewhat alleviated because of the 
mixed use.  Ms. Ecker explained the Planning Dept. advised the applicant that it would 
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be a good idea to comply with the Ordinance entirely by putting in residential, given 
there were already constraints with the Consent Judgment.  So, that is what they opted 
to do.  Mr. Koseck went on to note that typically in a mixed-use building the uses are 
separated.  Mr. Jonna replied that if they have to add more elevators or some system to 
move people in and out they will figure it out.   
 
Ms. Whipple-Boyce said she looks forward to seeing those revisions.  She thinks some of 
the retail spaces failed because of the design of the building.  They will be much more 
successful when they are on the ground floor and have light. She is pleased to see that 
the basement will be used for parking.   
 
Mr. Clein noticed these are still large spaces, particularly on the retail level, compared to 
other spaces in town.  Therefore, he has serious concerns about the size of the retail 
and office spaces.  The office floor plan at 64,000 sq. ft. seems immense for this 
market.  His other two main concerns are points for the applicant to consider: 
 He loves the use of the basement for parking but severely dislikes the layout. 
 Ferndale with the addition of the new drive approach has gotten uglier.  The 


ramp is centered directly on the pedestrian exit from the parking garage across 
the street.  The vista is lacking as one leaves the parking garage. 


 
Mr. Jonna replied they already have a new layout for the parking.  Tomorrow they 
intend to address the location of the ramp. 
 
Ms. Whipple-Boyce thought the Barrio space could be divided to have a retail presence 
on Ferndale and also one on Hamilton.  Mr. Jonna said they are open to looking at all 
different uses. 
 
Mr. DeWeese noted the streetscape is important.  Anything that would soften it would 
work to their advantage.  Mr. Jonna replied that for them the more greenery the better. 
 
The chairman said they don't want a building that sits vacant in this part of the City.  He 
urged the applicant to think about how these big footprints might be reconfigured in 
such a way that gives them more flexibility and allows them to go out and find tenants 
that will activate the space and keep pedestrians moving up and down.  Secondly, he 
suggested from the Planning Board's experience, what people in Birmingham are looking 
for is not a model that came out of 1996.  The applicant can take away the comments 
that were heard this evening and come back with a plan that might allay some of the 
board's concerns. 
 
Mr. DeWeese cautioned it is very important that they try to foresee everything they can 
when they come back to the Planning Board because otherwise it will produce 
complications.  Chairman Boyle added the best plans are those that are achieved in 
collaboration with staff. 
 
 
Motion by Mr. DeWeese 
Seconded by Mr. Koseck to approve the Preliminary Site Plan Review for 202 
N. Old Woodward Ave. as it meets the requirements established in Article 7, 
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section 7.27 of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following conditions: 
1. An updated photometric plan has not been provided at this time and 
will be  required for approval at Final Site Plan Review. 
2. The applicant will be required to provide glazing calculations that 
 demonstrate compliance with the 70% minimum first floor glazing 
 requirement between 1 ft. and 8 ft. above grade and the 35% 
maximum  glazing requirement on the upper floors, and to address the 
other concerns  that were heard tonight. 
 
Mr. Koseck thought if the service and loading dock is too big it would be great to use 
part of that and make it a ramp.  If the building has a big floor plate maybe the walls 
can be shifted around. 
 
The chairman took comments from the public at 8:40 p.m. 
 
Mr. Richard Astrein 120 W. Maple Rd., was quite excited about the new life and vibrancy 
that will be added to that corner.  The City is clamoring for more soft goods.  That 
would address part of the situation about more density in the traffic during the day.  He 
is on the ad hoc Parking Committee and would like the developer to work with them on 
an overall solution to the parking situation. 
 
Mr. David Bloom voiced several concerns about tonight's proposal: 


 Make sure there is at least one large theatre screen to draw patrons.  People 
have huge TVs and Lazy Boys at home and they can rent a video for $5.  


 People spending that kind of money for the residential will not want to stop at 
other floors.  Getting rid of the escalators is probably a mistake.  He doesn't 
think the elevators will do it for them, even with three. 


 There is a shortage of parking Downtown and he doesn't know where the 200+ 
office workers will  park.  That is something that has to be addressed.   


 Maybe a food market space might work in the retail area. 
 Find some good theatre consultants and make sure they have an economically 


viable plan for the theatres. 
 
Motion carried, 5-0. 
 
VOICE VOTE 
Yeas:  DeWeese, Koseck, Boyle, Clein, Whipple-Boyce 
Recused:  Williams 
Nays: None 
Absent: Lazar 
 
Mr. Jonna said they are looking to make this the best project possible for the site. 
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Planning Board Minutes 
June 25, 2014 
 
 
FINAL SITE PLAN REVIEW  
202 N. Old Woodward Ave. 
Palladium Building 
Renovation of Palladium Building, conversion of floor 2 of existing theater 
into two floors of office uses and construction of three new residential units 
on SE corner of roof 
 
Mr. Williams recused himself.  The Palladium Building was the subject of a Consent 
Judgment in 1999.  At that time his law firm, Dickinson Wright, represented the 
Palladium Co.  Therefore, there may be questions on the interpretation of the Consent 
Judgment as this project moves forward and he doesn't want to be in a position to vote 
as his law partner may have to testify. 
 
Ms. Ecker advised the subject site is located on the northeast corner of N. Old 
Woodward Ave. and Hamilton Row. The existing Palladium Building sits on this site and 
was approved by Consent Judgment on May 5, 1999. Under the terms of the Consent 
Judgment, the court approved the Preliminary and Final Site Plans for the building, and 
the Planning Board had the authority to approve only the design of the building and the 
proposed streetscape. Accordingly, the Planning Board reviewed and approved the 
building design and streetscape on July 21, 1999. The previous owner applied for a 
Revised Final Site Plan in 2002 for the addition of new lighting.  
 
At this time, the property has been sold and the new owner is seeking to renovate the 
existing building and change some of the uses. All of the uses are permitted. 
 
On May 28, 2014, the applicant appeared before the Planning Board for Preliminary Site 
Plan and Design Review and for approval of an updated Community Impact Study. 
Board members expressed their desire to see the building activated again, and 
discussed the proposed uses and the integration of uses within the building. Concerns 
were expressed regarding the size and layout of the retail spaces, the amount of office 
space, and the lack of separation for the patrons of each use. The applicant indicated 
that they are willing to add more elevators if needed to service individual uses, but 
explained how all three elevators will stop at all floors. The applicant indicated that they 
will be seeking solid retail tenants for the first floor and are flexible on changing the size 
and layout of the spaces as they meet with potential tenants. The applicant was also 
open to adding another retail space on Ferndale by breaking up the space shown. Board 
members also had concerns about the layout of the underground parking. The Planning 
Board voted to approve the Preliminary Site Plan Review and to update the CIS for 202 
N. Old Woodward Ave. with several conditions.  
 
At this time, the applicant has revised their plans by redesigning the layout of 
the lower level parking, and in doing so has added 15 more parking spaces. The 
applicants have advised that they remain flexible on breaking up the retail 
spaces and adding an additional space on Ferndale. They have not yet started 
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marketing the leasing of the building, but will keep this in mind when they do so. 
No additional elevators have been added. 
 
As the existing Consent Judgment continues to control the development and use of this 
property, everything proposed must be approved by the City Commission and the U.S. 
District Court. Accordingly, the recommendations of the Planning Board on the 
Preliminary and Final Site Plan and Design Review for the renovation of the Palladium 
Building will be forwarded to the City Commission for their consideration. Should the City 
Commission vote to amend the Consent Judgment, this matter will be referred to the 
U.S. District Court for final consideration.  In the alternative, the City Commission can 
request the Court to remove their jurisdiction and terminate the Consent Judgment. 
 
Design Review 
Ms. Ecker advised that the existing building is constructed primarily of cast stone and 
decorative metal panels, with extensive first floor glazing. New glazing will be added to 
the second and third floors.  Narrow windows will be punched out in the dormer area at 
the top for the residential units. Dimensional stone ornamentation is used to add detail 
to the building, along with metal and glass canopies with cable supports on the first 
floor. The existing tower at the southwest corner of the building has a metal roof and 
spire. Celedon tile roofing is used on much of the roof, along with metal roofing and 
metal coping. In addition, fabric awnings and perpendicular banners adorn the building, 
along with metal letters pinned off of the building, and a large movie marquis sign on 
the elevation. The majority of the materials used on the existing building are proposed 
to remain. 
 
Ms. Whipple-Boyce received clarification that the underground garage will be for tenants 
of the building.  Also, because of the Consent Judgment the proposed uses in the 
building cannot change, but the dividing walls may change.  The number of residential 
units must remain at three. 
 
Chairman Boyle arrived at this time; however, Vice-Chairperson Lazar remained as chair.  
Mr. Boyle remarked the reduction in the number of theater screens from twelve to five 
will relieve pressure on parking in the evening.  Mr. Koseck added that because the 
applicant is adding of 64,000 sq. ft. of office space, during the day there will be an 
additional demand of 180 parking spaces for the office workers. 
 
There were no comments from the public at 9 p.m. 
 
Mr. Jordan Jonna, the developer, was present with his construction team from Tower 
Construction, along with architects from JPRA.  They passed around a material sample 
board.  Since the last meeting they have reconfigured the parking in order to add extra 
spaces and talked to theater operators who agree that three elevators are sufficient to 
move people in and out.  Also, they met with the city engineer to work out minor detail 
items.  He further advised the three condos will be rental units.   
 
Ms. Whipple-Boyce wanted to see documentation proving that the elevators will work 
out.  She had concerns about how they will service all of the different spaces.  Mr. 
Jonna assured if it isn't working in the future, they will do something to make it work.  
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Also, the theater is sized down from 2,300 seats down to around six hundred.  They 
have looked into escalators, but found them to be very maintenance intensive. 
 
Mr. Koseck encouraged the applicant to seek elevator consultants.  Mr. Boyle thought 
they should speak to theater operators in major cities to find out what volume of 
elevators is needed.  Mr. Clein noted they have not spoken on any use except the 
theater.  The mixed-use element of the building is being ignored.  The main common 
elevator space for all of the uses is in one spot, and there is no residential lobby.   
 
Board members struggled with how the elevators will be programmed.  Ms. Sue 
Newman with JPRA explained the uses in the building will have their peak times offset.  
So office users and theater users will not be using the elevators at the same time.  Mr. 
Koseck noted that normally a building of this size would have three lobbies and typically 
residential has its own elevator.   
 
As to how this affects the Planning Board and the City, Mr. Boyle held that the 
movement of people through the building takes them to a lobby entrance and exit and 
that pertains to the way in which the building addresses the City.  Secondly, on behest 
of the City the Planning Board is the forum for debating all of these sorts of issues.   
 
Ms. Ecker said once the applicant identifies who their Liquor License users will be they 
will have to come back for a SLUP. 
 
Vice-Chairperson Lazar opened discussion to the public at 9:45 p.m. 
 
Mr. Bruce Thal indicated that he lives within 300 ft. of the Palladium.  He has not heard 
discussion as to the capacity of the proposed elevators or how fast they move.  Mr. Mark 
VonWooter with JPRA architects replied the design team intends to engage a vertical 
transportation consultant at some time during the design development process.  The 
size, speed, and capacity of the elevators will all come into play, in addition to the 
number of elevators.   
 
Motion by Mr. Boyle  
Seconded by Mr. Clein To approve the Final Site Plan and Design Review for 
202 N. Old Woodward Ave. as it meets the requirements established in Article 
7, section 7.27 of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following conditions: 
(1) Applicant comply with the requirements of the Fire Department, the 
Building Code and provide all streetscape improvements recommended by the 
Engineering Division;  
(2) Applicant submit detailed plans demonstrating compliance with Section 
3.04(3)(f) of the Zoning Ordinance; and 
(3) Prior to the City Commission meeting, applicant provide evidence that a 
comprehensive pedestrian circulation analysis has been conducted for the 
building, and that is accompanied by data and an appropriate report. 
 
There were no comments on the motion by members of the public at 9:43 p.m. 
 
Motion carried, 5-0. 
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ROLLCALL VOTE 
Yeas:  Boyle, Clein, Koseck, Lazar, Whipple-Boyce 
Nays: None 
Recused:  Williams 
Absent:  DeWeese 
 
Mr. Jonna promised they will make sure this building functions to the best of its ability. 
 
The board took a short recess at 9:55 p.m. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 


      Community Development Department 
 
DATE: June 19, 2014 
 
TO:  Planning Board 
 
FROM: Jana L. Ecker, Planning Director 
 
SUBJECT:    202 N. Old Woodward – The Palladium Building  
                    Final Site Plan and Design Review Report 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The subject site, 202 N. Old Woodward is located on the northeast corner of N. 
Old Woodward and Hamilton Row.  The Palladium Building sits on this site, and 
currently contains two retail levels (ground floor and basement level), and two 
movie theater levels (floors 2 and 3).  The existing Palladium Building was 
approved by Consent Judgment on May 5, 1999.  Under the terms of the 
Consent Judgment, the court approved the Preliminary and Final Site Plans for 
the building, and the Planning Board had the authority to approve only the 
design of the building and the proposed streetscape.  Accordingly, the Planning 
Board reviewed and approved the building design and streetscape on July 21, 
1999.  The previous owner applied for a Revised Final Site Plan in 2002 for the 
addition of new lighting.  Please find attached the Consent Judgment and 
relevant meeting minutes for your review. 
 
At this time, the property has been sold and the new owner is seeking to 
renovate the existing building and change some of the uses.   The footprint of 
the building will remain the same.  The new owner is proposing to convert the 
basement level retail space into underground parking to support the new office 
and residential uses proposed in the building.  This parking level will be accessed 
by a new ramp off of Ferndale.  The ground floor is proposed to remain retail, 
and the existing second floor is proposed to be split into two floors of office.  
Both floors will fit within the existing envelope of the second floor as the floor is 
currently built for stadium-style theater seating.  The existing third floor of 
theater is proposed to remain (although it will now be the fourth floor), and the 
new owner proposes to add a partial fifth floor at the southeast corner of the 
building where the existing roof is lowest to construct three residential units.  
The overall height of the building is not proposed to increase as the new 
residential units will not exceed the existing building height on the highest 
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portion of the roof.   
 
On May 28, 2014, the applicant appeared before the Planning Board for 
Preliminary Site Plan and Design Review and for approval of an updated 
Community Impact Study.  Board members expressed their desire to see the 
building activated again, and discussed the proposed uses and the integration of 
uses within the building.  Concerns were expressed regarding the size and layout 
of the retail spaces, the amount of office space, and the lack of separation for 
the patrons of each use.  The applicant indicated that they are willing to add 
more elevators if needed to service individual uses, but explained how all three 
elevators will stop at all floors.  The applicant indicated that they will be seeking 
solid retail tenants for the first floor and are flexible on changing the size and 
layout of the spaces as they meet with potential tenants.  The applicant was also 
open to adding another retail space on Ferndale by breaking up the space 
shown.  Board members also had concerns about the layout of the underground 
parking layout.  The Planning Board voted to approve the Preliminary Site Plan 
Review and to update the CIS for 202 N. Old Woodward with the following 
conditions: 
 


1. An updated photometric plan has not been provided at this 
time and will be required for approval at Final Site Plan Review. 
2. The applicant will be required to provide glazing calculations 
that demonstrate compliance with the 70% minimum first floor 
glazing requirement between 1 ft. and 8 ft. above grade and the 
35% maximum glazing requirement on the upper floors, and to 
address the other concerns that were heard tonight. 


 
At this time, the applicant has revised their plans by redesigning the layout of 
the lower level parking, and in doing so has added 15 more parking spaces.  The 
applicants have advised that they remain flexible on breaking up the retail 
spaces and adding an additional space on Ferndale.  They have not yet started 
marketing the leasing of the building, but will keep this in mind when they do so.  
No additional elevators have been added at this time. 
 
As the existing Consent Judgment continues to control the development and use 
of this property, all of the proposed changes discussed in this report must be 
approved by the City Commission and the U.S. District Court.  Accordingly, the 
recommendations of the Planning Board on the Preliminary and Final Site Plan 
and Design Review for the renovation of the Palladium Building will be forwarded 
to the City Commission for their consideration.   Should the City Commission vote 
to amend the Consent Judgment, this matter will be referred to the U.S. District 
Court for final consideration. 
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1.0      Land Use and Zoning  
 


1.1     Existing Land Use – The existing site is currently used for retail and 
stadium-style movie theaters. 
 


1.2 Zoning – The site is zoned B-4, Business Residential, and is zoned D-4 
in the Downtown Overlay District.  The applicant is required to develop 
the site under the Overlay District regulations. The existing use and 
surrounding uses appear to conform to the permitted uses of the 
Zoning District. 


 
1.3  Summary of Adjacent Land Use and Zoning - The following chart 


summarizes existing land use and zoning adjacent to and/or in the 
vicinity of the subject site, including the proposed 2016 Regulating 
Plan zones. 


 
  


North 
 


South 
 


East  
 


West 
 


 
Existing 
Land Use 


 
Office/ 


Commercial 


 
Retail, Office, 
& Commercial 


 
Public Parking 
Deck, Retail 


 
Retail, Office 
& Commercial 


 
Existing 
Zoning 
District 


 
B-4, Business 
Residential 


 
B-4, Business 
Residential 


 
B-4, Business 
Residential, 
PP, Public 
Property  


 
B-4, Business 
Residential 


Downtown 
Overlay 
Zoning 
District 


 
D-4 


 
D-4 


 
D-4, P 


 
        D-4 


 
 
2.0    Use of Site 
 
The previous applicant elected to develop the property utilizing the Overlay 
District standards (which are now mandatory), although the development of the 
site was governed by a Consent Judgment.  At this time, the applicant is 
proposing to convert the basement level to underground parking, keep the first 
floor as retail, and convert one floor of existing theater use into two floors of 
office use.  Two floors of office are permitted in the Downtown Overlay if there is 
a fifth floor residential use.  Thus, the applicant is proposing to add three 
residential units on the new fifth floor, and keep the existing third floor (which 
would become the fourth floor) for theater use.  All uses are permitted in the 
Downtown Overlay, but are subject to the approval of the City Commission and 
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the U.S. District Court due to the Consent Judgment.    
 
3.0   Setback and Height Requirements 
 
The attached summary analysis provides the required and proposed bulk, area, 
and placement regulations for the proposed project. No changes are proposed at 
this time to the previously approved building footprint.  The applicant meets all 
of the bulk, area and placement requirements for the D-4 Overlay District zoning.  
The proposed addition of three new residential units at the southeast corner of 
the building do not affect the overall height of the existing building, as the units 
are constructed within the existing roof space, with eight eyebrow dormers 
projecting out of the existing roofline.  The height of the existing metal roof 
exceeds the height of the proposed residential units.  Thus, no changes are 
proposed to the previously approved maximum overall height or eave height.   
 
4.0   Screening and Landscaping 
 


4.1 Dumpster Screening – The applicant is proposing to store all trash and 
recyclable materials within the proposed building.  A private collection 
service will be utilized.   


 
4.2 Parking Lot Screening – All parking is fully contained within the 


building in the underground parking level. 
 


4.3 Mechanical Equipment Screening – Existing and proposed additional 
mechanical equipment is located on the rooftop in an existing screened 
mechanical well at the northeast corner of the building.  The 
applicant must provide plans that demonstrate that all new 
rooftop mechanical equipment will be fully screen within the 
mechanical well. 


 
4.4 Landscaping – No landscaping changes are proposed at this time, as 


the site is fully built out.   
 
4.5 Streetscape – The existing streetscape was constructed to meet the 


Downtown Birmingham Streetscape Standards.  However, the 
applicant is proposing to remove one street tree and one 
streetlight for the new vehicular access drive.  The plans show 
the streetlight being relocated to the north side of the access 
drive.  The tree is not proposed to be relocated.  All needed 
repairs to existing sidewalk will be completed as required by the 
Engineering Division.  In addition, the Engineering Division will be 
installing a new ADA compliant crosswalk across Ferndale to the 
parking structure.  This crosswalk also requires the removal of a street 
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tree.  The Engineering Division will add another street tree on the east 
side of Ferndale to compensate for the removal of the existing street 
tree. 


 
5.0    Parking, Loading and Circulation 
 


5.1     Parking – As the subject site is located within the Parking 
Assessment District, no on-site parking is required for the 
commercial uses.  Article 04, section 4.44 requires 1.5 parking 
spaces for each of the proposed residential units. The applicant is 
proposing 3 residential units on the fifth floor of the building (thus, 
5 parking spaces are required), and 56 parking spaces are 
proposed in an underground parking facility.  Therefore, all parking 
requirements have been met.   


 
5.2 Loading – In accordance with Article 4, section 4.24 of the Zoning 


Ordinance, 3 loading spaces (12’ by 40’ by 14’ in height) are 
required on site, as the proposed development exceeds 50,000 
square feet in area.  The applicant has provided room for 3 loading 
spaces on the first floor of the facility, in terms of square footage.  
The height of this area is 16’ at the lowest point, thus meeting the 
14’ height requirement for loading spaces.  However, for practical 
purposes only 2 loading spaces are actually provided.    


 
5.3 Vehicular Circulation and Access – The proposed renovation 


includes a new curb cut on the west side of Ferndale Avenue, 
adjacent to an existing loading and service area curb cut.  The new 
curb cut will provide access to the proposed car ramp to enter and 
exit below grade parking.  The proposed curb cut and entrance 
to the below grade parking are currently obstructed by 
both an existing light pole and a tree in the public right-of 
way.  The plans show the streetlight being relocated to the 
north side of the access drive.  The tree is not proposed to 
be relocated.   


 
The proposed access drive to Ferndale Avenue is adequate for 
proper maneuvering.  The proposed aisles in the parking level are 
all for two-way traffic and have 20’ widths, thus they are sufficient 
for adequate maneuvering within the parking area.  Vehicular flow 
along all three streets bounding the property will remain as is; these 
streets are N. Old Woodward Avenue, Hamilton Row and Ferndale 
Avenue.  There are no proposed changes or improvements in the 
right-of-way along any of the streets other than the curb cut noted 
above.   
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The proposed vehicular entrance does meet the Downtown Overlay 
Zoning requirement of being no more than 25’ wide.  The existing 
entrance to the loading and service dock does not meet the 
Downtown Overlay Zoning requirement of being no more than 25’ 
wide; it is 28‘ wide.  However, this entrance was approved in 1999 
under the Consent Judgment and is thus grandfathered.   
 


 
5.4     Pedestrian Circulation and Access – The applicant has not proposed 


any changes to entrances to the building from the public sidewalks 
in the right-of-way.  No changes are proposed with regards to 
pedestrian circulation.  However, the Planning Division 
recommends that signage be installed at the exits of the 
access driveways and the loading and service dock warning 
vehicles exiting to be aware of pedestrians.  The applicant has 
indicated that signage will be provided both for vehicles exiting the 
ramp onto Ferndale, and for vehicles exiting the loading areas.  No 
signage drawings have been submitted at this time. 


 
6.0      Lighting  
 
All existing lighting on the building is proposed to remain.  The only new lighting 
proposed is on the residential terraces on new fifth floor at the southeast corner 
of the building.  Eight new BEGA 2261LED Surface wall fixtures with frosted lens 
and shielded light source sconces are proposed with a bronze finish.  Each fixture 
mounts directly to the wall and is 6.07” by 3.07” in size with a 6.6 watt LED bulb.  
The photometric incorrectly labels the fixtures as having 9.5 watt LED 
bulbs.  These fixtures are cut-off style.  Please see attached specification sheet 
for additional details.  A photometric plan has been provided at this time 
that demonstrates no light spillover will occur across property lines as 
a result of the new fixtures. 
 
7.0 Design Review 
 
The applicant has provided elevations depicting the design changes proposed to 
the building, along with photos of the existing building design.  The elevations for 
the proposed building are provided on sheets A108 and A109.  The existing 
building is constructed primarily of cast stone and decorative metal panels, with 
extensive first floor glazing.  Dimensional stone ornamentation is used to add 
detail to the building, along with metal and glass canopies with cable supports on 
the first floor.  The existing tower at the southwest corner of the building has a 
metal roof and spire.  Celedon tile roofing is used on much of the roof, along 
with metal roofing and metal coping.  In addition, fabric awnings and 
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perpendicular banners adorn the building, along with metal letters pinned off of 
the building, and a large movie marquis sign on the elevation.   
 
The majority of the materials used on the existing building are proposed to 
remain.  The significant changes include removal of much of the dimensional 
stone ornamentation on the existing second floor of the building.  As this existing 
second floor is divided into two separate floors, new anodized aluminum window 
systems in Champagne will be installed to match the existing windows on the 
building.  On the west elevation, five new banks of windows are proposed for 
each of the new second and third floors.  On the south elevation, six new banks 
of windows are proposed for each of the new second and third floors.  On the 
east elevation, eight new banks of windows are proposed for each of the new 
second and third floors.  All new glass will be clear and insulated with a Low-E 
coating.  All existing canopies and the movie marquis are proposed to remain.  
Perpendicular banners will continue to adorn the building at the southeast 
corner.  The metal letters wrapping the building will remain for visual interest as 
well.   
 
The three new residential units proposed for the new fifth floor will be 
constructed within the existing building envelope, with the exception of eight 
new eyebrow dormers that will protrude from the existing main roof structure.  
Each dormer will have its own walls and roof.  The walls are proposed to be clad 
in metal paneling in Champagne color with glass and anodized aluminum 
windows in Champagne.  The roof and coping is proposed to be aged copper.  
The Celedon tiles on the existing roof will remain except where the dormers 
protrude.  Metal railings are proposed along the edge of the new terraces that 
will be formed between each pair of dormers.  No material or color samples 
have been provided at this time and will be required. 


 
The proposed changes to the existing building meet the architectural standards 
set out in Article 3, Overlay District, of the Zoning Ordinance as the new design 
includes at least 90% of the exterior as  cast stone, and glass, the first floor 
storefronts are directly accessible from the sidewalk, vehicular openings are less 
than 25’ in width, the windows are vertically proportioned, no blank walls face a 
public street, the storefront windows have mullion systems, with doorways and 
signage integrally designed, all glass is clear, balconies and railings are made of 
metal, and the main entries incorporate canopy features to add architectural 
interest.  In addition, the glazing requirements have also been met as more than 
70% glazing already exists on the first floor elevations (81 – 82% per façade), 
and the glazed area of all facades above the first floor are less than 35% glazing 
as required (west elevation is 27.9%, south elevation is 34.98%, and east 
elevation is 23.78% glazing on the upper floors). 
  
The primary building colors and materials are compatible with the character of 
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the surrounding area.  Overall, the Planning Division finds that the design 
changes proposed to the existing building are compatible with adjacent 
structures, and in keeping with the character of downtown Birmingham.   The 
applicant will be required to obtain sign approval for any new signage 
as tenants are identified. 
 
8.0  Master Plan Compliance:  2016 Plan 
 
Article 3, section 3.01 of the Zoning Ordinance states that the purposes of the 
Overlay District are to: 
 


(a) Encourage and direct development within the boundaries of the 
Overlay Zoning District and implement the 2016 Plan; 


(b) Encourage a form of development that will achieve the physical 
qualities necessary to maintain and enhance the economic vitality 
of downtown Birmingham and to maintain the desired character of 
the City of Birmingham as stated in the 2016 Plan; 


(c) Encourage the renovation of buildings;  ensure that new buildings 
are compatible with their context and the desired character of the 
city;  ensure that all uses relate to the pedestrian;  and, ensure 
that retail be safeguarded along specific street frontages; and 


(d) Ensure that new buildings are compatible with and enhance the 
historic districts which reflect the city’s cultural, social, economic, 
political, and architectural heritage. 


 
The existing building has already assisted in implementing some of the 
recommendations contained in the 2016 Plan as it is a mixed use building with 
outdoor dining, first floor retail space, and the applicant has provided significant 
architectural elements at the corner of Hamilton and N. Old Woodward  to create 
a terminating vista as recommended in the 2016 Plan.  In addition, the proposed 
development and uses relate to the pedestrian as the building is located at the 
property line and was designed with human scale detailing on the first floor, 
including canopies, large windows, awnings, and pedestrian entrances from all 
adjacent streets.  The Planning Division finds that the addition of 
residential units to top of the existing building also advances the goals 
of the 2016 Plan by providing new units to bring more residents to 
downtown Birmingham.    


 
9.0 Departmental Reports 
 


7.1 Engineering Division – The Engineering Division has provided the 
following comments: 
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1. The proposed entrance to a new underground parking garage is noted.  
We have no concerns relative to the location as shown.  The applicant 
is advised that the one street light that needs to be relocated will have 
to be performed by DTE Energy. 


 
2. It appears that the concrete used for the public sidewalks around this 


building (in 2000) is starting to show deterioration similar to a lot of 
concrete from this era.  Repairs have been conducted in previous years 
by the City, but more are needed at this time.  It is suggested that the 
building owner and the Engineering Dept. staff meet at the site near 
the end of the building renovation to review what sidewalks will need 
to be replaced. 


 
3. The traffic analysis provided speaks to the reduction of trips that will 


be generated from this building compared to its former use.  We 
acknowledge that the frequent excess of vehicles exiting the Park St. 
Structure after popular movies will likely no longer be as great of an 
issue.  However, a more serious problem will be created with respect 
to daytime parking demand.  The former use of the building generated 
relatively little daytime parking demand, as most of the uses were 
focused on evening uses when the adjacent offices in the 
neighborhood are nearly empty.  As Planning Board members may be 
aware, the entire Auto Parking System is struggling with an inability to 
meet the current daytime parking demand, largely precipitated by 
current high office occupancies.  The attached monthly parking 
demand report was prepared to reflect the situation at the end of 
April.  Line 7 lists the number of permits currently available.  Due to 
the current renovation work underway at the Park St. Parking 
Structure, no permits are currently being sold, in an effort to make 
room for daily customers.  (The lot is filling to capacity most weekdays 
prior to 11 AM, and remaining filled for several hours.)  The 102 
permits listed as available at the Park St. Structure reflects the number 
of permits that have been removed from the system as of the end of 
April during this construction project.  Once the project is finished (in 
September), the permits being held will be sold again.  Line 11 shows 
that there were 313 people waiting for a monthly permit at the end of 
April.  It is expected that both of these numbers will grow as we 
approach September, and the “waiting list” for a permit will continue at 
that time.  In summary, the Park St. Structure (and the parking system 
in general) is not able to meet the current daytime demand for parking 
in this area, even with the Palladium Building generating very little 
daytime traffic.  We acknowledge that the proposal likely meets 
current zoning and cannot be stopped by the City.  We also 
acknowledge that the 56 parking spaces that the building will gain as a 
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part of the renovation will help make a small contribution in the overall 
parking demand that these offices will create.  Tenants in these future 
office spaces should anticipate continued struggles to find a parking 
spot during weekdays.   


 
7.2      Department of Public Services – DPS has no concerns. 
 
7.3     Fire Department - The Fire Department had the following 


comments: 
 


Knox Box required  
Emergency Radio Coverage required  
Fire Suppression required throughout     


 Fire Alarm system required throughout        
 


7.4     Police Department – The Police Department has no concerns.   
 
7.5 Building Division – The Building Department has provided their 


standard comments, as well as the following: 
1. The required number of accessible parking spaces provided in 


the lower level must be located nearest to the elevator.  
2. Access to the storage/support space rooms on the first floor 


cannot be located in the exit access passageway.  
3. The proposed second and third floor plans show a required 


corridor that will be installed if more than two tenant spaces are 
provided. The corridor will most likely need to be an exit access 
passageway connecting all three existing exit stairways.  


4. The residential corridor on the fifth floor must provide direct 
access to at least two of the existing stairways without traveling 
through another tenant space.  


5. The applicant is required to submit detailed plans demonstrating 
compliance with section 3.04(3)(f) of the Zoning Ordinance.    


 
10.0 Approval Criteria 
 


In accordance with Article 7, section 7.27 of the Zoning Ordinance, the 
proposed plans for development must meet the following conditions: 


 
(1) The location, size and height of the building, walls and fences shall be 


such that there is adequate landscaped open space so as to provide 
light, air and access to the persons occupying the structure. 


 
(2) The location, size and height of the building, walls and fences shall be 


such that there will be no interference with adequate light, air and 
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access to adjacent lands and buildings. 
 


(3) The location, size and height of the building, walls and fences shall be 
such that they will not hinder the reasonable development of 
adjoining property nor diminish the value thereof. 


 
(4) The site plan, and its relation to streets, driveways and sidewalks, 


shall be such as to not interfere with or be hazardous to vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic. 


 
(5) The proposed development will be compatible with other uses and 


buildings in the neighborhood and will not be contrary to the spirit 
and purpose of this chapter. 


 
(6) The location, shape and size of required landscaped open space is 


such as to provide adequate open space for the benefit of the 
inhabitants of the building and the surrounding neighborhood. 


 
11.0 Recommendation 
 


The Planning Division recommends that the Planning Board APPROVE the 
Final Site Plan and Design Review for 202 N. Old Woodward as it meets 
the requirements established in Article 7, section 7.27 of the Zoning 
Ordinance, with the following conditions: 


 
(1) Signage be installed at the exits of the access driveways and the 


loading and service dock warning vehicles exiting to be aware of 
pedestrians; 


(2) Applicant provide material samples for administrative approval;   
(3) Applicant comply with the requirements of the Fire Department, the 


Building Code and provide all streetscape improvements 
recommended by the Engineering Division;  and 


(4) Applicant submit detailed plans demonstrating compliance with 
Section 3.04(3)(f) of the Zoning Ordinance. 


 
12.0 Sample Motion Language 
 


Motion to APPROVE the Final Site Plan and Design Review for 202 N. Old 
Woodward as it meets the requirements established in Article 7, section 
7.27 of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following conditions: 
 


(1) Signage be installed at the exits of the access driveways and the 
loading and service dock warning vehicles exiting to be aware of 
pedestrians; 
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(2) Applicant provide material samples for administrative approval;  
and 


(3) Applicant comply with the requirements of the Fire Department, the 
Building Code and provide all streetscape improvements 
recommended by the Engineering Division;  and 


(4) Applicant submit detailed plans demonstrating compliance with 
Section 3.04(3)(f) of the Zoning Ordinance. 
 


          OR 
 


Motion to DENY the Final Site Plan and Design Review for 202 N. Old 
Woodward. 


OR 
 
Motion to POSTPONE the Final Site Plan and Design Review for 202 N. Old 
Woodward pending receipt of the following: 
 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________   
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Planning Board Minutes 
July 21, 1999 


 
Design Review - 200 and 250 N. Old Woodward - Palladium at 
Birmingham Entertainment/Retail Building 
 
Preliminary and final site plans for this project have been approved via the 
Consent Agreement of May 5, 1999.  According to the Consent Agreement, the 
Planning Board must approve the design (design only) of the building within 30 
days of Palladium’s submittal of their application for design review.  Should the 
Planning Board not approve the design of the building within 30 days, the City 
Commission will have an additional 30 days to approve the design. 
 
Mr. Edwards indicated the plans submitted indicate the applicant complies with 
the design requirements of the Downtown Overlay Zoning District.  He 
summarized staff’s findings on this proposal for final design review: 
 
• The applicant may wish to consider extending the use of the art glass 


treatment above the first floor, or other similar treatment, to the Ferndale 
elevation. 


• A section detail for the awnings, canopies and any other projections into the 
right-of-way will be required at the time of application for a building permit. 


• The applicant should provide a sample of the material proposed for the letters 
on the stone cornice for review. 


• The applicant should provide a sample of the material proposed for the 
statuary for review. 


• Sign illumination must comply with the Sign Ordinance. 
• Building lighting must comply with the Business Ordinance. 
• The Historic District and Design Review Commission (“HDDRC”), under 


separate application, is responsible for a complete sign review in accordance 
with the provisions of Section 126-451(f) of the Zoning Ordinance and the 
Sign Ordinance, Chapter 86 of the City Code. 


 
Mr. James Ryan, president of JPRA Architects of Farmington Hills, described the 
mission statement that has been established for the project: 
 
Architecture 
That will enrich Birmingham life with a dignified structure harmoniously woven 
into the fabric of the town. 
 
Art 
That will enhance the street with moments that endear the building and its site 
to the public. 
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Experience 
That will contribute to the life and spirit of the town by offering a pleasant, 
beckoning place for a variety of leisure activities, cinema, shops and dining. 
 
Mr. Ryan then discussed in detail the renderings, material samples, and lighting.  
He talked about the building’s functions and how the interior functions are 
incorporated on the outside of the building.  
 
The theater will feature 12 screens and will seat 2,650 patrons.  The building’s 
exterior colors are compatible with colors of adjacent buildings.  The roof 
material is cast slate with a light-gray metal mansard step-up plus a metal roof 
on a turret.  The walls are done in pre-cast stone and cream-colored panel 
veneer.  Metal display wall showcases will be champagne colored with clear glass 
and internal low-voltage lighting.  Storefronts and doors will have clear glass, 
with champagne metal sashes.  The marquee will be bronze, with bronze planter 
boxes at or near each building pier. 
 
Mr. Ron Rea, designer, explained the goal of the project is to serve, possess, and 
provide enjoyment for Birmingham.  He described the civic art contained within 
the project.  Quotations from famous people will run around the cornice of the 
building.  This references many civic buildings that one would see around the 
country.  The window frames will have an accent of purple and are intended to 
display theater art within.  Banner poles are proposed to be the same color as 
celluloid.  At the end of the marquee will stand the Palladium sculpture. 
Mr. Thal congratulated the architects on what a major improvement this is over 
what was submitted previously.  He noted that on the Ferndale side where 
people will be arriving from the parking garage they would be looking at what is 
the least appealing portion of the building.  He wondered why nothing interesting 
was created on the second floor on Ferndale as it was done on Old Woodward 
with the second level art glass. 
 
Mr. Ryan replied the view from that side is very shortened.  They intentionally 
concentrated their view line down to the street level.  A canopy of trees is 
planned along that facade which would hide the upper floors. 
 
Mr. Thal observed that most people will walk on the east side of Ferndale and 
will get a broader view than just the first floor.  That is why he would advocate 
creating a very attractive facade similar to those along Hamilton and Old 
Woodward. 
 
Chairman Nickita noted at this point the board is just commenting on exterior 
materials and finishes. 
 
Mr. Cataldo ensured that the first-floor glazing is clear. 
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Mr. Rea addressed the signage and Mr. Edwards noted the HDDRC will be 
reviewing signage.  It is the Planning Board’s purview to establish the location of 
the signage.  The Ordinance allows 18 in. of sign band above the first-floor 
windows.  Mr. Ryan pointed out on the drawings how the sign band is indigenous 
to the building itself.  Mr. Edwards suggested the Planning Board should look  to 
the Ordinance standards and establish the location of the signage.  There are 
mechanisms for the applicant to seek relief from those requirements through the 
HDDRC and the Board of Zoning Appeals.   
 
Mr. Cataldo inquired about the art work.  Mr. Ryan explained the individual 
characters would change over a period of time but the quotes will be 
permanently placed on the building.  Mr. Thorsby commented that the quotes 
going around the cornice at the top might be interpreted as a sign band.  The 
reason he mentioned that has to do with the second level art glass.  The quotes 
may be considered by the HDDRC as signage. 
 
Mr. Nickita noted to the Planning Board that the quotations are part of the 
architecture of the building, as has been typically done historically.  That is 
different than signage.  Mr. Ryan added the intent of the quotes is to lean to the 
cultural, rather than to the commercial.  Mr. Thorsby cautioned there may be a 
problem, the way our Ordinance is set up.  Mr. Nickita thought it is a good point 
to be aware of and an opportunity for abuse of this situation could be opened 
up.  Mr. Nickita thought it is important for the applicant to specifically orient and 
define the quotations when they go to the next board. 
 
Mr. Thorsby asked about the status of parking on the street.  Mr. Edwards said 
the City Commission will receive information on what is to take place in the right-
of-way. 
 
Mr. Tholen asked about the art glass and ensured the weather would not get 
through it. 
 
Mr. Blaesing complimented the developer for pursuing high quality design and 
for bringing the building more into compliance with the 2016 Plan.  Additionally, 
he complimented the architect for improvement upon a good earlier design and 
for giving pedestrians an attractive marquee on the street, as well as adding 
some distinctive architectural features to the street.  The building is much more 
interesting now.  He also thanked the developer for obtaining the services of 
local design talent, rather than using out-of-town people. 
 
Mr. Thal didn’t know where there is room to add trees on Ferndale.  There are 
relatively small sidewalks on both sides of the street.  He was curious how that is 
envisioned.  Mr. Ryan said his hope is that they will have the ability to increase 
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the tree space to a point where the trees create a canopy along the street.  This 
is an issue that must be looked into more carefully. 
 
Public comment was opened at 8:40 p.m. 
 
Ms. Jane McKee from Ferndale Street noted that presently there are some small 
trees on Ferndale that should be saved. 
 
There being no one further who wished to speak, Chairman Nickita closed the 
public comment. 
 
Mr. Blaesing spoke to ensure electrical outlets would be installed to 
accommodate the holiday street tree lighting program. 
 
Mr. Thorsby still had a problem with the Ferndale frontage on the second floor.  
There are some blank wall situations there.  The building is showing its back side 
to the patrons.  That could only be improved by adding something on the second 
floor.   
 
Mr. Ryan said they want to make sure that whatever they put there is consistent 
with the treatment of the rest of the building.  They as the architects look at that 
elevation in terms of the street-type activities.  He further noted a difficulty with 
having second-floor panels at that location.  There is no corridor inside the 
building to allow access to the panels for the purpose of changing them or 
maintaining them.  Technically there is more of a problem here than on 
Hamilton. 
 
Motion by Mr. Cataldo 
Supported by Mr. Blaesing that the Planning Board approve the design and 
material selection and additionally the requirements to the appellant boards.  
The developer must provide electrical outlets for the holiday lighting of street 
trees.  The board is aware of all signage on the building, having discussed all 
signage, and approves it in accordance with the drawings.  
 
Amended by Mr. Blaesing 
Accepted by Mr. Cataldo to state that the sign band will be above the awnings 
and below the second floor windows.  The artistic quotes that are on the facade 
at the upper elevation are considered part of the architecture. 
 
Mr. Tholen suggested the Planning Board exclude a requirement for the signs 
and the lighting as they are covered in another portion of our Ordinance. 
 
Mr. Cataldo withdrew his motion and Mr. Blaesing concurred. 
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Motion by Mr. Thorsby 
Supported by Mr. Blaesing to approve the design plan and exterior materials for 
the building and that the sign band be placed above the first floor awnings and 
below the second floor glass on each facade according to the design review. 
 
Mr. Ryan reminded the board the sign for the cinema itself will need to be 
considered. 
 
Mr. Blaesing suggested including in the recommendation to the HDDRC that sign 
be a separate consideration.  On another subject, he wondered if the interior of 
the building is designed so that the restaurants can access the trash area.   
 
Mr. Ryan explained their intent is to refrigerate trash at the first level and put it 
from there into the compactor. 
 
Amended by Mr. Thal 
Accepted by Messrs. Thorsby and Blaesing that the appropriate electrical outlets 
be provided for holiday lighting. 
 
Motion carried, 7-0. 
 
Motion by Mr. Thorsby 
Supported by Mr. Thal that the Planning Board make recommendation to the 
HDDRC and the BZA that they grant a variance for the marquee and the sign 
band be different for the marquee than for the rest of the signage. 
 
Motion carried, 7-0. 
 
Motion by Mr. Thorsby 
Supported by Mr. Cataldo that the Planning Board make a recommendation to 
the Engineering Dept. and the Traffic and Safety Board that they consider 
removing metered parking and street parking along Hamilton from Ferndale to 
Old Woodward and on Ferndale from Hamilton to Oakland. 
 
Mr. Thorsby thought due to the type of business that this is going to create, this 
kind of traffic is not easily handled.  Therefore, it requires there be some serious 
traffic studies made. 
 
Mr. Blaesing would not support this recommendation.  He would rather have the 
boards look at the issue and come to their own conclusion.  He is a believer in 
building the project and then seeing what happens. 
 
Mr. Thorsby explained he is bringing this up now so that when the project opens, 
hopefully a study will have already started.  All the motion is asking for is that 
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they put it on their agenda and study it.  Mr. Nickita noted it is an appropriate 
concern. 
Mr. Currier brought out the fact the Consent Judgment requires this to be done.  
It addresses starting the process of looking at these studies. 
 
Ms. Dorothy Conrad, 2252 Yorkshire, noted this item was not listed on the 
agenda for discussion this evening. 
 
Vote on the motion: Motion failed, 5-2. 
 
Motion by Mr. Thal to make a recommendation to the developer that even 
though the board unanimously approves the design, they examine the question 
of additional design elements along the length of the second floor on Ferndale 
because the board thinks it would enhance the way the building looks from that 
direction. 
 
The motion died for lack of support. 
 
Motion by Mr. Thorsby 
Supported by Mr. McGraw to recommend to the HDDRC they consider the quotes 
above the second floor as part of the building and not part of the signage. 
 
Mr. Tholen could not support the motion.  The HDDRC is responsible for making 
that determination.  He doesn’t think this board should give them a 
recommendation with respect to that.  Allow them to take the action they deem 
appropriate. 
 
Mr. Blaesing suggested letting the HDDRC know the Planning Board considers 
the quotations as part of the design and not part of the sign band.  It is helpful 
that this board identify for them what in fact it did discuss. 
 
Mr. Nickita looks at this as an architectural issue and not as a signage issue. 
 
Vote on the motion: Motion carried, 6-1. 
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Planning Board Minutes 
May 28, 2014 


 
FINAL SITE PLAN AND DESIGN REVIEW  
202 N. Old Woodward Ave. 
Palladium Building 
Renovation of Palladium Building, conversion of floor 2 of existing 
theater into two floors of office and construction of three new 
residential units on SE corner of roof 
 
Mr. Williams recused himself.  The Palladium Building was the subject of a 
Consent Judgment in 1999.  At that time his law firm, Dickinson Wright, 
represented the Palladium Co.  Therefore, there may be questions on the 
interpretation of the Consent Judgment as this project moves forward. 
 
Ms. Ecker advised the subject site is located on the northeast corner of N. Old 
Woodward Ave. and Hamilton Row. The existing Palladium Building sits on this 
site and was approved by Consent Judgment on May 5, 1999. Under the terms 
of the Consent Judgment, the court approved the Preliminary and Final Site 
Plans for the building, and the Planning Board had the authority to approve only 
the design of the building and the proposed streetscape. Accordingly, the 
Planning Board reviewed and approved the building design and streetscape on 
July 21, 1999. The previous owner applied for a Revised Final Site Plan in 2002 
for the addition of new lighting.  
 
At this time, the property has been sold and the new owner is seeking to 
renovate the existing building and change some of the uses. The footprint of the 
building will remain the same. The new owner is proposing to repurpose the 
basement level retail space into underground parking to support the new office 
and residential uses proposed in the building. This parking level will be accessed 
by a new ramp off of Ferndale. The ground floor is proposed to remain retail, 
and the existing second floor is proposed to be split into two floors of office. 
Both floors will fit within the existing envelope of the second floor as the floor is 
currently built for stadium-style theater seating. The existing third floor of 
theater is proposed to remain (although it will now be the fourth floor), and the 
new owner proposes to add a partial fifth floor at the southeast corner of the 
building where the existing roof is lowest to construct three residential units. The 
overall height of the building is not proposed to increase as the new residential 
units will not exceed the existing building height on the highest portion of the 
roof.  All of the uses are permitted. 
 
Ms. Ecker advised that as the existing Consent Judgment continues to control the 
development and use of this property, all of the proposed changes discussed in 
this report must be approved by the City Commission and the U.S. District Court. 
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Accordingly, the recommendations of the Planning Board on the Preliminary and 
Final Site Plan and Design Review for the renovation of the Palladium Building 
will be forwarded to the City Commission for their consideration. Should the City 
Commission vote to amend the Consent Judgment, this matter will be referred to 
the U.S. District Court for final consideration.  In the alternative, the City 
Commission can request the Court to remove their jurisdiction and terminate the 
Consent Judgment. 
 
Community Impact Study 
The applicant has submitted a revised traffic study that analyses the effects of 
the added lower level parking and egress ramp on the area traffic.  The traffic 
analysis, in general, indicates that the trips generated by the changes in uses on 
the site will decrease in comparison to the previous use configuration. 
 
The only real issues at this time are the obstruction of the basement vehicle 
entrance ramp by a light pole and a tree.  The Engineering Dept. notes there is 
some concrete breaking up around the site and the applicant will be required to 
repair those areas.  Additionally, there is a shortage of parking in the Downtown 
and tenants in the future office spaces should anticipate continued struggles to 
find a parking spot during weekdays.  However, an ad hoc Parking Committee 
has been formed to study how to increase parking capacity. 
 
Mr. Jordan Jonna, the developer, was present with his construction team from 
Tower Construction, along with the original architects of the building from JPRA.  
Mr. Jonna indicated that with this project they want to bring more life back into 
the building.  They found parking is the best use for the basement space.  The 
retail space on the ground level will stay the same.  The very large office space 
will be contained on two floors.  The theatre remodel will feature five screens 
and luxury seating for 600 patrons, where originally there were 2,300 seats.  At 
the top, three residential units will be added. 
 
Ms. Sue Newman with JPRA Architects noted that uses in the building 
complement each other because office use will peak during the day and the 
theatre, restaurant, and retail business will occur at night.  This is a completely 
different dynamic than the original building where everything was peaking at the 
same time. 
 
Chairman Boyle stated his concern is the ground floor use which has been 
consistently problematic for close to a decade.  He inquired how that will change.  
Ms. Newman replied it will go to the leasing of those particular uses.  Mr. Jonna 
added that with the right management and the right operators the retail will 
work.  This is a good site. 
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Mr. DeWeese received clarification that there are roughly 64,000 sq. of office 
space, enough for 250 - 300 workers.  He indicated the movement of people 
safely in and out through the building bothers him.  Also, right now it seems 
there may not be enough parking capacity to make the office tenants fully 
happy.  Ms. Newman addressed the pedestrian movement.  Currently they plan 
three elevators that will stop at every level.   
 
Mr. DeWeese went on to say part of the issue may be that the structure at the 
ground level doesn't work so much for retail.  Mr. Jason Gekiere with Tower 
Construction noted that the theatre operator will stagger the movie times in 
order to move people efficiently in and out of the theatre.  The largest theatre 
will contain 110 seats.  Mr. DeWeese thought it would be useful for them to 
indicate how they will deal with emergencies. 
 
Mr. Koseck said that assuming they make it successful he thinks this is a better 
looking building and a lot of the pedestrian issues will be somewhat alleviated 
because of the mixed use.  Ms. Ecker explained the Planning Dept. advised the 
applicant that it would be a good idea to comply with the Ordinance entirely by 
putting in residential, given there were already constraints with the Consent 
Judgment.  So, that is what they opted to do.  Mr. Koseck went on to note that 
typically in a mixed-use building the uses are separated.  Mr. Jonna replied that 
if they have to add more elevators or some system to move people in and out 
they will figure it out.   
 
Ms. Whipple-Boyce said she looks forward to seeing those revisions.  She thinks 
some of the retail spaces failed because of the design of the building.  They will 
be much more successful when they are on the ground floor and have light. She 
is pleased to see that the basement will be used for parking.   
 
Mr. Clein noticed these are still large spaces, particularly on the retail level, 
compared to other spaces in town.  Therefore, he has serious concerns about 
the size of the retail and office spaces.  The office floor plan at 64,000 sq. ft. 
seems immense for this market.  His other two main concerns are points for the 
applicant to consider: 
 He loves the use of the basement for parking but severely dislikes the 


layout. 
 Ferndale with the addition of the new drive approach has gotten uglier.  


The ramp is centered directly on the pedestrian exit from the parking 
garage across the street.  The vista is lacking as one leaves the parking 
garage. 


 
Mr. Jonna replied they already have a new layout for the parking.  Tomorrow 
they intend to address the location of the ramp. 
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Ms. Whipple-Boyce thought the Barrio space could be divided to have a retail 
presence on Ferndale and also one on Hamilton.  Mr. Jonna said they are open 
to looking at all different uses. 
 
Mr. DeWeese noted the streetscape is important.  Anything that would soften it 
would work to their advantage.  Mr. Jonna replied that for them the more 
greenery the better. 
 
The chairman said they don't want a building that sits vacant in this part of the 
City.  He urged the applicant to think about how these big footprints might be 
reconfigured in such a way that gives them more flexibility and allows them to 
go out and find tenants that will activate the space and keep pedestrians moving 
up and down.  Secondly, he suggested from the Planning Board's experience, 
what people in Birmingham are looking for is not a model that came out of 1996.  
The applicant can take away the comments that were heard this evening and 
come back with a plan that might allay some of the board's concerns. 
 
Mr. DeWeese cautioned it is very important that they try to foresee everything 
they can when they come back to the Planning Board because otherwise it will 
produce complications.  Chairman Boyle added the best plans are those that are 
achieved in collaboration with staff. 
 
Motion by Mr. DeWeese 
Seconded by Mr. Koseck to approve the Final Site Plan and Design 
Review for 202 N. Old Woodward Ave. as it meets the requirements 
established in Article 7, section 7.27 of the Zoning Ordinance, with the 
following conditions: 
1. An updated photometric plan has not been provided at this time 
and will be  required for approval at Final Site Plan Review. 
2. The applicant will be required to provide glazing calculations that 
 demonstrate compliance with the 70% minimum first floor 
glazing  requirement between 1 ft. and 8 ft. above grade and the 
35% maximum  glazing requirement on the upper floors, and to 
address the other concerns  that were heard tonight. 
 
Mr. Koseck thought if the service and loading dock is too big it would be great to 
use part of that and make it a ramp.  If the building has a big floor plate maybe 
the walls can be shifted around. 
 
The chairman took comments from the public at 8:40 p.m. 
 
Mr. Richard Astrein 120 W. Maple Rd., was quite excited about the new life and 
vibrancy that will be added to that corner.  The City is clamoring for more soft 
goods.  That would address part of the situation about more density in the traffic 
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during the day.  He is on the ad hoc Parking Committee and would like the 
developer to work with them on an overall solution to the parking situation. 
 
Mr. David Bloom voiced several concerns about tonight's proposal: 
 Make sure there is at least one large theatre screen to draw patrons.  


People have huge TVs and Lazy Boys at home and they can rent a video 
for $5.  


 People spending that kind of money for the residential will not want to 
stop at other floors.  Getting rid of the escalators is probably a mistake.  
He doesn't think the elevators will do it for them, even with three. 


 There is a shortage of parking Downtown and he doesn't know where the 
200+ office workers will  park.  That is something that has to be 
addressed.   


 Maybe a food market space might work in the retail area. 
 Find some good theatre consultants and make sure they have an 


economically viable plan for the theatres. 
 
Motion carried, 5-0. 
 
VOICE VOTE 
Yeas:  DeWeese, Koseck, Boyle, Clein, Whipple-Boyce 
Recused:  Williams 
Nays: None 
Absent: Lazar 
 
Mr. Jonna said they are looking to make this the best project possible for the 
site. 
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Planning Board Minutes 
June 25, 2014 


 
FINAL SITE PLAN REVIEW  
202 N. Old Woodward Ave. 
Palladium Building 
Renovation of Palladium Building, conversion of floor 2 of existing theater into two 
floors of office uses and construction of three new residential units on SE corner of 
roof 
 
Mr. Williams recused himself.  The Palladium Building was the subject of a Consent Judgment in 
1999.  At that time his law firm, Dickinson Wright, represented the Palladium Co.  Therefore, 
there may be questions on the interpretation of the Consent Judgment as this project moves 
forward and he doesn't want to be in a position to vote as his law partner may have to testify. 
 
Ms. Ecker advised the subject site is located on the northeast corner of N. Old Woodward Ave. 
and Hamilton Row. The existing Palladium Building sits on this site and was approved by 
Consent Judgment on May 5, 1999. Under the terms of the Consent Judgment, the court 
approved the Preliminary and Final Site Plans for the building, and the Planning Board had the 
authority to approve only the design of the building and the proposed streetscape. Accordingly, 
the Planning Board reviewed and approved the building design and streetscape on July 21, 
1999. The previous owner applied for a Revised Final Site Plan in 2002 for the addition of new 
lighting.  
 
At this time, the property has been sold and the new owner is seeking to renovate the existing 
building and change some of the uses. All of the uses are permitted. 
 
On May 28, 2014, the applicant appeared before the Planning Board for Preliminary Site Plan 
and Design Review and for approval of an updated Community Impact Study. Board members 
expressed their desire to see the building activated again, and discussed the proposed uses and 
the integration of uses within the building. Concerns were expressed regarding the size and 
layout of the retail spaces, the amount of office space, and the lack of separation for the 
patrons of each use. The applicant indicated that they are willing to add more elevators if 
needed to service individual uses, but explained how all three elevators will stop at all floors. 
The applicant indicated that they will be seeking solid retail tenants for the first floor and are 
flexible on changing the size and layout of the spaces as they meet with potential tenants. The 
applicant was also 
open to adding another retail space on Ferndale by breaking up the space shown. Board 
members also had concerns about the layout of the underground parking. The Planning Board 
voted to approve the Preliminary Site Plan Review and to update the CIS for 202 N. Old 
Woodward Ave. with several conditions.  
 
At this time, the applicant has revised their plans by redesigning the layout of the lower level 
parking, and in doing so has added 15 more parking spaces. The applicants have advised that 
they remain flexible on breaking up the retail spaces and adding an additional space on 
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Ferndale. They have not yet started marketing the leasing of the building, but will keep this in 
mind when they do so.  No additional elevators have been added. 
 
As the existing Consent Judgment continues to control the development and use of this 
property, everything proposed must be approved by the City Commission and the U.S. District 
Court. Accordingly, the recommendations of the Planning Board on the Preliminary and Final 
Site Plan and Design Review for the renovation of the Palladium Building will be forwarded to 
the City Commission for their consideration. Should the City Commission vote to amend the 
Consent Judgment, this matter will be referred to the U.S. District Court for final consideration.  
In the alternative, the City Commission can request the Court to remove their jurisdiction and 
terminate the Consent Judgment. 
 
Design Review 
Ms. Ecker advised that the existing building is constructed primarily of cast stone and decorative 
metal panels, with extensive first floor glazing. New glazing will be added to the second and 
third floors.  Narrow windows will be punched out in the dormer area at the top for the 
residential units. Dimensional stone ornamentation is used to add detail to the building, along 
with metal and glass canopies with cable supports on the first floor. The existing tower at the 
southwest corner of the building has a metal roof and spire. Celedon tile roofing is used on 
much of the roof, along with metal roofing and metal coping. In addition, fabric awnings and 
perpendicular banners adorn the building, along with metal letters pinned off of the building, 
and a large movie marquis sign on the elevation. The majority of the materials used on the 
existing building are proposed to remain. 
 
Ms. Whipple-Boyce received clarification that the underground garage will be for tenants of the 
building.  Also, because of the Consent Judgment the proposed uses in the building cannot 
change, but the dividing walls may change.  The number of residential units must remain at 
three. 
 
Chairman Boyle arrived at this time; however, Vice-Chairperson Lazar remained as chair.  Mr. 
Boyle remarked the reduction in the number of theater screens from twelve to five will relieve 
pressure on parking in the evening.  Mr. Koseck added that because the applicant is adding of 
64,000 sq. ft. of office space, during the day there will be an additional demand of 180 parking 
spaces for the office workers. 
 
There were no comments from the public at 9 p.m. 
 
Mr. Jordan Jonna, the developer, was present with his construction team from Tower 
Construction, along with architects from JPRA.  They passed around a material sample board.  
Since the last meeting they have reconfigured the parking in order to add extra spaces and 
talked to theater operators who agree that three elevators are sufficient to move people in and 
out.  Also, they met with the city engineer to work out minor detail items.  He further advised 
the three condos will be rental units.   
 
Ms. Whipple-Boyce wanted to see documentation proving that the elevators will work out.  She 
had concerns about how they will service all of the different spaces.  Mr. Jonna assured if it isn't 
working in the future, they will do something to make it work.  Also, the theater is sized down 
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from 2,300 seats down to around six hundred.  They have looked into escalators, but found 
them to be very maintenance intensive. 
 
Mr. Koseck encouraged the applicant to seek elevator consultants.  Mr. Boyle thought they 
should speak to theater operators in major cities to find out what volume of elevators is 
needed.  Mr. Clein noted they have not spoken on any use except the theater.  The mixed-use 
element of the building is being ignored.  The main common elevator space for all of the uses is 
in one spot, and there is no residential lobby.   
 
Board members struggled with how the elevators will be programmed.  Ms. Sue Newman with 
JPRA explained the uses in the building will have their peak times offset.  So office users and 
theater users will not be using the elevators at the same time.  Mr. Koseck noted that normally 
a building of this size would have three lobbies and typically residential has its own elevator.   
 
As to how this affects the Planning Board and the City, Mr. Boyle held that the movement of 
people through the building takes them to a lobby entrance and exit and that pertains to the 
way in which the building addresses the City.  Secondly, on behest of the City the Planning 
Board is the forum for debating all of these sorts of issues.   
 
Ms. Ecker said once the applicant identifies who their Liquor License users will be they will have 
to come back for a SLUP. 
 
Vice-Chairperson Lazar opened discussion to the public at 9:45 p.m. 
 
Mr. Bruce Thal indicated that he lives within 300 ft. of the Palladium.  He has not heard 
discussion as to the capacity of the proposed elevators or how fast they move.  Mr. Mark 
VonWooter with JPRA architects replied the design team intends to engage a vertical 
transportation consultant at some time during the design development process.  The size, 
speed, and capacity of the elevators will all come into play, in addition to the number of 
elevators.   
 
Motion by Mr. Boyle  
Seconded by Mr. Clein To approve the Final Site Plan and Design Review for 202 N. 
Old Woodward Ave. as it meets the requirements established in Article 7, section 
7.27 of the Zoning Ordinance, with the following conditions: 
(1) Applicant comply with the requirements of the Fire Department, the Building 
Code and provide all streetscape improvements recommended by the Engineering 
Division;  
(2) Applicant submit detailed plans demonstrating compliance with Section 
3.04(3)(f) of the Zoning Ordinance; and 
(3) Prior to the City Commission meeting, applicant provide evidence that a 
comprehensive pedestrian circulation analysis has been conducted for the building, 
and that is accompanied by data and an appropriate report. 
 
There were no comments on the motion by members of the public at 9:43 p.m. 
 
Motion carried, 5-0. 
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ROLLCALL VOTE 
Yeas:  Boyle, Clein, Koseck, Lazar, Whipple-Boyce 
Nays: None 
Recused:  Williams 
Absent:  DeWeese 
 
Mr. Jonna promised they will make sure this building functions to the best of its ability. 
 
The board took a short recess at 9:55 p.m. 
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signage)  of such storefronts shall be painted, bronze, or powder-coated.signage)  of such storefronts shall be painted, bronze, or powder-coated.


E-6. The glazed area of a facade above the fi rst fl oor shall not exceed 35% of the total area, with E-6. The glazed area of a facade above the fi rst fl oor shall not exceed 35% of the total area, with 
each facade being calculated independently.each facade being calculated independently.


NEW WINDOWSNEW WINDOWS


EXISTING WINDOWSEXISTING WINDOWS


BALCONY DETAILBALCONY DETAIL 0' 2' 4' 8'


SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"


0' 4' 8' 16' 32'


SCALE: 3/32" = 1'-0"


    FACADE SQFT GLAZING SQFT  TOTAL %    FACADE SQFT GLAZING SQFT  TOTAL %
1ST FLR   779.333   639.34    0.8204 = 82.04%1ST FLR   779.333   639.34    0.8204 = 82.04%
2ND-5TH FLR  10,571.63  2,513.68    0.2378 = 23.78%2ND-5TH FLR  10,571.63  2,513.68    0.2378 = 23.78%
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Statistics
Symbol Avg Max Min Max/Min Avg/Min Avg/Max Description


0.0 fc 0.0 fc 0.0 fc N/A N/A N/A Calc Zone


Luminaire Schedule


Symbol Label Manufacturer Catalog Number Description Number
Lamps


Lumens Per
Lamp


Light Loss
Factor Wattage


A
BEGA-US 2261LED 2-7/16"L. X 6-7/8"W. X 3-3/4"H. LED


SURFACE WALL LUMINAIRE FROSTED
LENS


1 290.6654 0.85 9.5
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Installation and Technical InformationBEGA


Accessories
Please refer to the appropriate
accessory installation sheet for
further instruction when applicable.


In the interest of product improvement, BEGA reserves the right to make technical changes without notice.


Replacement Parts


BEGA  1000 Bega Way, Carpinteria, CA 93013 (805)684-0533 Fax (805)566-9474 www.bega-us.com © Copyright BEGA-US 2013


CSA certifi ed to U.S. and Canadian standards.
Suitable for wet locations.


Surface wall with shielded light source 2261LED
Tools Required:


2mm hex key
Flat head screw driver medium
Phillips head screw driver medium


Protection Class: IP64
Weight:  1.54 lbs


Dimensions


A:    6-7/8 ”


B:    3-7/8 ”


C:    2-3/8 “


Relamping/Maintenance
No relamping required.


Lamp:  6.6 W LED Module


    2261LED
 6/5/2013


Description


Face Plate
Driver (120-277V)
LED (3000K)
LED (4000K)


Part No


FP2261
75929
LED-0141/830
LED-0141/840


Notice to Installer for 2261LED:
1. For wall applications only.
2. Mounts directlty to wall over standard octagonal  4” wiring box (by others).
3. In conformance with UL Standard 1598, a silicone based sealant must be used between   
    luminaire and supporting wall.
4. See installation sheet 99068, supplied, for detailed instructions on 538 small wiring box   
    installation. 


2261LED - installation:
1. Remove luminaire mounting plate by loosening (2) 3mm set screws on rear canopy of   
    fi xture.
2. Feed luminaire wires through back of luminaire mounting plate.
3. Make supply wiring and luminaire wiring connections in small opening wiring box:
 MAIN VOLTAGE SUPPLY WIRE TO BLACK LUMINAIRE WIRE
 NEUTRAL (COMMON) SUPPLY WIRE TO WHITE LUMINAIRE WIRE
 GREEN GROUND WIRE TO GREEN LUMINAIRE WIRE
    Dimming (if applicable):
  DIMMING CONTROL WIRE (+) TO POSITIVE DRIVER DIM CONTROL WIRE
  DIMMING CONTROL WIRE (-) TO NEGATIVE DRIVER DIM CONTROL WIRE
5. Attach luminaire base to wall by using (2) 1 1/2” 8-32 mounting screws (by others). 
6. Place a small bead of silicone around the back side of the luminaire base that will come in  
    contact with the fi nished wall (exterior applications only).
7. Mount luminaire to luminaire base, making sure orientation label is aimed correctly.    
    Tighten 3mm set screws to secure.
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Tetra Tech of Michigan, P.C. 
123 Brighton Lake Road, Suite 123, Brighton, MI 48116 


Tel 810.220.2112 Fax 810.220.0094 www.tetratech.com 


 


May 19, 2014 


 


 


Mr. Jason Gekiere 


Tower Construction 


2550 Telegraph Road, Suite 111A 


Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48302 


 


Re: Trip Generation Letter 


Proposed Palladium Center Renovation 


City of Birmingham, Michigan 


200-108195-14001 


 


Dear Mr. Gekiere: 


 


Tetra Tech (Tt) has reviewed the site plans regarding the existing and proposed Palladium 


development you supplied to our office, and have completed our assessment of the trip 


generation forecast for the proposed configuration for the building as it compares to the 


existing site when it was originally approved.  As we understand it, the existing site is located 


at 202 North Old Woodward Avenue in the City of Birmingham.  This letter has been 


prepared as part of your site application and in accordance with the requirements of the City 


of Birmingham. 


 


According to information provided by your office, when the Palladium development was 


initially approved, it consisted of a 2,198 seat/12 screen multiplex movie theater, a 19,527 sq. 


ft. Arthaus furniture store, 24,638 sq. ft. of quality restaurant space (consisting of Buca di 


Beppo, Barrio and Chen Chow restaurants), and 7,710 sq. ft. Hamilton Room bar/club. 


 


The current site plan for the site shows 3 residential condominiums, a 700 seat/5 screen 


movie theater, a combined 64,130 sq. ft. of office space, and a combined 22,671 sq. ft. of 


restaurant/retail space on the first floor (for the purposes of this study, the entire first floor 


was considered quality restaurant, since, although unlikely, provides the most conservative 


analysis).  The lower level of the building is shown to be converted to a parking area. 


 


Using the information and methodologies specified in the latest version of Trip Generation 


(8th Edition) published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), Tt forecast the total 


weekday, weekday AM peak hour and weekday PM peak hour trips associated with the site 


specified above for the variety of uses under the existing and proposed site.  The following 


tables summarize our findings. 
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Table 1 


ITE Trip Generation for Palladium Development, Original Building Configuration 


Land Use 


Land 


Use 


Code 


Size        


(sq. ft.) 


AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour Week


Day In Out Total In Out Total 


Multiplex Movie Theater1 445 12 screens n/a2 n/a2 n/a2 162 112 274 3,510 


Furniture Store 890 19,527 3 1 4 4 5 9 99 


Drinking Place 925 7,710 n/a2 n/a2 n/a2 58 30 88 n/a2 


Quality Restaurant 931 24,638 13 7 20 124 61 185 2,217 


TOTAL TRIPS – EXISTING SITE 16 8 24 348 208 556 5,826 


1. Since demand is highest on Fridays during the PM peak hour, trip generation estimates for Multiplexes on Fridays was used in the analysis. 


2. n/a – Total weekday trip forecast information was not provided by ITE for drinking places.  Multiplexes and drinking places are typically closed 


during the AM peak hour. 


 
Table 2 


ITE Trip Generation for Palladium Development, Proposed Building Configuration 


Land Use 


Land 


Use 


Code 


Size        


(sq. ft.) 


AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour Week


Day In Out Total In Out Total 


Condominiums 230 3 units 1 3 4 2 2 4 31 


Multiplex Movie Theater1 445 5 screens n/a2 n/a2 n/a2 67 47 114 1,463 


General Office Building 710 64,130 119 16 135 26 125 151 937 


Quality Restaurant 931 22,671 13 6 19 114 56 170 2,040 


TOTAL TRIPS – PROPOSED SITE 133 25 158 209 230 439 4,458 


1. Since demand is highest on Fridays during the PM peak hour, trip generation estimates for Multiplexes on Fridays was used in the analysis. 


2. n/a –Weekday AM peak hour trip forecast information was not provided by ITE for Multiplexes, which are typically closed during the AM peak 


hour. 
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Table 3 


Comparison between ITE Total Trip Generation Forecast 


Palladium Development 


Existing and Proposed Building Configurations 


Palladium Development Configuration 


AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour Week


Day In Out Total In Out Total 


Original Palladium Development Configuration 16 8 24 348 208 556 5,826 


Proposed Palladium Development Configuration 133 25 158 209 230 439 4,458 


TRIP DIFFERENCE – PROPOSED BUILDING +117 +17 +134 -139 +22 -117 -1,368 


 


As can be seen from Table 3 above, the proposed Palladium development is forecast to 


generate 134 additional trips during the AM peak hour (117 additional trips inbound and 17 


additional trips outbound), but is forecast to generate 117 fewer trips during the PM peak 


hour (139 fewer trips inbound and 22 additional trips outbound) and 1,368 fewer daily trips 


over the originally approved development. 


 


 


We trust that this letter fulfills your current transportation needs regarding your proposed 


development.  If you have any questions, please feel free to call our office at (810)-220-2112. 


 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Kyle W. Ramakers, P.E., PTOE 


Transportation Engineer 


 


:cpl 


200-108195-14001 


 


 


P:\IER\108195\200-108195-14001\SupportDocs\Calcs\Traffic\Deliverables\Final_Trip-Gen_Letter_rev-1.docx 
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SECTION 1 


BACKGROUND 


A. BACKGROUND  


Lerch Bates Inc. (LB) has been commissioned to complete a vertical transportation analysis of the 
proposed Palladium Building renovation project located in Birmingham, Michigan.  This review will 
present our understanding of the multiple rider groups and opinion of necessary Vertical Transportation 
for this project.  
 
Vertical transportation equipment analysis in office buildings begins with estimates of the various building 
populations, the type of occupants affecting each elevator peak and the percentages of those populations 
that must be moved during peak traffic periods. In a typical Office Building, there can be several peaks 
during the course of a business day. The primary peak for elevator analysis is morning up peak, as 
building patrons arrive for their daily activities. Other peaks, which may require review and analysis are 
noon two-way, and down peak as the building empties towards the end of the day. Traditionally, if the 
elevator design can successfully move the necessary population within a given timeframe during a 
morning up-peak period, then it can successfully move the necessary small population through the day, 
and the down-peak occurring in the afternoon.  However, due to the additional constraints on the elevator 
system, including that imposed upon it by the theatre patrons, more than one type of analysis must be 
performed.  
 
B. GENERAL 


The criteria for elevator performance, in terms of frequency of service and persons to be carried within 
peak traffic periods, are presented below.  In general, elevatoring parameters are based on Lerch Bates 
knowledge of Low-Rise building elevatoring combined with industry standards widely accepted by the 
elevatoring community.  
 
As previously mentioned the peak traffic generating period in office buildings for public traffic normally 
occurs as building patrons arrive in the morning and then later, as they move during their lunch period 
and later depart from the building in the afternoon and early evening.  Staff arrival handling capacity must 
consider up-peak activity, during a five (5) minute arrival period.  Conventional elevator design standards 
and performance measurements have confirmed that if up-peak activity is handled properly, service 
during the balance of the day will meet design requirements as well.  
 
In addition to the office building tenant traffic, the Palladium vertical transport system will have additional 
responsibility in moving Theatre traffic from the Ground Level entrance to the Fourth floor.  The expected 
peak elevator usage per provided data will occur on Friday evenings, and throughout the day on both 
Saturday and Sunday.  The elevators must be designed to handle this type of transportation requirement 
outside of that required for office use.  However, it is expected that during Friday afternoons, when the 
office population is anticipated to hit a down-peak period, the Theatre will see a peak in its patron activity.  
This period of time is expected to be the most limiting as it pertains to the vertical system. 
 
The existence of residences on the top floor plays an insignificant role in the utilization of the elevators 
outside of move-in or move-out periods.  Due to the small number of units these periods are not expected 
to occur more than six (6) times per year and should be thoroughly scheduled with property management 
prior to commencing. 
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C. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS  


Average interval is a “quality” measure and is defined as the elapsed time in seconds between elevator 
departures from a terminal floor averaged over a specific time period.  Average interval is not a direct 
measure of how long prospective passengers wait for service; however, it is a value which can be 
calculated relatively easily and the accuracy of such calculations has been verified by countless tests.  
Such tests indicate average system response time for service at a typical intermediate floor approximates 
65% to 80% of the calculated average interval during heavy incoming traffic periods.  Average interval is 
used for theoretical performance analysis which can be related to waiting time, a performance standard 
which can be measured in an existing building. Statistically, waiting time is 65 to 70% of Average Interval. 
 
With today’s technology, it can sometimes be easy to discount the Interval value and opt instead to 
concentrate on other values which approximate the level of elevator service. It is true also, that in 
considering Destination Dispatching systems, interval can play a lessor role in determining the level of 
service as passengers may “accept” a longer wait time in favor of riding on an elevator that serves less 
stops.  The introduction of this concept has allowed the “Average Wait Time” value to overshadow the 
Average Interval value and its importance outside of a Destination Dispatch system.  Therefore, interval is 
still a very viable measurement of quality and is presented for reference within our report. 
 


Average Interval Performance Standards 
5 Minutes of Heavy Incoming One-Way Traffic 


“OFFICE” 


Class of Service Passenger/Visitor Elevators 
 ( in Seconds) 


Excellent ≤ 29 


Good 30 to 33 


Average 34 to 36 


Poor 37 to 40 


Unacceptable >40 


 


Average Interval Performance Standards 
5 Minutes of Heavy Two-Way Traffic 


“THEATRE” 


Class of Service Passenger/Visitor Elevators 
 ( in Seconds) 


Excellent ≤ 37 


Good 38 to 42 


Average 43 to 47 


Poor 48 to 53 


Unacceptable >53 
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Average Waiting Time Performance Standards 
5 Minutes of Heavy Incoming One-Way Traffic 


“OFFICE” 


Class of Service Passenger/Visitor Elevators 
 ( in Seconds) 


Excellent ≤ 20 


Good 21 to 23 


Average 24 to 25 


Poor 25 to 28 


Unacceptable >28 


 


Average Waiting Time Performance Standards 
5 Minutes of Heavy Two-Way Traffic 


“THEATRE” 


Class of 
Service 


Passenger/Visitor Elevators 


 ( in Seconds) 


Excellent ≤ 26 


Good 27 to 29 


Average >30 to 33 


Poor >34 to 37 


Unacceptable >37 


 
 
The “quantity” measure of elevator service is referred to as Handling Capacity.  This is defined as the 
number of persons and/or vehicles which can be transported by the elevator system in a given length of 
time.  Average interval and handling capacity must be measured or calculated for the same designated 
time period to be meaningful.  Lerch Bates uses five-minute peak periods for evaluation.  This time period 
is long enough to provide meaningful, measurable information, but not so long as to allow peak activity to 
be disguised by average activity levels. 
 
 


Handling Capacity Performance Standards 
(Five Minutes of Heavy Incoming Traffic) 


Class of Service % of Population 


Multi-tenant Building.  
Class “A” 


≥ 12  


Theatre. 
State-of-the-Art 


100% calculated 5-min loading 


Residential 8 to 10 


 


Traffic Pattern evaluated within a typical office building is the peak elevator traffic condition, usually 
experienced in heavy incoming scenarios, i.e. considerable traffic is being handled in the up direction, as 
passengers enter the cars at the lobby and are exiting the cars at various floors throughout the elevator 
up trip.  This type of one-way peak is primarily “lobby-related” with minimal inter-floor traffic.  One-way 
traffic peaks can be expected at predictable times.  As mentioned previously, the expected peak demand 
will be the Friday afternoon period where office population is departing the building while Theatre patrons 
are both entering and leaving. 
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Round trip times are established by consideration of the capacity required, the passenger load each car 
must transport during peak activity, and the probable stops each car will make on a peak round trip.  
Probable Stops are the number of stops we judge a car will make during a typical peak round trip.  
Probable stops can be determined mathematically by considering the number of persons in a loaded car 
and the number of stops possible above the lobby.  The consultant must decide if the stops above have 
equal attraction, have similar populations, include unique activities or facilities, and determine a likely 
activity pattern for a peak trip.  For the Palladium building, this includes the fact that there is a parking 
level below grade, allowing parking for approximately 25% of the office tenants and five spaces reserved 
for residents.  The probability of an elevator being required to respond to a hall call within the parking 
level should occur for approximately ¼ of those office staff entering the building.  If all activities are not 
considered, projected performance will not be indicative of “real” activity when the building is operating. 


Development of an estimate of population is fundamental to elevator evaluation.  This estimate becomes 
the basis for establishing the number of persons who must be handled on the various elevator systems 
(Handling Capacity) during the evaluation period.  We developed populations for the facility based on the 
following factors (Example): 
 
A-200 Suite - Office Tenant Gross Area of:    16,249 SF 
Average Net Usable Area (NUA) based on efficiency factor of 73%: 11,993 SF 
Average area per Office Employee:     225 SF 
Projected Employee Population for A-200:    53 employees 
 
For both floor levels 2 & 3, the combined office population then becomes 206 total persons.  The value 
of 225 SF/person was utilized based on the building location, type of tenants anticipated, and 
management input. 
 
Passenger elevator platform designs are selected by the requirement of the number of persons 
(individual car loads) that must be transported on each trip while still meeting the design requirements 
for average interval and handling capacity.  The smallest passenger elevator size used for most office 
building applications today is 3500lb based on the minimum capacity and configuration for movement of 
a gurney (based on IBC 2006 requirements for 24x84 with rounded corners) with Single-Speed Side-
Slide opening doors.  Additional requirement per IBC 2006 and the Michigan Building Code is that one 
elevator serves all occupied floors providing fire department access via elevator equipment. 
 
D. MIXED USE OCCUPANCY DESIGN 


For most of the preceding century, the predominant method of planning involved classification by type of 
building, i.e. residential, commercial, or industrial.  This was further supported by zoning requirements 
which aided in providing the segregation requirements between these classifications.  Over the past 
decade, a gradual shift has occurred where most planners agree on the benefit of mixing the zoning.  The 
mixed-use principle has become a key tenet of the most influential current planning paradigms, such as 
Smart Growth, New Urbanism, and sustainable development (American Planning Association, 1998; 
Congress for the New Urbanism, 2001, Downs, 2001). 


In today’s marketplace developers are seeking the maximum revenue to be developed following 
construction.  For existing buildings this can often be managed by converting a single-use building over to 
a mixed use facility.  As designers we have noticed this occurring in greater regularity and imposing 
interesting challenges on the vertical design.  In many cases this leads to a greater segregation of 
ridership within the facility, creating individual pathways for different populations.  However, this is 
predominantly performed where there are great numbers of tenants such as the High-Rise buildings 
found in major cities, or the “Super-Talls” found both domestically and internationally.  In smaller 
buildings, with smaller footprints and limited vertical transportation needs or resources, the segregation of 
ridership is not desirable, and in most cases not recommended. 
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SECTION 2 


SUMMARY RESULTS 


A. ANALYSIS 


As stated previously, a thorough understanding of the population and habits of movement throughout the 
facility directly correspond to the adequacy of the elevator solution.  Additionally, worst case scenarios 
are evaluated to ensure that the solution provided can handle any situation.  The assumptions that lead 
to a conservative approach are provided later in this Section.  Based on this requirement, a review of the 
three most difficult elevatoring time periods were evaluated: 
 
Office Morning Up-Peak 
 
Based on an estimated 225 SF/person and 73% efficiency factor, we have determined that the maximum 
population is 206 persons.  This value indicates that two elevators are necessary as indicated below. We 
developed the following analysis results: 
 
Population:   206 
Type:    One-Way, Up-Peak 
Target Interval:   35s 
Target Handling Capacity: 12% 
Estimated Car Load per Trip: 3 passengers Up 
Elevator Round Trip:  52.6s @ 350fpm 60.4s @ 200fpm 
Interval:    26.3s   30.2s 
HC%:    16.6%   14.5% 
 
Theater Post 6pm Friday/Saturday/Sunday 
 
Based on the total seat count of 600, this analysis was performed two ways.  First, analysis was 
performed based on a one-hour turn-over period for 100% of the theatre potential population.  Secondly, 
analysis was performed based on a one-hour turn-over period for the user provided “Average Patron 
Conveying System Movements/Hour” for the indicated time period.  This data indicates that there would 
be on average 167 patrons utilizing the elevator within any one-hour period based on theatre occupancy 
of 61%.  Both analyses indicate that two elevators are necessary as indicated below.  We developed the 
following analysis results: 
 
Total Available Seat Count: 
Population:   600 (1200 during one-hour turn-over) 
Type:    Two-Way 
Target Interval:   45s 
Target Handling Capacity: 100% of 5-minute calculated peak 
Estimated Car Load:  7.5 passengers Up, 7.5 passengers Down 
Elevator Round Trip:  68.1s @ 350fpm 77.9s @ 200fpm 
Interval:    34.1s   39.0s 
HC%:    132%   113% 
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User Data: 
Population:   167 (334 during one-hour turn-over) 
Type:    Two-Way 
Target Interval:   45s 
Target Handling Capacity: 100% of 5-minute calculated peak 
Estimated Car Load:  4.2 passengers Up, 4.2 passengers Down 
Elevator Round Trip:  51.3s @ 350fpm 61.1s @ 200fpm 
Interval:    25.7s   30.6s 
HC%:    350%   294% 
 
 
Combined Office & Theatre – Friday afternoon prior to 6pm 
 
As stated previously, the greatest strain on the vertical system is anticipated to be the period of time 
between 4 and 6pm, when the office tenant population leaves the building while both up and down traffic 
exists from the Theatre.  User group data provided indicates that during the Friday afternoon period 
before 6pm, the Theatre will be 20% occupied resulting in an “Average Patron Conveying System 
Movements/Hour” of 70.  This analysis was performed based solely on the User data provided: 
 
Population:   Office:  206 (one-way, down) 
    Theatre: 70 (two-way, turnover) 
Target Interval:   35s 
Target Handling Capacity: 12% Office, 100% Theatre 
Estimated Car Load per Trip: 2 passengers Up, 5 passengers Down 
Elevator Round Trip:  88.1s @ 350fpm 
Interval:    44s 
HC%:    Office:  9.9% 
    Theatre: 140.3% 
 
Analysis Notes: 


• Residential is considered to be a “non-impact load” on the vertical transportation system.  It is 
not anticipated that the movement caused by residential tenants will adversely affect elevator 
performance due to the small number of residences located onsite. 


• Parking facility was evaluated within the provided analysis.  With 51 spaces reserved for Office 
tenant usage, this equates to 24.8% of the population utilizing the parking deck with one person 
per auto.  Therefore, ¼ of the ridership will be from and to the parking level. 


• In effort to remain conservative in our analysis no stair usage or absentee (vacation, sick day, 
work from home) factor was applied.  


 
B.  Recommendations 
 
Elevatoring Solution 
 
It is our opinion that the proposed duplex bank of elevators will provide “Excellent” service to the building 
outside of the Friday afternoon/evening period.  During this specific timeframe the vertical transportation 
system will be somewhat challenged but capable of supporting the necessary demand.  The calculated 
service deficiency and is not enough to warrant recommendation of a third elevator.  Additionally, while 
the analysis doesn’t take into account the stair factor, it is believed that some small percentage of office 
tenants will utilize the stairs going up in the morning and some larger percentage utilizing the stairs in the 
afternoon/early evening as they depart.  It should be noted that ultimately this recommended solution 
removes usage of the existing hydraulic elevator; however, further thoughts on implementation of this 
unit into the vertical transportation scheme are listed later in this section. 
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The current elevators configuration onsite consists of: 


• Passenger Elevator 
o 3500#, 150fpm, hydraulic 
o Front and Rear opening, Single-Speed Center-Opening Doors 
o Serving 1 – 5 (1 – 4 Front, 5 Rear) 
o Third floor entrance will need to be removed and recreated at the new third floor level 


• Service Elevator 
o 4000#, 150fpm, hydraulic 
o Front opening, Two-Speed Side-Opening Doors 
o Serving LL, 1-2, & 4.  
o Third floor entrance will need to be added at the new third floor level 


 
Service must be provided to the Lower Level parking area via vertical transportation.  This can be 
accommodated by the proposed duplex group of elevators.  Currently the design indicates that only one 
of the new elevators is planned for operation at the upper level.  It is our recommendation that if the 
existing elevator is maintained it become a viable alternate means of transportation for the residents.   
 
Alternately, this existing passenger elevator can be maintained for use strictly for the residents and not 
undergo modification of the current openings.  It was mentioned that the current analysis was performed 
without taking into account the movement of the residents; however, this will allow for a better form of 
segregation of ridership, if desired, and a form of access control.  The existing control system can be 
altered so that it acts as a shuttle serving lobby to the 5


th
 floor only via key card provided to the 


residents.  Residents will be forced to use the stairs if coming from the Lower Level and then transfer to 
the resident elevator at the Ground Level.  If service is desired from the Lower Level directly to the 5


th
 


floor, then a key card system can be provided on the duplex bank of elevators as well, allowing service 
directly to the 5


th
 floor in a “VIP” type operation, only when a call is placed at either the Lower Level or 


Ground Floor.  Please note, this wouldn’t be recommended during peak traffic periods and can be 
“timed” within the controller to not allow card reader usage, or “VIP” operation, during those peak periods 
previously discussed.  “VIP” operation or direct service to the 5


th
 floor without intermediate stops would 


adversely affect the elevator service during peak periods.  
 
Population Flow 
 
Secondary to evaluating the vertical transportation flow is the horizontal flow within the elevator lobbies. 
In smaller footprint buildings the horizontal flow can become somewhat fixed and inflexible. 
 
Office Population – Office tenants are projected to utilize both the new elevators traveling from the 
parking level, or Lower Level, to both the 2


nd
 and 3


rd
 floors.  Nearly 25% of those office tenants are 


expected to require elevator service from the Lower Level, while the remaining 75% will enter via the 
main lobby doors at the Ground Level.  Deliveries to these offices or moves required can be 
accommodated by the existing service elevator.  A conservative approach was taken in assuming that 
one person per car.  However, if some amount of car-pooling takes place, this would most likely occur 
between employees on the same level and would therefore increase the efficiency of the elevator 
system. 
 
Alternately, office population can use the stairs from either the Lower or Ground Floor levels. 
 
Theatre Patrons – Theatre patrons will have two means of access to the Fourth floor.  This ridership 
group will enter the building via the main lobby and utilize the new elevators to access the 4


th
 floor.  


Stairs may also be used to transit from the Ground floor to the 4
th
 floor, and the Lower level, or parking 


level shall not be used. 
 
Residents – Residents may either use the new duplex elevators or the single existing passenger 
elevator as discussed in the previous section.  They may enter from either the Lower level utilizing the 
existing passenger elevator and transfer to the proposed elevator group or ride directly to the 5


th
 Floor.  
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This may also be accomplished from the main lobby and may incorporate the use of key cards to place 
dedicated calls if desired by the building. 
 
Elevator System 
 
The expected travel of the new elevators is approximately 77.5’.  This is at above the recommended 
maximum travel for a hydraulic elevator.  Additionally, based on the number of starts required during a 
peak period, and the required speed to meet the performance requirements, a Machine-Room-Less or 
MRL product is recommended.  This type of system is widely accepted throughout the United States as 
a proven product and can be supplied from all major equipment manufacturers and some third-party 
vendors as well.  Specifying only the four major equipment manufacturers and installers, including Otis, 
Thyssen-Krupp, KONE, and Schindler, will provide smaller hoistway requirements based on their 
standard products.  Including third-party manufacturers such as Hollister-Whitney, MCE, or MEI, will 
result in a satisfactory product for this type of installation but may lead to larger hoistway dimensions.  
For duplex, or two elevators in a group, hoistway width must be multiplied by two and 5” added for 
hoistway divider beam. 
 
Based on obtaining a MRL product, we would recommend the following hoistway dimensions be used in 
design/layout: 


 
Providing from OEM:     


A. 8’ 4” 
B. 7’ 10” 
C. 7’ 0” 
D. 6’ 2” 
E. 6’ 8” 
F. 5’ 5” 
G. 3’ 6” 
H. Pit Depth: 6’ 1” 
I. Overhead Clearance: 16’ 4” 
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We hope you will find this confirming information of assistance. Please contact us if you require 
further assistance. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


LERCH BATES INC.  
Elevator Consulting Group 
 


 


 


 


 


Derek Groenwoldt 
Consultant 
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MEMORANDUM 
Engineering Dept. 


DATE: August 29, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 


SUBJECT: Quarton Rd. & Chesterfield Ave. Intersection Improvements 
Bid Opening 


In January of this year, the Engineering Dept. was notified that a state grant had been received 
jointly by Birmingham and Bloomfield Hills to conduct the above project.  The grant had not 
been applied for, or expected, but had been arranged with the help of Rep. Michael McCready 
during a one time distribution of state funds known as the Road & Risk Reserve Fund (RRR).  


Since the City had worked with Hubbell, Roth, & Clark (HRC) in previous years when attempts 
were made to obtain grant funds for this work, they were called on to assist with the 
preparation of a new cost estimate, and in refining the conceptual plan.  The Commission 
authorized HRC for this work at their meeting of January 27. 


Since the program had not been done before, it took time for the MI Department of 
Transportation (MDOT) to develop guidelines and agreements as to how these funds would be 
distributed, and what each grantee’s responsibilities would be.  Information of this sort first 
started becoming available in March. 


At the meeting of May 5, conceptual plans were first presented to the City Commission.  At the 
same meeting, funding agreements between the City and MDOT, the Road Commission for 
Oakland Co., and the City of Bloomfield Hills were all approved.  Modifications were requested 
relative to the plan, which was subsequently approved at the meeting of May 19.  Concurrent 
discussions were being held during the month of May with the Bloomfield Hills City Commission, 
resulting in a final plan confirmation about the same time. 


Final plan preparation then began in late May.  The delay in starting plans resulted in the need 
to issue the plans to bidders in early August.  Bids were opened on August 15, with the hope 
that a suitable low bidder would be received, and the project could be awarded at the meeting 
of August 25.   


The bid results are attached.  The low bid (out of two received) was $740,871.57, which was 
about $240,000 over the engineer’s estimate of $500,000.  While there is substantial outside 
funding sources on this project, the agreements have been written such that any additional 
costs over and above that originally estimated would be the responsibility of the two cities 
involved.  If the project was able to be built at the originally estimated cost of $438,000 (not 
including engineering design or inspection), then the financial involvement of both cities would 
be about $7,000 each.  This low number made it a desirable package for both cities.  In fact, 
when the funding agreement was approved by the Bloomfield Hills City Commission, they 
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clarified that any expected growth in costs (after bids were received) would have to be 
reviewed and approved by them before moving forward.  With the growth in the value of the 
job, plus the cost of engineering, the actual responsibility to both cities would be in the area of 
$165,000 each.  Knowing that this level of funding was completely beyond the original scope, 
our office did not move forward with a recommendation to award.   
 
Since bids were opened we have: 
 


• Confirmed that the high bid costs received is a function of two things: 
a) The road construction industry is in short supply of labor, equipment, and materials.  


Not only is demand for their services strong throughout the Metro Detroit area, the 
huge scope of the I-96 reconstruction project in Livonia is having an unprecedented 
impact on the availability of contractors. 


b) The short time frame to build, and the lateness in the season when bid often tend to 
drive up prices.  Contractors tend to be already booked out to the end of the season, 
and they are not that interested in taking on more work, unless it can be very done 
in a truly lucrative environment.   


 
• Confirmed with MDOT that they would have preferred that the work was done by the 


end of 2014.  However, since the effort was made to do so, and the cities do not have 
the desire to move forward at these prices, they have the authority to allow the work to 
occur in 2015.  The project absolutely must be 100% complete by December, 2015.   


 
We still consider the grant from the state a unique opportunity that will likely not come again 
any time soon.  With that in mind, we recommend that the bid package have its dates changes 
to allow for construction during the 2015 season, and conduct a new bidding period in 
December of this year.  We have reviewed this concept with the engineer representing 
Bloomfield Hills, as well as the City Manager.  They both concur, and have scheduled a similar 
discussion before the Bloomfield Hills City Commission for their first meeting in September. 
 
It is recommended that the Quarton Rd. and Chesterfield Ave. Intersection Improvements 
Project be rebid in December, 2014, allowing for construction to be completed prior to the end 
of the 2015 construction season, contingent upon similar approval from the Bloomfield Hills’ City 
Commission.  As before, should costs to both cities be in excess of that originally agreed to, the 
bids must be reviewed and approved by both Commissions prior to final award of the contract. 
 
SUGGESTED RECOMMENDATION: 
 
To reject all bids for the Quarton Rd. and Chesterfield Ave. Intersection Improvements Project, 
Contract #10-14(P), and to rebid the project in December, 2014, allowing for construction to be 
completed prior to the end of the 2015 construction season, contingent upon similar approval 
from the Bloomfield Hills’ City Commission. 







Company Name
Addendum 


No. 1
5% Bid 


Security
Total Bid


 Pavex  X X 740,871.57$                       *


 DiPonio Contracting X X 817,787.70$                       


* Corrected by Engineering Department for Math Errors


CITY OF BIRMINGHAM


QUARTON RD. & CHESTERFIELD AVE. INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
CONTRACT #10-14(P)


BID SUMMARY


July 18, 2014 - 2:00 PM












NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPOINT TO 
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 


At the regular meeting of Monday, October 13, 2014 the Birmingham City Commission 
intends to appoint three regular members to the Board of Zoning Appeals to serve three-
year terms to expire October 10, 2017.  Applicants must be property owners and electors of 
the City of Birmingham. 


Interested parties may recommend others or themselves for these positions by submitting 
a form available from the city clerk's office.  Applications must be submitted to the city 
clerk's office on or before noon on Wednesday, October 8, 2014.  Applications will appear 
in the public agenda at which time the commission will discuss recommendations, and may 
make nominations and vote on appointments. 


Duties of Board 
The essential purpose of zoning is to control community development by regulating land use. 
Zoning refers to the legal restrictions placed on the use of private land.  These restrictions 
specify how the land may be used; i.e., what kinds of buildings may be built, what activities 
are permissible, how much yard space there must be, etc. 


The board of zoning appeals acts on questions arising from the administration of the zoning 
ordinance, including the interpretation of the zoning map.  The board hears and decides 
appeals from and reviews any order, requirement, decision or determination made by the 
building official. 


The board consists of seven members and two alternate members who serve three-year 
terms without compensation.  The board meets the second Tuesday of the month at 8:00 
P.M.  


All members of this board are subject to the provisions of the City of Birmingham Ethics 
Ordinance and the filing the of the affidavit and disclosure statement.  Questions regarding 
this may be directed to the city clerk. 
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BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Chapter 126 – Section 126-671 – Seven Members – Three Year Terms
Requirements – Property owners of record and registered voter 
Meeting Schedule – Second Tuesday of each month – 8:00 PM 


Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Conlin David


907 Ann


(810) 516-6632


nllnocman@torchlake.com


12/23/1985 10/10/2014


Grove Cynthia


584 Rivenoak


(248) 760-6219


cvgrove@comcast.net


Alternate


2/14/2011 2/17/2017


Hart Kevin


2051 Villa # 406


(248) 642-9427


kevinhartassociate@sbcglobal.net


alternate


2/27/2012 2/17/2017


Hughes Thomas J.


1111 Willow Lane


(248) 642-7299


thomas.hughes@att.net


Attorney


11/15/1982 10/10/2015


Jones Jeffery R.


1701 Winthrop Lane


(248) 433-1127


j_rjones@sbcglobal.net


6/12/2006 10/10/2016
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Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Judd A. Randolph


1592 Redding


(248)396-5788


(248) 396-5788


arjudd@comcast.net


Attorney


11/13/1995 10/10/2014


Lillie Charles


496 S. Glenhurst


(248) 642-6881


(248) 642-5770


(248) 642-9460


clillie@monaghanpc.com


Attorney


1/9/1984 10/10/2016


Lyon Peter


1498 Yosemite


(248) 646-9337


(313) 805-5745 Engineer


11/15/2002 10/10/2014


Miller John


544 Brookside


(248) 644-3775


(248) 338-4561


feymiller@comcast.net


(Served as alternate 01/11/10-
01/23/12)


1/23/2012 10/10/2015
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPOINT TO THE 
CABLECASTING BOARD  


At the regular meeting of Monday, October 13, 2014, the Birmingham City Commission 
intends to appoint three members to the Cablecasting Board: one member to complete a 
three-year term to expire March 30, 2017; one member to complete a three-year term to 
expire March 30, 2016 and one member to complete a three-year term to expire March 30, 
2015. Applicants must be electors of the city of Birmingham. 


Interested citizens may submit a form available from the city clerk's office on or before noon 
on Wednesday, October 8, 2014.  These applications will appear in the public agenda for the 
regular meeting at which time the commission will discuss recommendations, and may make 
nominations and vote on the appointments. 


Duties of the Cablecasting Board 


1) Advise the municipalities on matters relating to cable communications; 2) monitor the
franchisee's compliance with the franchise agreement and the cable communications
ordinance; 3) conduct performance reviews as outlined in Chapter 20 of the city code; 4)
act as liaison between the franchisee and the public; hear complaints from the public and
seek their resolution from the franchisee; 5) advise the various municipalities on rate
adjustments and services according to the procedure outlined in Chapter 20; 6) advise
the municipalities on renewal, extension or termination of a franchise; 7) appropriate
those moneys deposited in an account in the name of the cablecasting board by the
member communities; 8) oversee the operation of the education, governmental and
public access channels; 9) apprise the municipalities of new developments in cable
communications technology; 10) hear and decide all matters or requests by the operator
(Comcast Cablevision); 11) hear and make recommendations to the municipalities of any
request of the operator for modification of the franchise requirement as to channel
capacity and addressable converters or maintenance of the security fund; 12) hear and
decide all matters in the franchise agreement which would require the operator to
expend moneys up to fifty thousand dollars; 13) enter into contracts as authorized by
resolutions of the member municipalities; 14) administer contracts entered into by the
board and terminate such contracts.


CLERK NOTE:  This appointment is to fill the resignation of David Lurie. 
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CABLECASTING BOARD
Chapter 30 - Section 30-226 - Birmingham City Code
Meeting Schedule: 3rd Wednesday of the month - 7:45 A. M 
 
The Board shall consist of 12 members, which includes 7 members who are residents of the City 
of Birmingham.  Each member community shall also appoint one alternative representative. (30-
226) 


Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Heldt Jeffrey


1415 Lakeside


(248) 646-4678


(248) 646-1050


jheldt@kotzsangster.com


3/30/20163/22/2010


Kelly Cynthia


1991 E. Lincoln


(248)540-5904 3/30/20158/8/2011


Linsenman Colin


1196 Holland


(248)205-6166


(810) 235-9000


clinsen1@gmail.com


3/30/20177/8/2013


Lurie David


755 Lakeview


(248) 224-0752


dlurie2001@comcast.net


3/30/20173/22/2010


McAlear Matthew


1742 Latham


(248) 2404066


mbmcalear@gmail.com


3/30/20152/25/2013
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 For Cable Inquires:    
 Cathy White  248-336-9445 
 P.O. Box 165, Birmingham, MI  48012 







Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


McLain Elaine


528 Pilgrim


(248) 225-9903


ekmclain@gmail.com


3/30/20171/9/2006


Vacant 3/30/2015


Vacant


ALTERNATE


3/30/2016


Valentine Joe


(248) 530-1809


(248) 530-1110


Staff Liaison


9/13/2004
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 For Cable Inquires:    
 Cathy White  248-336-9445 
 P.O. Box 165, Birmingham, MI  48012 








Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


08/27/2014


09/08/2014


1,563.003RD CIRCUIT COURTMISC*229358


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229359


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229360


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*229361


400.00ACTION FENCE OF MICHIGANMISC229362


3,260.00AKT PEERLESS004657229363


67.76APOLLO FIRE EQUIPMENT000282229364


386.68APPLIED IMAGING007033229365


146.57ARGUS-HAZCO006859229366


52.00ARTECH PRINTING INC000500229367


64.23AT&T006759229368


46.66AT&T006759*229368


1,953.46BARRETT PAVING MATERIALS INC.000511229369


83.22BATTERIES PLUS003012229370


31.34BEVERLY HILLS ACE007345229371


14,730.64VILLAGE OF BEVERLY HILLS002974*229372


97.89KATHRYN BURRICK001137*229373


2,350.00CENTRAL PARKING SYSTEM002067229374


990.00CENTRAL PARKING SYSTEM002067229375


43.05CINTAS CORPORATION000605229376


361.75COACH & MOTOR COMPANY000612229377


92.80COMCAST003933*229378


59.90CONSUMERS ENERGY000627*229379


248.00CONTRACTORS CONNECTION001367229380


989.95CONTRACTORS FENCE SVC INC002359229381


1,221.61DTE ENERGY000179*229382


42,726.29DTE ENERGY000180*229383


3,250.00DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, INC.006090229384


100.62ELDER FORD004671229385


125.00ERADICO SERVICES INC000204229386


639.68ETNA SUPPLY001495229387


215.32FOOTJOY004401*229389


93.75FOUNDATION SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN INC.MISC229390


25.00BRIAN FREELS007289*229391


75.04MARK GERBER002613*229392


400.00GOLF ASSOC. OF MICHIGAN001771229393


145.60GOLLING CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE INC002532229394


361.89GORDON FOOD004604229395


225.78GRAINGER000243229396


1,622.09GRAPHIC TICKETS & SYSTEMS006696229397


114.00GREAT AMERICAN BUSINESS PRODUCTS004983229398


2,255.55GREAT LAKES POWER AND LIGHTING, INC004959229399


13,908.54J.H. HART URBAN FORESTRY000261229401
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Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


08/27/2014


09/08/2014


1,326.51HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES001956*229402


505.85INTERSTATE BATTERY SYSTEM000342229403


711.26J & B MEDICAL SUPPLY002407229404


670.11JOE'S AUTO PARTS, INC.003458229405


543.92KONICA MINOLTA-ALBIN004904229406


14.96KROGER COMPANY000362229407


565.00KROPF MECHANICAL SERVICE COMPANY005876229408


54.50L-3 GCS005327229409


170.00OSCAR W. LARSON CO.002767229410


1,100.00LIFE SUPPORT TRAINING INSTITUTE007558229411


450.00MEMA002076229412


175.00MICHAEL P. METZ000375229413


106.00MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL LEAGUE000377229414


2,581.68MINUTEMAN/POWERBOSS TAY004897229415


50.00MITA006338229416


37,740.00MML WORKERS' COMP FUND000649229417


1,766.81MOBILE HEALTH RESOURCES007163229418


390.00MRWA005986229419


1,334.29NICE RINK006556229420


2,674.99NYE UNIFORM COMPANY006359229421


9,925.73OAKLAND CO FISCAL SVCS.41W004755*229422


158,929.91OAKLAND COUNTY000477*229423


4,458.51OAKLAND SCHOOLS000675229424


232.00OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS004370229425


299.52OFFICE DEPOT INC000481229426


2,575.00PHOENIX LIGHTING SERVICES007504229427


5,500.00PRECISION LANDSCAPING INC007493229428


3,239.19PROGRESSIVE IRRIGATION, INC006697229429


962.00QUALITY COACH COLLISION LLC001062229430


2,280.00RESIDEX INC000286229431


2,800.00REVIZE LLC007336229432


22,500.70RKA PETROLEUM003554*229433


84.00ROSE PEST SOLUTIONS001181229435


294.62RYDER TRANSPORATION SVCS INC001952*229436


396.00SIGNS-N-DESIGNS INC003785229437


57,917.00SOCRRA000254*229438


780.40SPARTAN DISTRIBUTORS INC000260229439


240.90SPEEDWAY SUPERAMERICA LLC001369*229440


217.11SYSCO DETROIT,  LLC003321229441


165.00TECHRADIUM, INC007087229442


1,790.27TIME EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT000941229443


23.60VALLEY CITY LINEN007226229444


150.00VERB CLEANING006855229445







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


       AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


08/27/2014


09/08/2014


78.75 WALLSIDE INCMISC229446


274.05 WEST BAY BEACH RESORTMISC*229447


*-Indicates checks released in advance and prior to commission approval in order to avoid penalty
or to meet contractual agreement/obligation.


B. Sharon Ostin
Director of Finance


$474,634.01Grand Total:


Sub Total ACH:


All bills, invoices and other evidences of claim have been audited and approved for payment.


Sub Total Checks: $424,869.80


$49,764.21
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9/8/2014


Vendor Name
Transfer 


 Date
Transfer
 Amount


Automated Benefit Services, Inc. 8/26/2014 49,764.21
TOTAL 49,764.21
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ACH Warrant List Dated 8/27/2014












NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPOINT TO 
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD 


At the regular meeting of Monday, September 8, 2014 the Birmingham City Commission 
intends to appoint four members to the Design Review Board; two regular members to serve 
three-year terms to expire September 25, 2017 and two alternate members to complete 
three-year terms to expire September 25, 2016. The alternate members shall be members of 
the Historic District Commission. 


Interested parties may submit an application available from the city clerk's office on or 
before noon on Wednesday, September 3, 2014.  Applications will appear in the public 
agenda at which time the commission will discuss recommendations, and may make 
nominations and vote on appointments. 


The Board consists of an architect duly registered in this state, if such person is available. 
The other members shall represent, insofar as possible, different occupations and 
professions such as, but not limited to, the legal profession, the financial or real estate 
professions, and the planning or design professions.  


The function and duty of the Design Review Board is to advise the city commission in 
regard to the proper development of the city. The Design Review Board is specifically 
charged with carrying out the goals, objectives and intent of the city's adopted master 
plan and urban design plan and other development-oriented plans which may 
subsequently be adopted. The Design Review Board is authorized to advise and cooperate 
with the City Commission, city Planning Board, Historic District Commission and other city 
advisory boards and cooperate with the planning, historic district and legislative bodies of 
other governmental units in any area outside the boundaries of the city. 


SUGGESTED ACTION: 
To appoint __________________   to the Design Review Board, as a regular member, to 
serve a three-year term to expire September 25, 2017. 


To appoint __________________  to the Design Review Board, as a regular member, to 
serve a three-year term to expire September 25, 2017. 


To appoint __________________   to the Design Review Board, as an alternate member, to 
complete a three-year term to expire September 25, 2016. 
(Current member of the Historic District Commission) 


To appoint __________________   to the Design Review Board, as an alternate member, to 
complete a three-year term to expire September 25, 2016. 
(Current member of the Historic District Commission) 
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DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
Ordinance #1882 
 
Terms:  3 years 


 
Members:  One member of the Design Review Board shall be an architect duly registered in this state, if such 
person is available. The other members shall represent, insofar as possible, different occupations and professions 
such as, but not limited to, the legal profession, the financial or real estate professions, and the planning or 
design professions.  The City Commission may appoint two members of the Historic District Commission to serve 
as alternate members of the Design Review Board during their term of appointment. (ordinance #1975) 


 
Duties: The function and duty of the Design Review Board is to advise the city commission in regard to the proper 
development of the city. The Design Review Board is specifically charged with carrying out the goals, objectives 
and intent of the city's adopted master plan and urban design plan and other development-oriented plans which 
may subsequently be adopted. The Design Review Board is authorized to advise and cooperate with the City 
Commission, city Planning Board, Historic District Commission and other city advisory boards and cooperate with 
the planning, historic district and legislative bodies of other governmental units in any area outside the 
boundaries of the city. 


Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Boorstein Mitchell


270 Chesterfield


(248) 228-6783


mitchboorstein@aol.com


Student Representative


2/11/2014 12/31/2014


Coir Mark


411 S. Old Woodward #1025


248-390-0372


keskus2010@aol.com


1/28/2013 9/25/2015


Deyer Keith


1283 Buckingham


(248) 882-2359


kwdeyer@comcast.net


9/25/2006 9/25/2014


Dukas Natalia


1685 Henrietta St.


(248) 885-8535


nataliadukas@yahoo.com


9/9/2013 9/25/2016
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Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Gehringer Darlene


1108 West Maple


(248) 540-8061


maplepro@comcast.net


9/25/2006 9/25/2015


Henke John


724 South Bates


(248) 353-6500


jwhenke@aol.com


historical preservation organization 
member


9/25/2006 9/25/2015


Rush Cambria


881 Davis


(248) 227-9839


cambriarush10@gmail.com


Student Representative


2/11/2014 12/31/2014


Vacant


Alternate (member of HDC)


9/25/2016


Vacant


Alternate (member of HDC)


9/25/2016


Weisberg Shelli


651 West Frank


(248) 535-7112


sweisberg@aclumich.org


9/25/2006 9/25/2014


Willoughby Michael


667 Greenwood


(248) 258-2669


(248) 540-7603


mwilloughby@mwa-architects.com


3/22/2010 9/25/2016
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CITY BOARD/COMMISSION ATTENDANCE RECORD 
 


BOARD/COMMISSION: Design Review Board/Historic District Commission                                                                                                  
YEAR: 2013-2014 
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Name 
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7, 21 


Sep. 
18 


Oct. 2 
& 16 
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11  


Dec. 4 
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5, 19 


Mar. 
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Aug. 6 
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John 
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Darlene 
Geringer  
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Shelli 
Weisberg 
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Michael 
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Keith 
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Natalie 
Dukas 
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KEY:    A = Absent 
               P = Present 
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SUGGESTED RESOLUTION:
To accept the resignation of David Lurie from the Cablecasting Board, to thank Mr. Lurie for his service 
and to direct the Clerk to begin the process to fill this vacancy.
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MEMORANDUM 
Engineering Dept. 


DATE: August 27, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 


SUBJECT: Proposed Metered Parking Spaces 
Oakland Blvd. – N. Old Woodward Ave. to Park St. 
Chester St. – W. Maple Rd. to Martin St. 


As the need for public parking in the downtown area grows, two potentially under-utilized areas 
were identified by the Engineering Dept. as being candidates for new metered parking spaces. 
These spaces were first discussed by the Advisory Parking Committee (APC) at their meeting of July 
16. 


Oakland Blvd. – N. Old Woodward Ave. to Park St. 


Oakland Blvd. was built as a four lane boulevard in the early 1970’s to serve as a part of the Ring 
Road system.  Much of the Ring Road system had metered parking spaces added to it around 2000. 
However, this leg was left open.  Looking at the area now, our office prepared the attached map 
suggesting that a total of 17 new metered parking spaces could be added to the system.  No spaces 
were recommended on the block closest to Woodward Ave., for the following reasons: 


1. For westbound traffic, the pavement was constructed to encourage traffic entering Oakland
Blvd. to cross Woodward Ave. and form two lanes.  We felt that adding parking too close to
Woodward Ave. would cause potential traffic conflicts, and that a transition area would be
needed to allow vehicles to form one lane.  By the time striping for such a taper was placed
on the road, there was little space left on this block to create parking spaces.


2. For eastbound traffic, there is a driveway on the south side of the street that would need to
be kept clear.  Further, during the afternoon peak, there is a high traffic demand to line up
at the Woodward Ave. signal, waiting for a green.  Forcing this traffic into one lane would
reduce efficiency of the intersection, causing additional waiting queues that could negatively
impact the adjacent intersection (at Park St.).  Considering the small number of spaces that
would fit in this area, it was felt that it would be in the best interest of the public to keep
this block fully open to two lanes of travel.


Due to the impact that this proposal would have on several homes and businesses, the APC notified 
the neighboring owners and tenants, and conducted a public hearing at its regular meeting of 
August 20.  At this meeting four out of five of the single family homes between Ferndale St. and 
Park St. were represented, all asking that this proposal not move forward (for the spaces in front of 
their homes).  No other comments regarding any of the other spaces were received. 


After discussion, the APC did not wish to recommend the spaces on the north side of Oakland Blvd. 
The two spaces suggested on the north side to the west of Ferndale St. also were removed from 
consideration.  Disrupting traffic flow on the right lane for just two spaces, particularly at this 
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difficult location where westbound traffic is splitting into two directions, did not appear wise.  The 
following recommendation was passed: 
 
The Advisory Parking Committee recommends that the City Commission approve the installation of 
ten new on-street metered parking spaces on the south side of Oakland Blvd., between N. Old 
Woodward Ave. and Park St. with a 2-hour time limit, and having a rate of $1 per hour, at an 
estimated cost of $3,000, charged to account number 585-305.000-971.0200. 
 
Chester St. – W. Maple Rd. to Martin St. 
 
As referenced above, parking meters were added to the Ring Road system in various locations in 
2000.  Meters were not added in front of the Chester St. Structure because there was no curb 
bumpout at the Martin St. crosswalk at that time.  As a result, vehicles turning right from Maple Rd. 
to southbound Chester St. would always use this lane if they planned to enter the parking structure.  
It did not seem appropriate to interrupt this traffic pattern at that time.   
 
In 2002, the Chester St./Martin St. intersection crosswalks were enhanced, resulting in the 
bumpouts now present.  This made the right lane in this area virtually unused.  However, parking 
has never been added in the interim.  The attached map shows that three metered parking spaces 
could be added to this area.  Since there are no adjacent private property owners that would be 
impacted by this change, the APC did not hold a public hearing, and proceeded directly to the 
following recommendation: 
 
The Advisory Parking Committee recommends that the City Commission approve the installation of 
three new on-street metered parking spaces on the west side of Chester St., between W. Maple Rd. 
and Martin St., with a 2-hour time limit, and having a rate of 50¢ per hour, at an estimated cost of 
$1,000, charged to account number 585-305.000-971.0200. 
 
Note that the suggested time limits and rates match those of the existing meters in the immediate 
area.  If the Commission approves these recommendations, new meters will have to be made to 
order.  It is our expectation that they could be installed and operational within 60 days.  
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
 
To approve the installation of ten new on-street metered parking spaces on the south side of 
Oakland Blvd., between N. Old Woodward Ave. and Park St. with a 2-hour time limit, and having a 
rate of $1 per hour, at an estimated cost of $3,000.  Further, to approve the installation of three 
new on-street metered parking spaces on the west side of Chester St., between W. Maple Rd. and 
Martin St., with a 2-hour time limit, and having a rate of 50¢ per hour, at an estimated cost of 
$1,000.  All costs shall be charged to account number 585-305.000-971.0200. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 


Engineering Dept. 
DATE:   July 11, 2014 
 
TO:   Advisory Parking Committee 
 
FROM:  Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 
 
SUBJECT: New Street Meters Proposal 
 Oakland Blvd. – N. Old Woodward Ave. to Park St. 
 Chester St. – W. Maple Rd. to Martin St. 
 
 
As the demand for parking grows in the downtown area, staff has identified two additional 
areas where new parking meters could be introduced into the system: 
 
Oakland Blvd. – N. Old Woodward Ave. to Park St. 
 
Oakland Ave. was constructed into a boulevard in the early 1970’s as a part of the Ring Road 
construction effort.  While the wide road and median provides a nice transition between the 
commercial area and the adjacent single family homes to the north, it has always been rather 
wide compared to the traffic that it handles.  The attached drawing depicts the two blocks 
referenced above, and indicates that 17 new parking metered spaces could be installed as 
shown.   
 
The block between Woodward Ave. and Park St. was also reviewed, but it did not appear 
appropriate to introduce parking here.   
 


1. On the north side, the Woodward Ave. crossover was built to encourage traffic to select 
either lane of Oakland when crossing southbound Woodward Ave.  Since drivers are 
focused on making sure traffic is clear from the north, it is important that there is a safe 
zone where both lanes exist before the right lane is taken out of service. 


2. On the south side, the placement of an existing driveway, plus the close proximity of the 
signal for Woodward Ave. makes the placement of parking spaces on this block 
inappropriate. 


 
Currently, the meters to the south of this area have a 1-hour time limit.  The meters to the west 
and north (on N. Old Woodward Ave.) have a 2-hour time limit.  Given that these meters would 
not be very close to most parkers’ destination, we are recommending that a 2-hour time limit is 
most appropriate.  Since all meters in this area charge the rate of $1 per hour, we recommend 
that the $1 rate be charged here as well.   
 
Installing meters as proposed will impact the adjacent property owners.  As a result, it would be 
appropriate to notify all owners on this corridor and invite them to a public hearing before a 
final decision is made.  A suggested resolution is provided below. 
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Chester St. – W. Maple Rd. to Martin St. 
 
Chester St. was constructed as a four lane road about 1970 as a part of the Ring Road system.  
Most of this section was reduced to two lanes with metered parking in about 2001.  The space 
in front of the parking structure was not included, likely to help encourage motorists to use the 
right lane when preparing to turn into the parking structure entrance.  In 2002, the intersection 
of Martin St. and Chester St. was narrowed to improve the pedestrian crossing environment.  
Since then, the right lane does not serve much of a purpose on this block.  Three metered 
parking spaces could be installed here, as shown on the attached map. 
 
Existing meters on the east side of Chester St. have a 2-hour time limit.  Similar to Oakland 
Blvd., these meters are not very close to any destination.  A 2-hour time limit is recommended.  
All of the existing meters on Chester St. have a rate of 50¢ per hour.  To be consistent with the 
other meters on Chester St., a 50¢ per hour rate is recommended. 
 
Unlike Oakland Blvd., installation of these meters in front of a parking structure is not expected 
to cause any potential problems for adjacent property owners.  With that in mind, a public 
hearing is likely not necessary.  A suggested recommendation to the City Commission is 
provided below. 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION (OAKLAND BLVD.): 
 
To schedule a public hearing at the regular Advisory Parking Committee meeting of August 20, 
2014, at 7:30 AM, to consider the installation of 17 new parking metered spaces on Oakland 
Blvd., between N. Old Woodward Ave. and Park St.  If installed, it is recommended that the 
meters be set for a 2-hour time limit, and have a rate of $1 per hour.   
 
SUGGESTED RECOMMENDATION (CHESTER ST.): 
 
To recommend the installation of three parking metered spaces on the west side of Chester St. 
between W. Maple Rd. and Martin St., at an estimated cost of $1,500, charged to account 
number 585-305.000-971.0200. 
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City of Birmingham 


ADVISORY PARKING COMMITTEE 


REGULAR MEETING 


Birmingham City Hall Commission Room 
151 Martin, Birmingham, Michigan 


Wednesday, July 16, 2014 
 


MINUTES 


These are the minutes for the Advisory Parking Committee special meeting held on 
Wednesday, July 16, 2014. The meeting was called to order by Chairman Lex 
Kuhne at 7:30 a.m. 
 
Present:  Chairman Lex Kuhne    


Julie Gheen  
Anne Honhart 
Steve Kalczynski 
Judith Paskewicz  
Vice-Chairperson Susan Peabody    
Al Vaitas  
 


Absent:  James Esshaki    
 


Central Parking: Jason O’Dell 
 
Principal Shopping  
District (“PSD”): Bob Benkert  


     
Administration: Brendan Cousino, P.E., Asst. City Engineer 
   Paul O’Meara, City Engineer 


Carole Salutes, Recording Secretary  
   


 
RECOGNITION OF GUESTS (none) 
 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING OF MAY 28, 2014  
 
Dr. Vaitas: 
Page 3 -  Second paragraph, first line under PARKING SYSTEM RATES, 
change "t" to "be." 
 
 
 







Advisory Parking Committee Proceedings 
July 16, 2014 
Page 2 of 6 
 
 
Motion by Ms. Honhart 
Seconded by Ms. Peabody to approve the APC Minutes from the special 
meeting of May 28, 2014 with the one change noted. 
 
Motion carried, 7-0. 
 
VOICE VOTE:   
Yeas:  Honhart, Peabody, Gheen, Kalczynski, Kuhne, Paskewicz, Vaitas 
Nays:  None 
Absent:  Esshaki 
 
 
ADDITIONAL PARKING 
NEW STREET METERS PROPOSAL 
OAKLAND BLVD. AND CHESTER ST.  
 
Mr. O'Meara advised that as the demand for parking grows in the downtown 
area, staff has identified two additional areas where new parking meters could be 
introduced into the system: 
 
Oakland Blvd., N. Old Woodward Ave. to Park St. 
While the wide road and median provides a nice transition between the 
commercial area and the adjacent single-family homes to the north, it has always 
been rather wide compared to the traffic that it handles.  Seventeen metered new 
parking spaces could be installed there.   
 
The block between Woodward Ave. and Park St. was also reviewed, but it did not 
appear appropriate to introduce parking there. 
 
Given that the meters would not be very close to most parkers' destination, staff 
recommends that a two-hour time is most appropriate.  Since all meters in this 
area charge the rate of $1 per hour, it is recommended that the $1 rate be 
charged here as well. 
 
It would be appropriate to notify all property owners on this corridor and invite 
them to a public hearing before a final decision is made. 
 
It was discussed whether there is sufficient space for cars to go past if there are 
cars parked on the curve.  Mr. Cousino explained why he believes there is 
enough room there, especially with proper signage noting that the lane will end.  
Ms. Honhart asked if it is possible to put barrels up for a while to see how it 
would work without investing in parking meter heads.  Mr. O'Meara 
acknowledged that could be done, but only after the neighbors are informed. 
 







Advisory Parking Committee Proceedings 
July 16, 2014 
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Chester St., W. Maple Rd. to Martin St. 
Mr. O'Meara further advised that in 2002 the intersection of Martin St. and 
Chester St. was narrowed to improve the pedestrian crossing environment.  
Since then, the right lane does not serve much of a purpose on this block.  Three 
metered parking spaces could be installed there. 
 
Existing meters on the east side of Chester St. have a two-hour time limit. Similar 
to Oakland Blvd., these meters are not very close to any destination. A two-hour 
time limit is recommended. 
 
All of the existing meters on Chester St. have a rate of 50¢ per hour. To be 
consistent with the other meters on Chester St., a 50¢ per hour rate is 
recommended. 
 
Unlike Oakland Blvd., installation of these meters in front of a parking structure is 
not expected to cause any potential problems for adjacent property owners. With 
that in mind, a public hearing is likely not necessary.  
 
Ms. Paskewicz pointed out that is the route where people exit from the Park St. 
and N. Old Woodward Parking Structures and that side of downtown.  She was 
astounded by how much traffic is there.  Ms. Peabody thought there may be 
more going on there right now because people are trying to stay away from 
construction on the other side of town and the mess.  Mr. O'Meara acknowledged 
there is a bit of a rush at 5 p.m. to get out onto Woodward Ave.  The chairman 
observed that Maple Rd. carries more traffic volume than either of these two 
situations.  Maple is just as narrow and there is parking along with traffic going 
through. There doesn't necessarily have to be volume capacity in order to move 
traffic.  He deferred to staff's conclusions.  Mr. O'Meara added there will be gaps 
between spaces so that people can head in to parallel park. 
 
There were no comments from the public at 7:53 a.m. 
 
Motion by Ms. Honhart 
Seconded by Ms. Gheen to recommend the installation of three parking 
metered spaces on the west side of Chester St. between W. Maple Rd. and 
Martin St., at an estimated cost of $1,500, charged to account number 585-
305-000-971,0200. 
 
Motion carried, 7-0. 
 
VOICE VOTE:   
Yeas:  Honhart, Gheen, Kalczynski, Kuhne, Paskewicz, Peabody, Vaitas 
Nays:  None 
Absent:  Esshaki 
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Motion by Dr. Vaitas 
Seconded by Mr. Kalczynski to schedule a public hearing at the regular 
APC meeting of August 20, 2014 at 7:30 a.m. to consider the installation of 
17 new parking metered spaces on Oakland Blvd. between N. Old 
Woodward Ave. and Park St.  If installed, it is recommended that the meters 
be set for a two-hour time limit, and have a rate of $1 per hour. 
 
Motion carried, 7-0. 
 
VOICE VOTE:   
Yeas:  Vaitas, Kalczynski, Gheen, Honhart, Kuhne, Peabody, Paskewicz 
Nays:  None 
Absent:  Esshaki 
 
Mr. O'Meara said all the property owners on the three blocks between N. Old 
Woodward Ave. and Woodward Ave. will be notified, along with the 
neighborhood association to the north. 
 
 
AD HOC PARKING STUDY COMMITTEE UPDATE 
 
One step the City has taken to explore opportunities to increase its parking 
capacity is the formation of the Ad Hoc Parking Study Committee.  Charged with 
studying the possible expansion of the Pierce St. Parking Structure and the 
future parking needs for the Central Business District and Triangle District, the 
committee consists of five members from existing City boards. 
 
Ms. Peabody reported the first meeting was to get everyone up to speed on the 
history of what has gone on and realizing the crisis situation.  The second 
meeting took into account the crisis situation and a report of what the parking 
demand is today and the long-term demand on those properties that have the 
potential to be redeveloped into something larger.   
 
Mr. Richard Astrein, Chairman of the Parking Study Committee, noted the 
Palladium proposes 60,000 sq. ft of office space plus the theater and restaurants. 
Mr. O'Meara confirmed their Preliminary Site Plan Review has been approved by 
the Planning Board. He went on to observe the Park St. Structure did very well 
for many years with the daytime traffic load and the nighttime traffic load for the 
theater and restaurants.  Now, those loads will be shifted, plus the theater goers 
will be in and out but office workers will remain all day.  
 
Mr. Astrein said the developers are offering Class A office space and that should 
be a very positive experience for tenants.  However, he did not see how they can 











 
 


 
 


 
 


NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING 
BIRMINGHAM ADVISORY PARKING COMMITTEE 


WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2014 
7:30 A.M. IN THE MORNING 


MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 151 MARTIN ST. 
ROOM 205 (ENTER OFF PIERCE ST. DOOR) 


 
July 17, 2104 
 
Please note that the City is considering the installation of a total of 17 metered parking 
spaces on Oakland Blvd. between N. Old Woodward Ave. and Park St.  The meters 
would charge for parking at the rate of $1 per hour, and each would have a time limit of 2 
hours.  Parking meters would be installed on green painted posts, and pavement markings 
would be added to the current right lanes to encourage the public to park in the correct 
locations.   Appropriate gaps will be provided to allow for existing driveways, 
crosswalks, fire hydrants, and other traffic operations such as traffic signals.  Attached is 
a copy of a plan to depict what is proposed. 
 
The Advisory Parking Committee will hold a public hearing on Wednesday, August 20, 
2014 at 7:30 A.M., in the City Commission Room of City Hall.  If you wish to comment 
before a decision is made, you are invited to attend the meeting.   If you are unable to 
attend, you are invited to send a correspondence via email or US Mail to: 
 
Paul O’Meara, City Engineer 
pomeara@bhamgov.org 
P.O. Box 3001 
Birmingham, MI 48012 
 
Please send all correspondences so that they are received no later than August 14. 
 
If the Committee recommends the installation of new parking meters, a final decision will 
have to be made by the City Commission at a later date.  If approved, the meters would 
be installed approximately 30 to 45 days after this decision is made. 
 







If you have any questions or need further information, please contact the Engineering 
Dept. at 248-530-1836. 
 
 
 







MEMORANDUM 
 


Engineering Dept. 
DATE:   August 14, 2014 
 
TO:   Advisory Parking Committee 
 
FROM:  Brendan Cousino, Assistant City Engineer  
 
SUBJECT: New Street Meters Proposal 
 Oakland Blvd. – N. Old Woodward Ave. to Park St. 
  
 
As the demand for parking grows in the downtown area, staff has identified two additional 
areas where new parking meters could be introduced into the system: 
 


1. Oakland Blvd. – N. Old Woodward Ave. to Park St.  
2. Chester St. – W. Maple Rd. to Martin St. 


 
These two areas were considered at the regular APC meeting on July 16, 2014, and the APC 
scheduled a public hearing to solicit input from the adjacent businesses and property owners 
regarding the proposal to add on-street parking on Oakland Blvd. before making a 
recommendation to the City Commission on this matter. 
 
The attached drawing shows the proposed 17 new parking metered spaces could be installed 
between N. Old Woodward Ave., and Park St. The block between Woodward Ave. and Park St. 
was also reviewed, but it did not appear appropriate to introduce parking here for the following 
reasons:   
 


1. On the north side, the Woodward Ave. crossover was built to encourage traffic to select 
either lane of Oakland when crossing southbound Woodward Ave.  Since drivers are 
focused on making sure traffic is clear from the north, it is important that there is a safe 
zone where both lanes exist before the right lane is taken out of service. 


2. On the south side, the placement of an existing driveway, plus the close proximity of the 
signal for Woodward Ave. makes the placement of parking spaces on this block 
inappropriate. 


 
Currently, the meters to the south of this area have a 1-hour time limit.  The meters to the west 
and north (on N. Old Woodward Ave.) have a 2-hour time limit.  Given that these meters would 
not be very close to most parkers’ destination, we are recommending that a 2-hour time limit is 
most appropriate.  Since all meters in this area charge the rate of $1 per hour, we recommend 
that the $1 per hour rate be charged here as well.   
 
Installing these on-street metered parking spaces as proposed may impact the adjacent 
property owners. A copy of the public hearing notice that was hand delivered to all nearby 
businesses and mail to property owners is attached to this report. At the time of the writing of 
this report, only one letter has been received by City staff, which is attached for your 
information.   
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If there are no objections or proposed changes to the proposal to install these meters from the 
public, a suggested resolution is given below to recommend that the City Commission approve 
the installation of these meters. 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION (OAKLAND BLVD.): 
 
To recommend that the City Commission approve the installation of 17 new on-street metered 
parking spaces on Oakland Blvd., between N. Old Woodward Ave. and Park St. with a 2-hour 
time limit, and have a rate of $1 per hour at an estimated cost of $4,500, charged to account 
number 585-305.000-971.0200.   
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DRAFT 


City of Birmingham 


ADVISORY PARKING COMMITTEE 


REGULAR MEETING 


Birmingham City Hall Commission Room 
151 Martin, Birmingham, Michigan 


Wednesday, August 20, 2014 
 


MINUTES 


These are the minutes for the Advisory Parking Committee regular meeting held on 
Wednesday, August 20, 2014. The meeting was called to order by Chairman Lex 
Kuhne at 7:34 a.m. 
 
Present:  Chairman Lex Kuhne 


Anne Honhart 
Steve Kalczynski 
Judith Paskewicz  
Vice-Chairperson Susan Peabody    
Al Vaitas  
 


Absent:  James Esshaki 
   Julie Gheen    


 
Central Parking: Jason O’Dell 
 
Principal Shopping  
District (“PSD”): None  


     
Administration: Paul O’Meara, City Engineer 


Carole Salutes, Recording Secretary  
   


 
RECOGNITION OF GUESTS (none) 
 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING OF JULY 16, 2014  
 
Motion by Ms. Honhart 
Seconded by Ms. Peabody to approve the APC Minutes from the regular 
meeting of July 16, 2014 as presented. 
 
Motion carried, 6-0. 
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VOICE VOTE:   
Yeas:  Honhart, Peabody, Kalczynski, Kuhne, Paskewicz, Vaitas 
Nays:  None 
Absent:  Esshaki, Gheen 
 
 
PUBLIC HEARING 
OAKLAND BLVD ON-STREET PARKING  
 
The public hearing opened at 7:38 a.m. 
 
Two pieces of correspondence were received, one generally in favor and one in 
opposition. 
 
Mr. O'Meara offered background.  The demand for parking has increased quite a 
bit over the last 15 months or so.  He recalled at the APC meeting on July 16, the 
committee scheduled a public hearing to solicit input from adjacent businesses 
and property owners regarding the proposal to add 17 new metered parking 
spaces on Oakland Blvd. between N. Old Woodward Ave. and Park St. before 
making a recommendation to the City Commission on this matter. If approved, 
the meters would be installed approximately 30 to 45 days after this decision is 
made. 
 
The meters would charge for parking at the rate of $1 per hour, and each would 
have a time limit of two hours. Parking meters would be installed on green 
painted posts, and pavement markings would be added to the current right lanes 
to encourage the public to park in the correct locations. Appropriate gaps will be 
provided to allow for existing driveways, crosswalks, fire hydrants, and other 
traffic operations such as traffic signals.  
 
Ms. Honhart recalled at the last meeting she had recommended putting up 
barrels along the curve area at first to see if people run into them. It was agreed 
the four barrels along the curve are a bit problematic because of the site lines. 
Ms. Honhart observed when people make a right-hand turn off of Woodward Ave. 
onto Oakland it becomes more narrow all of sudden. 
 
Ms. Paskewicz wondered if cars parked on Oakland Blvd. would jam traffic up at 
peak times when people are leaving the parking structures.  Chairman Kuhne 
said the exit from the parking structure is on the east out onto Park and generally 
speaking people will make the turn from Park as opposed to from Ferndale as 
they are leaving.  If they are making the turn from Park then they can turn right 
onto Woodward Ave. or left to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
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At 7:46 a.m. the chairman welcomed people from the public who wished to speak 
on this matter. 
 
Ms. Bev McCotter, owner of 287 Oakland, which is the northwest corner of 
Oakland Blvd. and Park St., didn't agree with the placement of the meters in front 
of residential homes.  It takes away from the flavor of the neighborhood.  She 
does not feel a truck going north on Park St. can make a left turn with a car 
parked essentially in front of her house.  That would interfere with the bypass 
aspect of the road.  It would be nice to have a bike path in front of the residential 
portion of Oakland Blvd.   
 
Mr. Tom Weiner, attorney for William Wetzman at 233 Oakland on the north side 
of Oakland between Ferndale and Park St., registered Mr. Wetzman's strong 
objection to the idea that there would be parking on the residential (north side) of 
Oakland Blvd.  Mr. Wetzman is very unhappy about the prospect of having cars 
parked in front of his home on a regular basis.  He is also concerned about 
additional traffic congestion as a result of closing some of the driving lanes that 
are heavily used.   
 
Mr. Michael Schuck, 247 Oakland Blvd., said he and his wife, Susan Smith, own 
properties at 247 and 267 Oakland Blvd. and three of the proposed parking 
spaces are right in front of their houses. He did not think there is any precedent 
in the City for placing parking meters in front of single-family residential homes.  
The residents would not be able to see to back out of their driveway if there are 
three cars parked in front of their house.  Also it would interfere with garbage 
collection, leaf and branch collection, and prevent any large item collection.  
Finally, it would probably necessitate the destruction of one or both of the trees in 
front of these two properties because they would prevent parkers from opening 
their doors on the passenger side. 
 
This quiet neighborhood will change once parking is allowed in front of the 
houses.  People will be parked there all hours, completely destroying their 
privacy and lowering their property values.  The U.S. Supreme Court has been 
extremely clear of late that a municipality cannot diminish an owner's property 
value without adequate compensation.  Mr. Schuck asked the committee not to 
upset the quiet of the residential area by letting the business district spill over into 
the residential, which the City has always been careful to prevent. 
 
Ms. Susan Smith, 247 and 267 Oakland (wife of Mr. Schuck) emphasized the 
safety hazard and congestion that will be created when people back up into the 
spots.  
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The chairman recapped that people are concerned about allowing five parking 
spots on the north side of Oakland Blvd.  Additionally, he has concerns about five 
on the south side of Oakland Blvd., west of Ferndale.   
 
Mr. O'Meara said with regard to the turning radius for west-bound traffic that the 
intersection is paved so large they feel vehicles can make the left turn.  He and 
the chairman agreed that the two spots in front of the office building on the north 
side of Oakland Blvd. would stick out and be potentially problematic if the five 
spots to the east were eliminated. 
 
Ms. Paskewicz thought the aesthetics and traffic flow of Oakland Blvd. would be 
interrupted if there were ten parking spots on the south-bound side.  Ms. 
Peabody made the point that this is parking demand driven, and these are ten 
new spaces.   
 
Ms. Honhart suggested rather than putting money into meters on the south side 
in those spaces adjacent to the parking deck and maybe on the curve (after they 
try the barrels) make it permit parking temporarily.  However, the group agreed 
they are looking for transient parking.  Mr. O'Dell said once people get the 
permits they expect to be able to keep them and there would not be room to 
move them back into the garage if it is decided in six months not to have the 
spaces permitted anymore. 
 
Ms. Peabody noted there are over two thousand people waiting for permits on 
the decks.  The wait time for Park St. is 53 weeks before one can get a permit.  
The structures are full every day and the City has never been in such a crunch.  
Chairman Kuhne added the committee doesn't want to do anything that is 
onerous on anybody; they just want to try and make it better for everybody. 
 
Ms. Susan Smith noted there has been great emphasis at Planning Board 
rezoning meetings for 404 Park St. about how they want to make the boulevard a 
beautiful welcome to the City.  Basically the board wanted to keep it residential 
and keep it pretty. 
 
Motion by Dr. Vaitas 
Seconded by Ms. Honhart that the City Commission approve the 
installation of ten new on-street metered parking spaces on the south side 
of Oakland Blvd. between N. Old Woodward Ave. and Park St. with a two-
hour time limit, and have a rate of $1 per hour at an estimated cost of 
$3,000, charged to account number 585-305.000-971.0200. 
 
There were no further comments from the public at 8:20 a.m. 
 
Motion carried, 5-1. 
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VOICE VOTE:   
Yeas:  Vaitas, Honhart, Kalczynski, Kuhne, Paskewicz  
Nays:  Paskewicz 
Absent:  Esshaki, Gheen 
 
 
AD HOC PARKING STUDY COMMITTEE UPDATE 
 
Mr. O'Meara reported the committee is struggling to come up with a reliable ratio 
of how many square feet generates one parked car.  The Park St. Structure is 
not providing enough spaces for the demand in that zone, which to him says 
people are being pushed to other zones(due to construction at Park St.).  Counts 
were taken when the garage was partially closed, so he has questions whether 
the counts should be what they base this on and whether they should take new 
counts after the garage is functioning normally.  However, there is desire both 
amongst the committee and the City Commission to get to a final conclusion.  It 
was noted that the private spaces are under utilized, but obviously the owner has 
the right to do that with their land.     
 
 
CENTRAL PARKING FINANCIAL REPORTS  
 
Mr. O'Meara commented the trend is that cars are staying longer in the garages 
than they used to so the free parking benefit is not being used by as many 
people.  Revenue is up but actual numbers of cars is down.   
 
 
MONTHLY PARKING REPORT AND GRAPHS  (not discussed) 
 
 
 
MEETING OPEN FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA  
 
Ms. Paskewicz brought up the matter of handicap parking.  She agreed people 
can't be parking in places that are marked yellow because it is a safety issue for 
others.   When people can't make the distance from the structure it used to be 
they could park at a meter and stay there.  Now they won't be able to.  There 
really aren't any other alternative spots on the street if a person is handicapped. 
Mr. O'Meara said it is unfortunate that people who are not handicapped cheat 
and spoil it for those who really are handicapped.  However, the business 
community thinks it is not right to have a large number of meters with one car 
sitting there all day.   
 












BIRMINGHAM CITY COMMISSION AGENDA 
SEPTEMBER 8, 2014 


MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 151 MARTIN 
7:30 P.M. 


 
I. CALL TO ORDER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 


Scott D. Moore, Mayor  
 


II. ROLL CALL 
Laura M. Pierce, City Clerk 
 


III. PROCLAMATIONS, CONGRATULATORY RESOLUTIONS, AWARDS, APPOINTMENTS, 
RESIGNATIONS AND CONFIRMATIONS, ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS, INTRODUCTION 
OF GUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS. 


Announcements: 
• The Run on the Town 5K will be held on Saturday, September 13th beginning in Booth 


Park. 
• The Harvest Festival will be held at the Farmers Market on Sunday, September 14th from 


9:00 AM – 2:00 PM. 
• The City Commission / Parks and Recreation Board Workshop Session will be held on 


Monday, September 15th at 7:30 PM at the DPS Facility, 851 South Eton. 
• The Annual Rail Jam will held on Saturday, September 20th from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM at 


the Triangle between Woodward Avenue and S. Old Woodward.   
• The Birmingham Street Art Fair will be held on Saturday, September 20th from 10:00 AM 


to 6:00 PM and Sunday, September 21st from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM. 
 


Appointments: 
A. Interviews for appointment to the Advisory Parking Committee.  
 1. Steven Kalczynski, 100 Townsend (large retail member) 
 2. Susan Peabody, 34965 Woodward Ave (restaurant owner member)                       


          (unable to attend) 
B. Appoint ____________________ to the Advisory Parking Committee, as the large retail 


member, to serve a three year term to expire September 4, 2017. 
C. Appoint____________________ to the Advisory Parking Committee, as the restaurant 


owner member, to serve a three year term to expire September 4, 2017. 
D. Interviews for appointment to the Design Review Board and Historic District 


Commission. 
 1. Kate Montgomery, 1798 Torry (unable to attend) 
 2. Shelli Weisberg, 651 W. Frank 
 3. Keith Deyer, 1283 Buckingham 
E. Appoint__________________ to the Design Review Board and Historic District 


Commission, as a regular member, to serve a three-year term to expire September 25, 
2017. 


F. Appoint__________________ to the Design Review Board and Historic District 
Commission, as a regular member, to serve a three-year term to expire September 25, 
2017. 


G. Administration of oath to the appointed board members. 
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IV. CONSENT AGENDA 
All items listed on the consent agenda are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one 
motion and approved by a roll call vote.  There will be no separate discussion of the items unless a 
commissioner or citizen so requests, in which event the item will be removed from the general order 
of business and considered under the last item of new business. 


A. Approval of City Commission meeting minutes of August 25, 2014. 
B. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of August 27, 


2014 in the amount of $474,634.01. 
C. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of September 3, 


2014 in the amount of $7,268,235.69. 
D. Resolution accepting the resignation of David Lurie from the Cablecasting Board, 


thanking Mr. Lurie for his service and directing the Clerk to begin the process to fill this 
vacancy. 


E. Resolution approving $19,760 in Municipal Credits and $5,305 in Community Credits to 
provide support for BASCC’S specialized transportation program; approving $20,042 in 
Community Credit funds for the purchase of a new bus shelter located on the west side 
of S. Old Woodward south of Merrill; and further directing the Mayor to sign the 
Municipal Credit and Community Credit contract for fiscal year 2015 on behalf of the 
City. 


F. Resolution approving the purchase of holiday lights from Wintergreen Corporation for a 
total cost not to exceed $16,155.00. Funds will be charged to the General Fund-
Community Activities Operating Supplies account #101-441.004-729.0000 in the amount 
of $10,000.00, and the General Fund-Property Maintenance Operating Supplies account 
#101-441.003-729.0000 in the amount of $6,155.00. 


G. Resolution approving the contract for Kenning Park Ballfields Maintenance project to 
Homefield Turf and Athletic, Inc. in the amount not to exceed $14,650.00, to be funded 
from Capital Project Fund account #401-751.001-981.0100. Further, authorizing the 
Mayor and City Clerk to sign the agreement on behalf of the City upon receipt of 
required insurances. 


 
V. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 


 
VI. NEW BUSINESS 


A. Public Hearing of Necessity for the Hamilton Alley Reconstruction. 
1. Resolution to continue the public hearing of necessity for the paving of the 


Hamilton Alley, extending from Hamilton Ave. to Park St., from Monday, 
September 8, to Monday, September 22, 2014. 


B. Resolution concurring with the request of the Baldwin Public Library Board to establish a 
 joint committee to explore options for improving the library building in accordance with 
 Parts 1 and 2 of their proposal of August 21, 2014 with the following modifications: 
 _____________________________. 
      -OR-  
 Resolution concurring with Part 2 of the Baldwin Public Library Board proposal of August 
 21, 2014 to develop a joint committee following the completion of the Part 1 research to 
 discuss the results and alternatives for the library building. 
C. Resolution approving the installation of ten new on-street metered parking spaces on the 


south side of Oakland Blvd., between N. Old Woodward Ave. and Park St. with a 2-hour time 
limit, and having a rate of $1 per hour, at an estimated cost of $3,000. Further, approving 
the installation of three new on-street metered parking spaces on the west side of Chester 
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St., between W. Maple Rd. and Martin St., with a 2-hour time limit, and having a rate of 50¢ 
per hour, at an estimated cost of $1,000. All costs shall be charged to account number 585-
305.000-971.0200. 


D. Resolution rejecting all bids for the Quarton Rd. and Chesterfield Ave. Intersection 
Improvements Project, Contract #10-14(P), and to rebid the project in December, 2014, 
allowing for construction to be completed prior to the end of the 2015 construction 
season, contingent upon similar approval from the Bloomfield Hills’ City Commission. 


E. Resolution that the City Commission endorse the approval of the Planning Board for the 
proposed changes to the Palladium Building at 202 N. Old Woodward in accordance with 
the plans dated June 9, 2014 prepared by JPRA Architects, including the conversion of 
one floor of theater use to two floors of office use and the addition of three residential 
units on a new fifth floor; AND directing the City Attorney to initiate the process with the 
U.S. District Court which may result in the vacation of the Consent Judgment for the 
Palladium Building at 202 N. Old Woodward. 


F. Resolution approving a 2% salary table adjustment for full time and part time 
employees in the Department Head and Administrative/Management classifications; and 
further, authorizing in range adjustments based upon performance for employees mid-
range in their salary classification; and further approving the transfer of the necessary 
funds by the Finance Department to the respective departmental personnel accounts. 


G. Resolution to meet in closed session to discuss an attorney/client privilege 
communication in accordance with Section 8(h) of the Open Meetings Act. 


 (A roll call vote is required and the vote must be approved by a 2/3 majority of the 
commission. The commission will adjourn to closed session after all other business has been 
addressed in open session and reconvene to open session, after the closed session, for 
purposes of taking formal action resulting from the closed session and for purposes of 
adjourning the meeting.) 
 


VII. REMOVED FROM CONSENT AGENDA 
 


VIII. COMMUNICATIONS 
 


IX. OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 
 


X. REPORTS 
A. Commissioner Reports 


1. Notice of intention to appoint to the Board of Zoning Appeals and Cablecasting 
Board on October 13, 2014. 


B. Commissioner Comments 
C. Advisory Boards, Committees, Commissions’ Reports and Agendas 
D. Legislation 
E. City Staff 


 
XI. ADJOURN 


 
NOTICE:  Individuals requiring accommodations, such as mobility, visual, hearing, interpreter or other assistance, for 
effective participation in this meeting should contact the City Clerk's Office at (248) 530-1880 (voice), or (248) 644-
5115 (TDD) at least one day in advance to request mobility, visual, hearing or other assistance. 
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Las personas que requieren alojamiento, tales como servicios de interpretación, la participación efectiva en esta 
reunión deben ponerse en contacto con la Oficina del Secretario Municipal al (248) 530-1880 por lo menos el día 
antes de la reunión pública. (Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964). 
 


INFORMATION ONLY 
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MEMORANDUM 
Office of City Manager 


DATE: August 29, 2014 


TO: City Commission 


FROM: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


SUBJECT: Baldwin Library Next Steps 


The attached resolution and proposal was provided by the Library to gather City Commission 
input into their plan for the future of the Library following the failed millage initiative.  In 
speaking with the Library Director there are alternatives for City Commission involvement in 
determining the long term facility needs and resulting building enhancements. 


Alternative 1 


As outlined by the motion approved by the Baldwin Library Board on August 18, 2014, the City 
Commission may elect to participate in a joint Library/City Ad Hoc Building Committee to serve 
two purposes.  The first component (Part 1) as outlined in the proposal would be to participate 
in a community survey process and conduct additional research into the community’s 
expectations for the Library’s needs, wants and funding parameters and develop a revised 
Library building program through such a process.  It is expected this process would conclude 
with a presentation to the City Commission at its Long Range Planning workshop in January 
2015.  The second component (Part 2) would be to develop recommendations for obtaining 
professional assistance in advancing the Library building program developed under the first 
component.   


Alternative 2 


The Commission may elect to allow the Library Board to develop a committee on its own to 
facilitate a community input process as outlined under Part 1 of the proposal on the needs and 
wants for Library services and building expectations with a progress report made at the Long 
Range Planning workshop in January 2015.  Upon the presentation of a revised Library building 
plan with building enhancements, the City Commission may elect to appoint members to a joint 
committee at that time to facilitate Part 2 of their proposal.  This would presumably involve 
structural changes to the building and would require City involvement at such time. 


The Library Director will speak to the Library Board’s proposal at the City Commission meeting 
of September 8, 2014.  To assist the City Commission in providing some direction the following 
resolutions have been prepared for City Commission consideration. 
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SUGGESTED RESOLUTION A 
 
To concur with the request of the Baldwin Public Library Board to establish a joint committee to 
explore options for improving the library building in accordance with Parts 1 and 2 of their 
proposal of August 21, 2014 with the following modifications:  
_____________________________. 
 
OR  
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION B 
 
To concur with Part 2 of the Baldwin Public Library Board proposal of August 21, 2014 to 
develop a joint committee following the completion of the Part 1 research to discuss the results 
and alternatives for the library building.  
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
To:  Joe Valentine, City Manager 


From:   Doug Koschik, Library Director 


Date:    August 23, 2014 
 
Subject:   Possible new committee to explore options for improving the Library building 
 
I am forwarding to you a resolution passed by the Baldwin Public Library Board of Directors on August 
18, 2014.  It calls for a new committee to explore options for improving the Library building.  I am also 
forwarding a proposal that details the Library Board's recommendations about the nature, size, 
composition and charge of the committee. 
 
The Library Board would like to see a discussion of this resolution placed on the agenda of the 
Birmingham City Commission's September 8 meeting--or if that proves impossible, on the agenda of the 
September 22 meeting.  The Library Board is eager to hear the City Commission’s opinions and 
suggestions on all aspects of this proposal.   
 
Thank you. 
 


 


 


 


Motion Approved by Baldwin Public Library Board of Directors 


August 18, 2014 


 


To request that the Birmingham City Commission join with the Baldwin Public Library Board of Directors 


in establishing a joint committee to explore options for improving the Library building.  The 


recommendation is for a committee of seven members, including two City Commissioners, two 


members of the Library Board of Directors, and three members of the public selected by the City 


Commission and the Library Board from self-nominated individuals.  Other recommendations are 


included in the enclosed proposal.  The Library envisions that the committee will start meeting in 


October 2014.  A progress report would then be delivered to the City Commission at its long-range 


planning session in early 2015. 


 


  







Baldwin Public Library 


Proposal for New Library Building Process 


August 21, 2014 


 


1. Two alternate committee types were considered. 


 Joint City/Library Ad Hoc Committee, similar to the former Joint Library Building 


Committee (JLBC), but with broader community representation.   


 Library-Only Ad Hoc Committee, with broad community representation.   


 


The Library Board recommends a Joint City/Library Ad Hoc Committee.  If the City declines to set 


up such a committee, the Library Board will consider setting up a Library-Only Committee after 


hearing comments and suggestions from the City Commission. 


 


2. Size of committee.  Two sizes were considered in depth. 


 The JLBC had seven members; the Cemetery Committee also had seven.  In both cases 


Library and City staff supported the committees, but had no voting rights.   Several 


people who were consulted view seven as the optimum size for this type of committee. 


 Expansion to nine members can be considered to accommodate expanded 


representation from the community. 


 


The Library Board recommends a committee with seven members, but is willing to consider a 


committee with nine members. 


 


3. Composition of committee.  The follow categories of committee members were identified. 


 Up to two City Commissioners since City Commissioners are elected by the entire 


community and the City owns the Library building. 


 Two Library Board members since Library Board members are elected by the entire 


community, are responsible for Library operations and the customer experience, and 


are familiar with the Library facility and its issues. 


 Consider representatives from the following groups.  All should be Birmingham 


residents. 


o Birmingham residents who opposed the May 6 bond issue 


o Birmingham residents who supported it 


o BASCC 


o Teens 


o Young parents   


o Architect  from community who is not project architect 


o The Community House (in view of Andres Duany’s comments about 


coordination between the Library and The Community House)  


 


The Library Board recommends that the Committee contain two Library Board members, up to 


two City Commissioners, and three or more members of the public, depending on how many 







City Commissioners join the committee.  If more representatives from the public are desired, 


consider increasing the committee size to nine. 


4.  Selection process for community members. 


 Use a process similar to the one used for choosing community members of the 


Cemetery Committee.  Ask interested citizens to self-nominate, provide a short 


biography, and say why they wish to volunteer. 


 The selection would be made by the Library Board and City Commission. 


 


The Library Board recommends that the selection of committee members be made by both the 


Library Board and City Commission.  If the City declines to set up a joint committee and the 


Library, after consultation with the City Commission, decides to establish a committee on its 


own, then only the Library Board would make the selection. 


 


5. Charge to committee.  Overall objective:  To develop and recommend a new library building 


plan with a significantly lower cost and greater buy-in from the community than the plan 


rejected on May 6, 2014.  


 


Part 1 (Revise the Library building program and develop a long-term facility plan) 


 Develop a timeline for the process. 


 Conduct new survey of residents with a professional marketing firm. * 


 Determine if additional research is required in areas already researched in 2012 (e.g., 


benchmarking, focus groups, accessibility study, “Library of the Future” study). 


o As part of its strategic plan update in 2014, the Library will prepare a ten-year 


vision for the Library. 


 Develop, through the above research and public input, a consensus on what kind of 


Library citizens need, want, and are willing to pay for. 


o Review and prioritize needs and wants. 


o Review the library building program and determine where changes are required 


based on prioritized needs and wants.  Consider professional input.* Develop 


and evaluate a new library building program consistent with the Library’s ten-


year vision.   


 Consider a multi-phase approach, with a low-cost renovation as the first stage, per 


Andres Duany’s recommendation. 


 Obtain, through various methods, public input on these plans.  


 Report out to the Library Board and City Commission and obtain approval of a revised 


library building program.   


 


  







Part 2 (Develop a phase 1 building project) 


 Recommend the appropriate method of obtaining professional assistance to develop a 


phase 1 building project—e.g., an interior design firm (for interior-only improvements) 


or an architect to prepare conceptual drawings and estimated costs.  If appropriate, 


with the City, prepare an RFP for hiring a conceptual architect. 


 With the designer or architect, review alternative(s) with estimated costs and select 


the best alternative.*  Obtain public input.  


 Recommend the best alternative to the Library Board and City Commission, along with 


possible funding alternatives. 


 


6. Timing:  6-9 months 


 


7. Library (and possibly City) employees would support the new committee, in a manner similar to 


how they did the JLBC. 


 


 


*Expense items 
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPOINT TO THE 
ADVISORY PARKING COMMITTEE 


At the regular meeting of Monday, September 8, 2014 the Birmingham City Commission 
intends to appoint three members to the Advisory Parking Committee; one large retail 
member to serve a three-year term to expire September 4, 2017; one restaurant owner 
member to serve a three-year term to expire September 4, 2017; and one downtown 
employee member to serve a three-year term to expire September 4, 2017.   


Interested citizens may submit a form available from the city clerk's office on or before noon 
on Wednesday, September 3, 2014.  These applications will appear in the public agenda for 
the regular meeting at which time the commission will discuss recommendations, and may 
make nominations and vote on the appointments. 


Committee Duties 


The advisory parking committee shall provide guidance to the city commission in the 
management of Birmingham's Auto Parking System.  The committee shall recognize parking 
requirements of the CBD and fairly assess the costs to users.  It will provide for attractive, 
maintained and safe facilities. 


The committee consists of nine members appointed for three years who serve without 
compensation.  The majority of members shall be residents and membership shall represent 
the following: large retail, small retail, professional firm, building owner, restaurant owner, 
downtown employee, resident shopper and two residents, for a total of nine.  Meetings are 
held the first Wednesday of the month at 7:30 A.M. 


SUGGESTED ACTION: 


To appoint ____________________ to the Advisory Parking Committee, as the large retail 
member, to serve a three year term to expire September 4, 2017. 


To appoint ____________________ to the Advisory Parking Committee, as the restaurant 
owner member, to serve a three year term to expire September 4, 2017. 


To appoint ____________________ to the Advisory Parking Committee, as the downtown 
employee member, to serve a three year term to expire September 4, 2017. 
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ADVISORY PARKING COMMITTEE
  Resolution No. 8-882-84 - August 6, 1984.  Amended by Resolution No. 9-989-84    
  September 4, 1984. Amended by Resolution No. 05-152-00 May 22, 2000. 
  Nine Members, the majority of whom shall be residents of the City of Birmingham 
  Terms:  Three years 
  Appointment requirements:  The majority of the members shall be residents and   
  membership shall be as follows: 


Downtown commercial representatives - large retail - 1 member;  small retail - 1 
member;  professional firm - 1 member;  building owner - 1 member;  restaurant owner 
- 1 member;  downtown employee representative - 1 member;  residential - two 
members who do not qualify under any of the previous categories,  and one resident 
shopper. 


  Meeting schedule:  1st Wednesday of the month - 7:30AM 


Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Esshaki James


4224 Orchard Way


(248) 420-9999


essprop@aol.com


Building Owner


Bloomfield Hills 48301


9/4/20155/14/2007


Gheen Julie


272 Ravine Rd


(313) 670-5925


jgheen@hotmail.com


Resident Shopper


Birmingham 48009


9/4/201611/11/2013


Honhart Anne


197 E. Frank


(248) 644-3678


(248) 588-4666


(248) 588-2706


Resident


Birmingham 48009


9/4/20159/4/1984


Kalczynski Steven


100 Townsend (248) 642-7900


skalczynski@townsendhotel.com


Large Retail


Birmingham 48009


9/4/201411/26/2012
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Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Kuhne Lex


1530 Pilgrim Ave


(248) 642-8819


(248) 644-4539


lexkuhne@gmail.com


Professional Firm


Birmingham 48009


9/4/20169/24/2004


Paskiewicz Judith


560 Woodland


248-642-3337


judith.paskiewicz@gmail.com


Resident


Birmingham 48009


9/4/20161/28/2013


Peabody Susan


5562 Lane Lake Ct


(248) 568-4853


(248) 644-5222


speabody@comcast.net


Restaurant Owner


Bloomfield Hills 48302


9/4/20141/28/2002


Vacant


Downtown Employee Member


9/4/2014


Vaitas Algirdas


2633 Endsleigh Drive


(248) 593-3177


alvortho@aol.com


Small Retail


Bloomfield Village 48301


9/4/201511/13/2006
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ADVISORY PARKING COMMITTEE
ATTENDANCE RECORD


2013


J F M A M J J A S O N D


Esshaki, James A X X X A A X X A A A A 0%
Honhart, Anne P X X X P P X X P P P P 100%
Kalcynski, Steven P X X X P P X X P P P P 100%
Kuhne, Lex P X X X P P X X P P P P 100%
Ley, William P X X X A A X X A * * * 25%
Paskiewicz, Judith P X X X P A X X P P P A 71%
Peabody, Susan A X X X P P X X P A P P 71%
Stanczak, Paul A X X X A A X X A * * * 0%
Vaitas, Algirdas P X X X A P X X A P P P 71%
Julie Gheen ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** A 0%


X = Meeting Cancelled
* = Member Resigned
** = Member Not Yet Appointed


2014


J F M A M J J A S O N D


Esshaki, James X A A X A X A A 0%
Honhart, Anne X P P X P X P P 100%
Kalcynski, Steven X A P X P X P P 80%
Kuhne, Lex X P P X P X P P 100%
Paskiewicz, Judith X P P X P X P P 100%
Peabody, Susan X P P X P X P P 100%
Vaitas, Algirdas X P P X P X P P 100%
Julie Gheen X P P X P X P A 80%


X = Meeting Cancelled





		attendance.13.14.pdf

		Sheet1
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MEMORANDUM 
Human Resources Department 


DATE: July 26, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Dan Schulte, HR Manager 


SUBJECT: 2014-15 Compensation Recommendations for Department 
Heads and Administrative / Management Employees 


BACKGROUND 
The Birmingham management and administrative staff is comprised of 10 department heads 
and 23 supervisory and professional employees.  Compensation recommendations are 
presented annually. 


SALARY CONSIDERATIONS 
All 5 of the City’s collective bargaining agreements are settled at 2% effective July 1, 2014.  


HR RECOMMENDATIONS 
For fiscal year 2014-15, HR recommends a 2% adjustment in the salary tables which govern 
department head and administrative/management classifications. 


There is a substantial number of part time employees that would be included in the 
recommendation for 2%. 


Additionally, there is now a substantial number of administrative management employees who 
are mid-range (some of these at or near the minimum) in their salary range classification.  HR 
also recommends an authorization for modest upward adjustments within a salary range based 
upon performance.  These would be upon recommendation of the department head and 
approval of HR and the City Manager. 


COSTS 
This recommendation is for one of the largest employee groups.  The cost—including salary 
sensitive roll-up costs—for these recommendations is estimated at $140,000. 


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To approve a 2% salary table adjustment for full time and part time employees in the 
Department Head and Administrative/Management classifications; and further, to authorize in-
range adjustments based upon performance for employees mid-range in their salary 
classification; and further to approve the transfer of the necessary funds by the Finance 
Department to the respective departmental personnel accounts. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Department of Public Services 


DATE: August 28, 2014 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Lauren A. Wood, Director of Public Services 


SUBJECT: Holiday Lights 2014 Purchase 


Sealed bids were opened on Wednesday, August 13, 2014 for the cost of 1500 sets of 
LED (light-emitting diode) lights to supply the City’s holiday decorating program.  Four 
bidders responded.  The result of the sealed bids follows in the table below. 


The City decorates all of the street trees in Downtown Birmingham, including Maple, Old 
Woodward, Pierce, Hamilton, Henrietta, Martin, Merrill, Brown, Peabody, and Adams. 
The holiday decorating program also includes City Properties such as City Hall, the 
Department of Public Services, the Library, parking structures and Shain Park, using 
primarily LED lights. 


The City decorates approximately 400 trees every year for the holidays.  This includes 
an average of 18 strands per tree, and 100 lights per strand, Birmingham has over 
700,000 lights for the holidays!  LED holiday lights consume 75 percent less energy than 
their incandescent counterparts.  Also, LED lights last up to 10 times longer than the 
other holiday lights.  Plus, if one bulb is damaged, the rest of the string stays lit. 


The Principle Shopping District has participated in the holiday lighting program in the 
past by budgeting for, selecting, and determining the decoration of “specialty trees”. 
Again this year, the PSD is endorsing the purchase of “warm white” LED lights based on 
recommendations from merchant meetings and the PSD maintenance committee. The 
“warm white” LED lights mirror exactly the incandescent lights, otherwise known as 
“clear lights”.  As in the past, this year portions of this purchase will be reimbursed by 
the PSD for material and installation services. 


Company Bid Price 
Wintergreen Corporation $16,155.00 
Holiday Lighting, Inc. $18,450.00 
Holiday Designs $20,350.00 
Tobins Lake Sales $21,100.00 
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The last large purchase for holiday lights occurred in 2010 in the amount of $39,000.  
Again, we do not anticipate another large purchase for some time, as lights are replaced 
on a rotational basis each year based on usage hours. 
 
The Department of Public Services recommends awarding the Holiday Lights purchase to 
Wintergreen Corporation as they are the lowest qualified bidder, see the attached 
proposal.   We have also purchased lights from them in the past and have been very 
happy with the product and their service.  Funds for this purchase have been budgeted 
in the General Fund-Community Activities Operating Supplies account #101-441.004-
729.0000 and the General Fund-Property Maintenance Operating Supplies account 
#101-441.003-729.0000. 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To approve the purchase of holiday lights from Wintergreen Corporation for a total cost 
not to exceed $16,155.00.  Funds will be charged to the General Fund-Community 
Activities Operating Supplies account #101-441.004-729.0000 in the amount of 
$10,000.00, and the General Fund-Property Maintenance Operating Supplies account 
#101-441.003-729.0000 in the amount of $6,155.00. 
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